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INTRODUCTION 
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Why We Were Created 

There is no one like Allah and we love 

Him the most. We thank Him and 

praise Him that He created us and 

gave us a purpose in this life.  

Allah created us for two important 

jobs that we must never forget: 

To know Him, and 

To worship Him. 

Our purpose in life is to know Allah, 

our Creator, so we can connect to 

Him. And when we know Allah then 

we will worship Him, love Him, obey 

Him and ask Him alone for everything 

we need.  
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The more we know Allah, the more 

our faith in Him increases. We all 

want to be strong in our faith and we 

all want to love Allah and do what He 

tells us to do so He can take us to 

paradise. 
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The Best Way  

To Know Allah  

The best way to learn about Allah is 

through His Names and the best 

knowledge is the knowledge of the 

Names of Allah.  

We call the Names of Allah (أسماء اهلل 
 This means there is – (الحسنى

nothing much better and more 

beautiful than the Names of Allah. 

Each Name of Allah is perfect and is 

special in its own way. 
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We love the Names of Allah because 

Allah loves His Names. He is the One 

Who called Himself with these 

names. The Names of Allah are not 

just names without meaning. Each 

name has so much meaning and it has 

a great effect on us. And each Name 

of Allah brings us closer to Him. 
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Allah Has Ninety-Nine 

Names Whoever Lives By 

Them Enters Paradise 

َعْن أَيبِ ُهَرْيَرَة ـ رضى هللا عنه ـ أَنَّ َرُسوَل هللاَِّ صلى هللا 

 َّ عليه وسلم َقاَل  "إِنَّ لِلَِّه تِْسَعًة َوتِْسِعيَن اْسَما ِمائًَة إِال

َة ".  َواِحًدا َمْن أَْحَصاَها َدَخَل اْلَجنَّ

Narrated Abu Huraira (may Allah be pleased with 

him): Allah has ninety-nine Names, i.e., one 

hundred minus one, and whoever believes in their 

meanings and acts accordingly, will enter 

Paradise.  1

We need ninety-nine Names of Allah 

to take us to paradise, but Allah has 

more names which are not known to 

anyone.  

 Sahih al-Bukhari 27361
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The more Names of Allah we know, 

the more we love Him, the better we 

worship Him, and the closer it takes 

us to paradise where we can see His 

Face full of beauty and majesty. We 

ask Allah from His favors and 

blessings. Ameen. 

Let us now enter the most beautiful 

garden –  
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A true paradise on earth;  

to fill our hearts with love and 

magnification for our Creator, Allah,  

The Most High, The Most Great.    

The sources used are:  

 الجامع أسماء هللا الحسنى - ماهر مقدم

 فقه األسماء الحسنى - عبد الرزاق البدر

 النهج األسمى - د. محمد النجدي
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The Garden of the  

Names of Allah 



(1) – (2) 

ALLAH AL WAHID 

AL AHAD   
 (اهلل الواحد األحد)

THE ONE –  

THE ONE AND ONLY ONE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WAHID AL AHAD? 

Allah Al Wahid Al Ahad is The One 

and The One and Only One. There is 

no one equal to Him. Imagine if there 

were more than one Allah, then we 

would get confused and not know 

what to do. 

But Allah Al Wahid Al Ahad is One 

and unique, and there is no one like 

Him.  

He is perfect - in all His names, 

attributes and actions. We are not 

perfect - we cannot live alone, and we 

need each other. 
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Allah Al Wahid Al Ahad does not 

need anyone. He does not need a son 

or a wife. He does not need any 

partners or helpers. 

He is our Rabb; He is The King and 

He is The Most Rich. He gives us 

what no one has given us, and 

whatever He gives, there is nothing 

like it.  

There is no one better, stronger, 

kinder, nicer, and more beautiful than 

Allah. He does not get tired, nor does 

he sleep, and He is The Ever-Living, 

Who never dies. This makes us 

always attach to Allah and be happy 

that He will never leave us. 
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Allah is always with us, but we must 

remember that He is not next to us. 

He is above the seven heavens; yet 

He sees us, hears us, and knows 

about us all the time.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WAHID AL AHAD… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be one, for One, on one 

way. This means, we should be 

sincere to Allah on the straight path 

(one way). 

We should ask Allah alone when we 

want something - be it provision, 

protection from harm, solution to a 

problem or anything else. 
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Asking Allah By His Greatest Name 

اللَّهمَّ إينِّ أسأُلَك أينِّ أْشهُد أنََّك أنَت هللاَُّ ال إَلَه إالَّ أنَت 

مُد الَّذي لم يلِْد ولم يوَلْد ولم يَكن َلُه كفًوا أحٌد   األحُد الصَّ

Allahumma inni as’aluka anni ash-hadu annaka 

anta Allahu Laa ilaaha illa anta  

Al Ahadu As Samadu al-ladhee lam yalid  

wa lam yulad wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan ahad 

The Messenger of Allah heard a man saying:  

O Allah, I ask You, I bear witness that there is no 

god but You, the One, The Self-Sufficient 

Master, Who has not begotten, and has not been 

begotten, and to Whom no one is equal. 

 And he said:  You have supplicated Allah using 

His Greatest Name, when asked with this name 

He gives, and when supplicated by this name he 

answers.  2

 Jami` at-Tirmidhi 34752
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(3) 

ALLAH AL KAREEM  
 (اهلل الكريم)

THE MOST GENEROUS 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL KAREEM? 

Imagine waking up from sleep and 

finding a big gift in our room that we 

never expected.   Who is the One 

Who gave us? Allah Al Kareem. 

Allah Al Kareem is The Most 

Generous and there is no one more 

generous than Him. He is always 

giving and granting blessings and 

favors to all His creation. 

Allah Al Kareem is the One Who 

gives us so much without us asking 

Him and without wanting anything in 

return. 
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Sometimes we do not tell anyone, but 

we get what we want. This is by the 

action of Allah Al Kareem. 

Allah Al Kareem overlooks and 

forgives our sins. When we do 

anything wrong, there is a black dot 

on our heart which we can’t see, but 

when we ask forgiveness from Allah, 

He removes that dot and gives us 

good deeds in its place.  

When we ask for something and we 

don’t get it now, does it mean Allah 

doesn’t want to give us? No, it is 

because Allah knows that it is just not 

the right time. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KAREEM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah when we need anything, 

because only He can give us. If we 

keep asking from others, they will get 

tired.  

We should not be upset if people do 

not give us. And when we get 

something from the people, we must 

tell them ‘Jazak Allah Khair’.  
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We should be generous and give 

others, then Allah will be generous 

with us. 
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(4) 

ALLAH AL 

WADOOD  
 (اهلل الودود)

THE MOST LOVING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WADOOD? 

Allah Al Wadood is The Most Loving 

and He is The One Most Loved. He 

loves us so much and He loves that 

we do everything in the most beautiful 

way. Look at how Allah made the sky, 

mountains, and seas all in different 

colors. 

Allah Al Wadood is the One Who 

makes Himself beloved to His 

creation by His beautiful attributes, 

vast favors, and utmost gentleness. 
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We will taste the sweetness of faith 

and longing to meet Allah when we 

love Him the most; it is paradise in 

our heart which no one can take 

away. 

When we love Allah the most and do 

what He loves such as praying, 

fasting, and giving charity, then Allah 

will love us more. And then we will 

love Allah more, and it keeps 

continuing. 

And if we do anything wrong, Allah 

will still love us when we turn to Him 

and ask Him for forgiveness.  
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Surah Hud 90 

 

"And ask forgiveness of your Lord and turn unto 

Him in repentance. Verily, my Lord is Most 

Merciful, Most Loving." 

Asking Allah To Love You 

اللهم إين أسألك حبك، وحب من يحبك، والعمل الذي 

يبلغني حبك  

Allahumma inni as’aluka hubbaka, wa hubba man 

yuhibbuka, wal ‘amal al-ladhee yuballighuni 

hubbaka 

O Allah I ask You for Your Love, the love of those 

who love You, and deeds which will cause me to 

attain Your Love.  3

 Riyadh As Saliheen, At Tirmidhi, Book 16, Hadith 14903
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We want Allah to love us, and we 

love everything He loves, such as the 

prophets, angels, and believers. And 

we love any actions that will bring us 

closer to His love.  

Even though we love Allah so much, 

we can’t see Him in this life; we can 

only see Him in paradise. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WADOOD… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah for His love and 

we must hope to see Him in paradise.  

We should love one another. We 

should always say salam, speak the 

best words and smile. We must not 

speak bad words or hurt anyone or 

scream at anyone.  
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We should love our parents, 

brothers, sisters, friends and all the 

Muslims. When we love each other 

then we will believe in Allah, and when 

we believe then we will go to 

paradise.  
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(5) – (6) 

ALLAH AL GHAFOOR  
AL GHAFFAAR  
 (اهلل الغفور الغفّار)

THE MOST FORGIVING  

THE ALL-FORGIVING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL GHAFOOR  

AL GHAFFAAR? 

We all make mistakes; there is no 

human who doesn’t make mistakes. 

But when we make a mistake, we 

don’t just stay quiet, rather we turn to 

Allah and ask Him to forgive us. 

No matter how many times we do 

wrong, we can always go back to 

Allah and ask Him to forgive us 

because Allah is Al Ghafoor Al 

Ghaffaar. He is The Most Forgiving; 

He is The One Who forgives and 

covers our sins.   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When we do something wrong like 

scream at our parents or hurt anyone 

or make fun of them, then we get a 

black dot. But when we ask 

forgiveness from Allah, then Allah Al 

Ghafoor Al Ghaffaar removes that 

black dot. 

And when Allah forgives our sins, He 

will change us and make us do good 

deeds. 

Good deeds (hasanaat) are for 

example, being good to our parents, 

praying, helping others, and saying 

good words.  
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Out of Allah’s forgiveness, He 

exchanges our sins to good deeds and 

exchanges our bad actions and 

utterances to good actions and good 

utterances. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE ALLAH IS  

AL GHAFOOR AL GHAFFAAR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah, “O Ghafoor, 

forgive me” and we should say 

‘Astaghfirullah’. 

If anyone does something bad to us or 

hurts our feelings, then we must 

forgive them so that Allah can forgive 

us. 

We should not make fun of others if 

they do something wrong.  
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We should not lose hope from Allah’s 

forgiveness when we make mistakes. 

Rather, we should ask sincerely for 

His forgiveness and Allah will surely 

forgive us. 

Surah Az Zumar 53 

 

 

Say: "O 'Ibadi (My slaves) who have transgressed 

against themselves (by committing evil deeds and 

sins)! Despair not of the Mercy of Allah: verily, 

Allah forgives all sins. Truly He is Oft-Forgiving, 

Most Merciful. 
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(7) 

ALLAH AS SAMAD  
 (اهلل الصمد)

THE MOST SOLID  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SAMAD? 

Allah As Samad is The Master Who 

is perfect in His mastership. He does 

not get affected by anything and He is 

The One Who will always remain. 

He does not get affected if someone 

talks bad about Him, because He is 

perfect in all His names, attributes, 

and actions. But we tend to get upset 

if our friend tells us something not 

nice, because we are not perfect.  

Allah As Samad can handle everyone. 

If all the people were to ask Him at 

the same time, He can answer all of 

them at the same time.  
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Allah As Samad does not need to eat 

or drink, but we need to eat and drink. 

Allah As Samad does not have a 

father, mother, son, or daughter 

because there is no one like Him. He 

does not need anyone. But we have a 

father, mother, sister, and brothers 

because we need others.  

The name of Allah As Samad is 

mentioned in Surah Al Ikhlas.  

Surah Al Ikhlas 2 

 

Allah-us-Samad [Allah the Self-Sufficient 

Master, Whom all creatures need, (He neither 

eats nor drinks)] 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AS SAMAD… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

If we want anything, we should ask 

Him alone. Even if we ask Him again 

and again, He can handle it because 

He is As Samad. 
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We should love Surah Al Ikhlas and 

be sincere (mukhliseen) to Allah. 

Being sincere (muhkliseen) to Allah is 

to be pure for Allah and do everything 

for Him because He knows what is in 

our hearts. 
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(8) 

ALLAH AL QAREEB 
 (اهلل القريب)

THE MOST NEAR  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QAREEB? 

Anything near (qareeb) is what we can 

see and hear. We love all good things 

to be near to us. We love to be near 

our family and good friends.  

Allah is Al Qareeb - The Most Near, 

and His nearness is perfect and free 

from faults.  

Allah Al Qareeb is near to all. He is 

not near in place but by His 

knowledge, because He is above the 

seven heavens; He rose over the 

Throne in a manner that suits His 

Majesty.  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Allah Al Qareeb can hear us even if 

we say something inside our heart. He 

knows our deepest feelings and our 

inner most thoughts. 

Allah Al Qareeb is especially near to 

those who believe in Him. When we 

pray, read Qur’an, make dua and learn 

about Him, then we will come closer 

to Allah.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QAREEB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should come closer to Allah by 

worshipping Him, then He will love us 

more and He will make our life better 

and better.   

We should ask Allah Al Qareeb to 

bring all good things near to us, and to 

keep all bad things away from us.  
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We should ask Allah to bring paradise 

closer to us and to keep the fire away 

from us. 

We should not be afraid something 

will be far away from us. 
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(9) 

ALLAH AS SAMIE’ 
 (اهلل السميع)

THE ALL-HEARING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SAMIE’? 

Allah As Samie’ is The One Who 

hears all sounds. He has the best 

hearing, and He hears everything and 

everyone at the same time. He hears 

all sounds and all languages and there 

is no sound that covers another 

sound. We cannot hear the ant, but 

Allah hears everything.  

Imagine if ten people speak at the 

same time, we can’t hear what each 

one is saying, we will only hear a loud 

sound.  
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Allah As Samie’ hears everything and 

understands everything. He hears the 

animals, He hears the plants, He 

hears the sea, He hears the birds, and 

He understands what they are saying.  

Sometimes there are people who hear 

us, but they do not answer us. But 

when Allah hears us, He answers us 

and gives us what we ask.  

When we pray and when we make 

dua, Allah hears us and answers our 

dua.  

If we whisper something to someone, 

Allah hears us.  

If we say something bad, Allah hears 

us. 
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While Prophet Yunus (عليه السالم) was 

in the belly of the whale, he kept 

saying (ال إله إال أنت سبحانك إني كنت من 

 the whole time; only Allah (الظاملني

could hear him. 

Sometimes when we talk to our 

parents, they hear us but cannot 

understand us. Allah As Samie’ hears 

us and He understands us.  

Allah gave us two ears and one 

tongue, and this means we need to 

listen before we speak.  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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AS SAMIE’… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We always say the best words 

because Allah hears us.  

We should listen to what our parents, 

teachers, and family say.  

We should protect our ears from 

hearing bad things. We should hear 

about Allah, the Qur’an and anything 

good.  
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We should thank Allah and say 

‘Alhamdulillah’ that He allowed us to 

hear about Him. 

50
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(10) 

ALLAH AL JAMEEL 
 (اهلل الجميل)

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL JAMEEL? 

We all love what is beautiful. The sky 

is beautiful, the stars are beautiful, 

the sea is beautiful; Who made 

everything around us beautiful? Allah 

Al Jameel. 

Allah Al Jameel is The Most 

Beautiful and there is no one more 

beautiful than Him. All the Names of 

Allah are the most beautiful and 

everything Allah does is the most 

beautiful.  
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We may then wonder, why are there 

ugly things in this life? In order that 

we appreciate when we see 

something beautiful. If we do not see 

something ugly, then we will not know 

what is beautiful.  

And anything ugly is a test for us. Do 

we talk bad about it and think we are 

better? No, we do not make fun of 

anything ugly nor do we look down 

upon it. Instead, we thank Allah for 

making us beautiful and for giving us 

so many beautiful things. 
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We all love to wear beautiful clothes, 

to look beautiful and to have a 

beautiful room. Allah loves when we 

keep ourselves clean and make 

ourselves beautiful, but not to show 

off in front of the people. We do it 

because Allah is The Most Beautiful, 

He loves beauty and He loves that we 

make things beautiful.  

So, when we wake-up in the morning, 

we shower, and brush our hair, and 

wear nice clothes, even if we are at 

home and there are no people. We do 

it because Allah is Al Jameel and He 

sees us.  
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Also, it is not only about looking 

beautiful from the outside; someone 

might look nice from the outside, but 

they may be ugly from inside and 

speak mean words.  

We want to look beautiful from the 

outside, and we want to be beautiful 

from the inside. We want our heart to 

be good and not be jealous of others. 

We want to think good and speak 

good and beautiful words, not mean 

words.  

Allah made everything on the earth 

beautiful- the sun, the mountains, the 

stars, the flowers, but He made 

paradise more beautiful than it.  
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We all want to go to paradise 

because the people, palaces, gardens, 

rivers, fruits and food are the most 

beautiful there. But Allah is The 

Most Beautiful, much more beautiful 

than paradise.  

We cannot see Allah in this life. He 

has covered His Face because we 

would not be able to handle seeing 

His beauty.  

The believers who go to paradise will 

see the Face of Allah and the beauty 

of Allah.  

The disbelievers will not be able to 

see Allah because they did not believe 

in Him and therefore, are not worthy 

to see Him.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL JAMEEL… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should look beautiful from the 

inside and outside. We should make 

our hearts beautiful by not being 

jealous, we should make our tongue 

beautiful by speaking good words, and 

we should clean ourselves, brush our 

hair and wear beautiful clothes.  
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We must make ourselves look 

beautiful because Allah sees us, and 

not for the people.  

We should ask Allah to make us see 

His beautiful Face in paradise.  
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(11) 

ALLAH AL QADEER  
 (اهلل القدير)

THE MOST ABLE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QADEER? 

Allah Al Qadeer is The Most Able 

and Who has complete ability over 

everything.  

Al Qadeer is one of the very strong 

Names of Allah. Anything that 

happens in this life is because Allah Al 

Qadeer allowed it to happen. There is 

nothing that happens out of the blue.  

Allah knows everything that will 

happen before we are even created. 

And He wrote it all in a great book 

called ‘The Preserved Tablet’ (اللوح 
  .(املحفوظ
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The way things look is already 

decided by Allah Al Qadeer. He made 

the sea blue, the forests green, the 

flowers bright and colorful. And He 

made some people with green eyes, 

some with hazel eyes and some with 

other colors.  

When anything that we do not like 

happens, we do not say, “Why did this 

happen?”. We say, “because Allah is 

Al Qadeer and for sure there is 

goodness behind it, but we can’t see it 

now”. We say ‘Alhamdulillah’ and are 

pleased. 
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For example, we decide to go out for a 

picnic, and then it starts to rain 

heavily, and our plan is cancelled. 

Allah Al Qadeer knows what is best 

for us so we should not be upset 

about it. 

Allah Al Qadeer gave us the ability to 

choose.  

So, we must always choose the 

good over the bad. 

When we do something bad, it is 

because we chose to do that bad.  

Allah will bring everyone back to life 

on the Day of Judgement because He 

is Al Qadeer. He is Able to bring the 

bones back to life again.   
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QADEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

If we want anything, we ask Allah Al 

Qadeer because He is Able to do 

everything.  

We must choose the best thing 

pleasing to Allah.  

We must not be upset if something 

we wanted does not happen.  
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(12) 

ALLAH AL ‘AFUW  
 (اهلل العفو)

THE ALL-PARDONING 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL ‘AFUW? 

We all make mistakes because we all 

are imperfect. We have faults and 

shortcomings within us. 

Allah Al ‘Afuw is the One Who loves 

to pardon our shortcomings. He 

overlooks our mistakes and erases 

our sins. 

And when we sincerely repent to 

Allah and ask for His pardoning, He 

will erase all the traces of our sins 

and replace it with good deeds.  
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Asking Allah To Pardon Us 

 اللهم إنك عفو تحب العفو فاعُف عني 

Allahumma innaka ‘Afuwwun tuhibbul ‘afwa fa’fu 

‘anni 

O Allah, You are All-Pardoning, and love to 

pardon; so pardon me.  4

Allah Al ‘Afuw pardons in such a way 

that on the Day of Judgement, we will 

not even be reminded of these sins. 

Allah wants to make our life easy; He 

does not want to make things difficult 

for us. 

When we pray, we do not do it 

perfectly, but Allah Al ‘Afuw will still 

accept it. 

 Riyadh As Saliheen, At Tirmidhi, Book 9, Hadith 11954
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And even though we make mistakes, 

Allah does not stop providing us; He 

still gives us a lot of things. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL ‘AFUW… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should not make things difficult 

on others. We should make things 

easy for the people because we want 

Allah to make things easy for us. 

If someone does something wrong to 

us, we must pardon them so that 

Allah Al ‘Afuw pardons us.  
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We should love to pardon others 

because Allah loves to pardon. The 

more we pardon, the more we will be 

elevated and honored. 
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(13) 

ALLAH AL MUJEEB 
 (اهلل املجيب)

THE ALL-RESPONDING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUJEEB? 

Allah Al Mujeeb is the One Who 

responds to us when we call on Him.  

When we ask Him for anything, He 

answers us; but we cannot hear His 

Voice. His Voice is so beautiful that 

we cannot handle hearing it because 

of its great beauty.  

When we ask Allah, “O Allah, take 

me to paradise”, He will answer and 

say, “I will take you to paradise”, but 

we can’t hear it.  
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People ask Allah for different things, 

some people want food, some want 

toys, some want cars, and some want 

a home.  

Allah gives us what we ask Him, but 

sometimes we do not get what we 

want, why? Because He gives us in 

the right time, and He gives us what is 

best for us.  

It is important to always think good of 

Allah even if we do not get what we 

asked for because for sure He will 

give us something better. For 

example, we might ask Allah for a toy, 

but we don’t get it, instead, we get 

something better in its place. 
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We should also ask Allah for our 

deen, such as asking Him to make us 

enter paradise, to be a believer, to 

learn and read the Qur’an, to pray and 

we ask Allah to give our family the 

same.  

Anything that we ask for our deen, 

Allah will give us for sure. But 

anything we ask for the duniya, Allah 

might give us or not because not 

everything from the duniya is good for 

us. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUJEEB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah alone for 

anything we want and especially ask 

Him for the deen. 

When someone calls on us and asks 

us, we should answer them in a good 

way and say, “Yes mother, yes father, 

yes teacher..”. But we don’t answer 

the one who tells us to do bad.  
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(14) 

ALLAH AL HAMEED  
 (اهلل الحميد)

THE MOST PRAISEWORTHY 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL HAMEED? 

When we look at the sky above us, 

Who made it so that it doesn’t fall on 

us? Allah. 

When we look at the earth below us, 

Who made it so that we can walk on 

it without falling off? Allah. 

There is no sky better than the one 

Allah made and there is no earth 

better than the one Allah made. We 

praise Him for everything He does 

and for everything He gave us. 

Alhamdulillah.  
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Allah Al Hameed is The Most 

Praiseworthy; He is praiseworthy in 

His Being, in His names, in His 

attributes and in His actions.  

All praises belong to Allah alone and 

when we praise Allah saying 

‘Alhamdulillah’, it is the best dua. 

We praise Allah for all the blessings 

He gave us, for all the goodness and 

gentleness, for listening to our duas 

and for removing our sadness when 

we are unhappy. Alhamdulillah. 

We praise Allah because He did not 

leave us alone in this life not knowing 

what to do. He sent messengers and 

He sent the Qur’an to guide us. 

Alhamdulillah.  
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When Allah tells us that we have to 

pray five times a day and fast in the 

month of Ramadan, He tells us this so 

that we become the best. 

Alhamdulillah. 

When we go through anything in life 

such as getting a gift or someone 

saying good words to us, we say 

‘Alhamdulillah’. 

And when we go through hard times 

like falling sick or someone saying 

something not nice to us, we still say 

‘Alhamdulillah’ because Allah is Al 

Hameed and for sure there is 

something good behind it. 
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When we say ‘Alhamdulillah’ then 

Allah will make us understand why it 

happened. Unlike the one who only 

complains and says, “Why did this 

happen?”. Then he will not be happy.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAMEED… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

When we get anything good in life 

then we should say ‘Alhamdulillah’ 

because it is from Allah Al Hameed. 

And even if we do not get anything 

good, we still say ‘Alhamdulillah’ and 

praise Allah. 
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We should ask Allah to make us have 

good manners so that we are 

praiseworthy, and only He can give us 

this.  

We should do everything for Allah as 

it is not important for the people to 

praise us, but it is important for Allah 

to praise us.  
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(15) 

ALLAH AL MAJEED 
 (اهلل املجيد)

THE MOST MAJESTIC 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MAJEED? 

Allah Al Majeed is The Most Majestic 

– He is greater and more magnificent 

than everything. All His names, 

attributes, actions, and statements 

are majestic.  

We are here on this earth which 

seems so vast to us, but even greater 

than the earth is the sky. There are 

seven skies, and each sky is greater 

than the other.  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And above the sky is the Kursi of 

Allah, it is greater than the heavens 

and earth together. Even greater 

than Kursi of Allah is the Throne of 

Allah which is the greatest creation.  

And Allah is greater than all, He is 

above the seven heavens. He rose 

over the Throne in a manner that 

suits His Majesty.  

He is Al Majeed, above all in the 

highest place. There is no one like 

Him. He is the One Who gives us 

even though He is in the highest 

place. 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No one can reach Allah to defeat 

Him, nor can anyone harm Him or 

overcome Him.  

No one has names greater than Allah, 

and no one has actions greater than 

Him. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MAJEED… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always be humble and do 

our best. 

We must never be arrogant and we 

should not do anything bad. 

We must do what Allah wants, then 

He will give us blessings and give us 

everything we need.  
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(16) 

ALLAH AL GHANIY 
 (اهلل الغني)

THE MOST RICH 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL GHANIY? 

Allah Al Ghaniy is The Most Rich. He 

has everything and does not need 

anyone. He does not need a father, 

mother, wife, son, or anyone to serve 

Him. 

Someone who is rich needs a house, 

things, and people to serve him.  

But Allah Al Ghaniy does not ask 

anyone for anything. When He tells 

us to pray and fast, it is not because 

He needs it, but because we need it so 

that we can do our best and be happy.  
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We are all poor to Allah. If we want 

something, we do not go to someone 

poor like us; we go to Allah Al 

Ghaniy. 

We cannot ask the people to take us 

to paradise or forgive our sins. Only 

Allah Al Ghaniy can do that, so we 

ask Him alone for anything we want. 

Allah is The Most Rich and no matter 

how much He gives, it does not take 

away from His riches.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL GHANIY… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always ask Allah when we 

want anything and not the people.  

We should not get upset if people do 

not give us because they are needy 

like us. 
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When we pray and do things for 

Allah, He will make us rich; not rich 

with money, but rich in the heart 

which means we will be happy and 

satisfied.  
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(17) 

ALLAH AL HAKEEM  
 (اهلل الحكيم)

THE MOST WISE 

96



WHO IS ALLAH  

AL HAKEEM? 

What does ‘hikmah’ / ‘wisdom’ mean? 

It means a person talks in the right 

way, not too much not too little. And 

he says everything right, so no one 

gets hurt.  

It is not wisdom when a person does 

something wrong or says something 

that hurts others.  

Allah is Al Hakeem, The Most Wise; 

He puts everything in its right place. 

There is nothing in this life that is not 

in its right place. 
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The sea is in its right place, the sun is 

in its right place, the moon is in its 

right place and everything in our life is 

in its right place. 

For example, every room in the house 

is used for its purpose. The bedroom 

is for sleeping, the dining room is for 

eating and so forth.  

We should not ask, “Why do I look 

like this?” or “Why did this happen to 

me?” because everything is placed in 

its right place by Allah Al Hakeem. 

We should be pleased because Allah 

will always choose the right thing for 

us. 
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When Allah makes anything, He does 

it in the best way. The color of the 

sky is perfect, the color of the earth 

is perfect and there is no evil in 

anything Allah does.  

When Allah tells us to do wudhu and 

pray five times a day, it is because 

that is the best thing for us, and we 

will benefit the most from it.  

Allah created us for a reason - so 

that we know Him, love Him, and go 

to paradise. 

Allah made everything for a reason. 

Nothing is by coincidence, or that it 

happens randomly just like that. 

Everything happens with wisdom. 
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Sometimes we say, “I made dua to 

Allah, but I didn’t get what I wanted.” 

Allah Al Hakeem will give us in the 

right time so that it benefits us the 

most.   
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAKEEM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah to give us wisdom, so 

we can speak wisely and act wisely.  

We must always think before we 

speak, so we do not say anything 

wrong or hurt anyone’s feelings. 

We must put everything in our house 

in the right place. 
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(18) 

ALLAH AL 

‘ADHEEM  
 (اهلل العظيم)

THE MOST GREAT 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL ‘ADHEEM? 

Do you know the meaning of (عظيم)? It 

means something great and vast that 

no one can reach.  

We all love something that is great. 

The sky is so great and big, the earth 

is so vast, but Allah Al ‘Adheem is 

The Most Great and there is no one 

greater and bigger than Him, though 

we cannot see Him. 

No one can go up to see Allah or 

reach Him, and no one has seen Him 

in this life. No one can hurt Allah or 

harm Him.  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Allah Al ‘Adheem is so great, and we 

are so tiny. From the greatness of 

Allah, the heavens and the earth are 

smaller than the size of a mustard 

seed in His Hands. Subhan Allah! 

We need to respect and magnify 

Allah Al ‘Adheem and we respect 

anything He tells us to respect. For 

example, we need to respect those 

older than us, we need to respect the 

Qur’an and not put it on the floor, and 

we must respect the food we have 

and not throw it because Allah gave it 

to us.  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We magnify and respect the prayer, 

we respect the Qur’an and not talk 

while it is being recited and we 

respect the Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه 

 When someone says .(وسلم

Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم), we say 

 .(صلى اهلل عليه وسلم)

We respect the hijab because Allah 

told the women to wear it. We 

respect the Ka’bah, in Makkah, 

because it is the House of Allah (Bait 

Allah). 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When we have a class about Allah 

then we listen properly and respect it, 

because we are talking about Allah. 

Also, we respect anyone who teaches 

us about Allah and the Qur’an. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE 

ALLAH IS AL ‘ADHEEM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should magnify and love Allah and 

respect anything He wants us to 

respect. 
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When we want something, we should 

ask Allah Al ‘Adheem because He is 

so great, and only He can give us 

anything we want.  

We must be humble and not make 

ourselves great. 
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(19) 

ALLAH AL QAWIY 
 (اهلل القوي)

THE MOST STRONG 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QAWIY? 

We all want to be strong; we do not 

want to be tired or find things difficult 

to do. We want the strength to 

wake-up in the morning, pray and 

read Qur’an.  

What gives us strength? Is it regular 

exercise and medicine? No. It is Allah 

Al Qawiy.  

Allah Al Qawiy is The Most Strong. 

All types of power and strength 

belong to Him alone.   
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There is no one like Allah Al Qawiy. 

There might be strong people, strong 

pieces of metal, strong mountains, but 

no one is as strong as Allah Al Qawiy. 

We all were babies before and were 

not strong. And now we are grown up 

but still sometimes we get tired or fall 

sick. 

Allah Al Qawiy is The Most Strong in 

everything and His strength never 

goes away or gets affected. He is the 

Most Strong all the time.  
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When we are tired, we ask Allah Al 

Qawiy and He will make us move, 

make us understand and enable us to 

help others. He is the One Who gives 

us strength and makes us strong. 

When we have strength, we want to 

help others and not hurt them.  

When we see that we can help 

others, we can do our homework or 

we can move around, it is not because 

we are eating well or because we take 

vitamins, but because Allah Al Qawiy 

made us strong.  
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We always say (ال حول وال قوة إال باهلل) 

(There is no change or power except 

with Allah) because it is only Allah 

Who can make us strong and able. 

And (ال حول وال قوة إال باهلل) is a treasure 

of paradise.  

When we do something good, help 

others or finish our homework, we do 

not say, “I am strong, I did it”; we do 

not think we are something. But we 

say, (ما شاء اهلل ال قوة إال باهلل) because all 

strength is from Allah.  

What makes us weak? Sins - such as 

saying bad words, not praying and not 

asking Allah for forgiveness.  

What makes us strong? When we 

remember Allah, pray to Him, and 

when we say (أستغفر اهلل).  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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QAWIY… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always say (ال حول وال قوة إال 

  .as it is a treasure of paradise (باهلل

We should not be arrogant and say 

we are strong or get jealous of others 

if we see them strong.  

When we feel weak, we should ask 

Allah Al Qawiy to give us strength. 
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(20) 

ALLAH AL BASEER 
 (اهلل البصير)

THE ALL-SEEING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL BASEER? 

We have eyes to see small and big 

things, but sometimes there are 

things so small that we cannot see 

them. And sometimes there are 

things so far away that we cannot see 

them either. 

Sometimes we see people, but we do 

not know what they feel inside.  

Allah Al Baseer is the One Who sees 

everyone and everything - big and 

small, near and far. And He sees what 

each one is going through inside.  
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Allah can see the smallest ant and 

what is inside it and how it feels. Allah 

sees the angels and knows what they 

need. Allah sees us and He knows 

what we need. 

When we do something bad, even if 

no one sees us, Allah Al Baseer can 

see us. 

At the same time, when we pray, even 

if no one sees us, Allah Al Baseer 

sees us, and He knows if we are 

praying for Him or for others.  

It is not important for others to see 

us because we are doing it for Allah 

and not the people.  
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Sometimes we think if the people see 

us praying or doing good things, then 

they will like us or give us a gift. But 

the people cannot give us hasanaat 

(good deeds) or take us to paradise; 

only Allah can do that. So, we do 

everything for Allah.  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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL BASEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must be happy that Allah is 

seeing us so we must do everything 

for Him. 

At the same time, we should be 

embarrassed to do anything wrong.  
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We want our eyes to look at good 

things and not bad things. We want 

our eyes to look at the Qur’an, the 

sky, our parents. But we do not want 

our eyes to look at anything haram.  
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(21) 

ALLAH AL 

WAHHAAB 
 (اهلل الوهاب)

THE GIVER OF GIFTS 

123



WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WAHHAAB? 

Allah Al Wahhaab is the One Who is 

always bestowing gifts, favors and 

blessings upon us. 

He is giving us so many gifts, 

sometimes even without us knowing 

that they are all gifts.  

Allah gave us eyes to see, ears to 

hear, legs to walk, a house to live in, 

and much more. And when we grow 

older, Allah gives us bigger gifts. 

Allah made us Muslims; this is a great 

blessing upon us. 
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Allah gave the messengers the 

greatest gift which is to be 

messengers of Allah. We cannot be 

messengers because there are no 

more messengers after Muhammad 

 He is the last and .(صلى اهلل عليه وسلم)

final messenger. 

Allah gives gifts according to what 

suits each person. 

Allah gave Suleiman (عليه السالم) a 

great gift to be the king of the world. 

Allah gave Ibrahim (عليه السالم) 

children though he was very old in 

age. He gave him two sons Isma’eel 

  .(عليه السالم) and Is’haaq (عليه السالم)
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To have children is a gift from Allah, 

to have mercy is a gift from Allah, to 

pray is a gift from Allah and the 

greatest gift is to have knowledge 

about Allah.  

Allah Al Wahhaab gives us gifts in 

the best time. And when Allah gives 

gifts to others and not us, we should 

not be jealous. Allah knows what is 

best for us. He knows if we get that 

gift, it would not be good for us. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WAHHAAB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah Al Wahhaab to 

give us gifts that are best for us.  

We should not be jealous, angry, or 

upset when others receive gifts; we 

should be happy for them. 

We should not be afraid that 

someone will take away our gifts, 

because Allah Al Wahhaab is the 

Giver of Gifts. 
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(21) 

ALLAH AL 

MUTAKABBIR  
 (اهلل املتكبر)

THE SUPREME 

129



WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUTAKABBIR? 

Al Mutakabbir is a name which shows 

greatness and supremacy. It is an 

exclusive name and attribute for Allah 

alone.  

It is disliked for anyone to be supreme 

and proud. Someone who is (متكبر) 

thinks they are better than everyone 

else. They think they are prettier and 

smarter than everyone else. We do 

not like to be like this because Allah 

does not love the (متكبرين) – the 

arrogant. And they will never enter 

paradise. 
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Allah Al Mutakabbir is The Supreme; 

He is greater than anyone and the 

best in everything.  

Allah is the One Who gives us 

everything, so we should not be 

proud. Nor should we make ourselves 

great. Instead, we need to say ‘Allahu 

Akbar’ because only Allah is greater 

than everything and everyone.  

Allah Al Mutakabbir does not accept 

anyone or anything else to be 

worshipped but Him. He does not 

take any partners, nor does He have 

any wife or son. 

Allah never makes any mistakes and 

never does anything bad, unlike us 

who make mistakes and commit sins. 
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Allah never forgets the good we do, 

and He gives us the reward for it.  
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الله أكبر 
 Allahu Akbar

Allah is  

the Most Great



 

WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUTAKABBIR … 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must not be proud or feel we are 

better than others. 

We must not humiliate or put others 

down. 

We should not walk in a manner as if 

we are better than everyone. 
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(22) 

ALLAH AL MU’MIN 
 (اهلل املؤمن)

THE GRANTOR OF SECURITY 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MU’MIN? 

We love to be believers which means 

we believe in Allah and all that He 

tells us.  

Allah tells us He exists, and we 

believe Him. He tells us there are 

angels and we believe Him.  

Allah tells us He sent the messengers 

to guide mankind and we believe Him.   

He tells us He sent down the Qur’an 

and we believe all that is in the 

Qur’an.  
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If we believe then our life will be easy, 

and we will go to paradise. But if we 

do not believe then our life will be 

hard, and we will find it difficult to 

pray and read the Qur’an.  

Who can make us believers? Allah Al 

Mu’min. He is the One Who makes us 

believe by teaching us, sending the 

messengers to us, and showing us His 

ayat such as the sea, sun, moon, and 

stars.  

Allah confirms the truth about 

Himself; He confirms to us that He 

has no son, daughter, mother or 

father. He confirms to us (ال إله إال اهلل). 
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Allah confirms all that He promises; if 

we give charity then He will increase 

for us, if we do any good, then we will 

be shown goodness, if we have taqwa 

(fear of Allah) then He will make a 

way out for us. 

Also, Allah Al Mu’min is the One 

Who grants security to the one in 

fear. He is the One Who keeps His 

creation safe from being unjust to 

them. 

When we believe in Allah Al Mu’min, 

then we will be secure, we will not be 

afraid. He is never unfair to us. He 

will give us good deeds and not take it 

away from us.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MU’MIN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be a true believer and not 

someone who spreads doubts or 

rumors to others. 

If we feel scared, we must ask Allah 

Al Mu’min to remove our fear and give 

us security.  

We must not terrify or scare anyone. 

We should believe in Allah and trust 

Him so that we go to paradise.  
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(23) 

ALLAH AL BARR  
 (اهلل البر)

THE MOST VAST IN GOODNESS 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL BARR? 

Allah Al Barr is The Most Vast in 

goodness. He showers all His 

creation with kindness, favors and 

generosity.  

He gives us more than we expect and 

when He rewards us, He gives us the 

best reward. 

When we make mistakes, and then 

ask Him for forgiveness, He forgives 

us.  
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From His Birr towards mankind is 

that He created us in a beautiful form. 

Allah gave us hearing, sight and a 

heart. He made us walk upright on 

two feet, eating with hands unlike 

other animals, who walk on four and 

eat with their mouths. 

Allah Al Barr makes us live a good life 

and He keeps us away from anything 

difficult. He always wants ease for us 

and does not want us to face any 

hardships. 

Sometimes we make mistakes, but 

Allah does not stop goodness from 

coming to us. He still gives us food, 

drink, and air because He is Al Barr.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL BARR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should treat everyone with 

goodness, especially our parents. This 

is called (برالوالدين). We should do our 

best with our parents by: 

 loving them  

 respecting them 

 saying salam to them 

 never raising our voice at them 

 not walking ahead of them 

 not getting upset with them  
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We should not make things difficult 

on others, instead we should make 

things easy for everyone. 

We should ask Allah Al Barr to take 

us to paradise and keep us away from 

all evil.  
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(24) – (25)  

ALLAH AL WALI 

AL MOWLA 
 (اهلل الولي املولى)

THE LOVING COMPANION  
THE GUARDIAN 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WALI AL MOWLA? 

Allah Al Wali Al Mowla is The Loving 

Companion and The Guardian Who 

takes care of us. He brings everything 

that is good for us and keeps away 

anything that is bad for us or can 

harm us.  

Allah Al Wali Al Mowla loves us, and 

He is with us; but not physically. He is 

above the seven heavens and He rose 

over the Throne in a manner that 

suits His Majesty.  

He is with us by seeing us all the time, 

hearing us all the time, and knowing 

about us all the time.  
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When we need anything, and it is 

good for us then He will give it to us.  

When we eat and drink, it is because 

Allah gave it to us. And when we are 

sick and we get cured, it is because 

Allah cured us. 

Allah Al Wali takes us to the highest 

levels in this life and the next. He 

forgives our sins when we ask for 

forgiveness and takes us to paradise. 

When we grow older, Who will be 

with us? Allah Al Wali because He 

never leaves us and is with us all the 

time.  
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Allah Al Wali keeps us away from the 

fire. Sometimes a person wants to do 

something bad, but Allah stops him 

from doing it. 

Allah made angels who protect us and 

safeguard us and they do so because 

Allah allows them.  

The angels love those who believe in 

Allah and they give them good ideas 

to do good things, but the shaitan 

whispers bad thoughts and gives bad 

ideas to do bad things.  
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The believers are ‘awliya’ to each 

other, which means they are good 

friends with each other. They help 

each other to do good. For example, 

when it is time to pray, they remind 

each other and pray together.  

We want good friends so that we 

remind each other of Allah and so 

that we all can go to paradise.  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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WALI AL MOWLA… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should depend on Allah and never 

be scared because Allah Al Wali Al 

Mowla will never leave us. 

We should ask Allah Al Wali Al 

Mowla to give us good friends who 

will help us to remember Him. 
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(26)  

ALLAH AL JABBAAR  
 (اهلل الجبّار)

THE COMPELLER, THE FIXER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL JABBAAR? 

What does (جبر) mean? When a 

person breaks his arm, he goes to the 

doctor and then they will place a 

 a plaster cast for him. Why do ,(جبيرة)

they put this cast? So that it holds 

the arm in place, and so it can heal 

quickly. 

Allah Al Jabbar fixes anything broken 

in our life. For example, if a person is 

sick, who cures and fixes him to make 

him better? Allah Al Jabbaar. 
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Sometimes a person says something 

to us which breaks our heart. It could 

be our sister, teacher, or parent, but 

they don’t mean it. When we feel any 

pain, instead of getting angry, we ask 

Allah Al Jabbaar to fix us and mend 

our heart.  

We just say (يا جبّار اجبرني) – O Allah 

Al Jabbaar, fix me.  
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Sometimes we go through situations 

by force, and we do not know why it 

happened. But we need to remember 

Allah Al Jabbaar made us go through 

it to fix something in us and make us 

better. When we know this, then it 

will make us accept what happened 

and we will not complain. 

And when Allah Al Jabbaar fixes 

anything in our life, no one can break 

it. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL JABBAAR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

When we see anything broken in our 

life, we must ask Allah Al Jabbaar to 

fix it for us. For example, when our 

head hurts, we ask Allah Al Jabbaar 

to make us feel better, by saying, “O 

Allah Al Jabbaar, fix me”. 
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We must not be angry with the 

people or force anyone to do 

anything. If we like something we do 

not need to force others to like it too.  

We should not hurt the feelings of 

anyone, especially our family and 

friends, or say anything bad to them. 

We should take care of them and say 

good words that will make them feel 

better.  
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(27)  

ALLAH AR RAOUF 
 (اهلل الرؤوف)

THE MOST COMPASSIONATE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AR RAOUF? 

Allah Ar Raouf is The Most 

Compassionate; He is the One Who 

shows us lots of (رأفة) – mercy 

without any pain.  

Allah Ar Raouf is extremely kind, 

gentle and merciful. His mercy and 

compassion are beyond 

understanding. 

Out of Allah’s compassion, He made 

our life easy. He made it easy for us 

to live on this earth; we can build on 

it, plant on it and walk on it. There are 

many things we do on the earth, but 

the earth does not say, “Don’t do 

that!”  
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Out of Allah’s compassion, He 

created the plants, animals, and 

objects for us. He created the seas 

and made the ships sail on it, so we 

can travel with ease. 

Out of Allah’s compassion, He sent 

prophets and messengers to show us 

the right way and to tell us about 

Him. 

Out of Allah’s compassion, He sent 

books to guide us; He gave us the 

Qur’an, so that we can learn, apply 

and go to paradise. 

Allah Ar Raouf brings to us ayat 

 this means the ayat are so –(بينات)

clear, it is easy for us to understand 

and learn.   
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Sometimes we do not know there are 

bad things, but Allah Ar Raouf warns 

us about them, and He warns us from 

the shaitan. If we listen to the shaitan 

then we will slip.  

When our parents tell us, “Don’t go 

out with this person”, it is not because 

they do not love us, but because they 

have (رأفة) – they do not want us to 

get hurt. Or when they tell us to 

pray, it is because they have (رأفة) – 

they want what is good for us.  

Allah Ar Raouf shows more (رأفة) than 

anyone else to us, even more than our 

parents. Allah Ar Raouf warns us 

from doing bad and from the shaitan 

so that we do not go to the fire.  
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Allah Ar Raouf makes us love each 

other so that we do not have any 

hatred towards anyone. We do not 

want to hate anyone, especially the 

believers.  

When we read this dua, we ask Allah 

not to put any bad feelings in our 

hearts towards anyone.  

Asking Allah To Not Have Hatred 

Towards The Believers 

بََّنا َال تَْجَعْل يفِ ُقُلوبَِنا ِغالًّ لِّلَِّذيَن آَمُنوا  َر

Rabbana laa taj’al fee quloobina  

ghillal-lil-ladheena aamanu 

Our Lord do not place any hatred in hearts 

towards those who believe.  5

 Taken from Surah Al Hashr, 105
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When we do any good deeds, it will 

not be lost with Allah Ar Raouf; He 

will surely reward us for it. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AR RAOUF… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah for mercy 

without any pain. 

We should have (رأفة) – lots of mercy 

towards the people, especially the 

young and the poor. We should not 

get angry or scream at them.  
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(28)  

ALLAH AT 

TAWWAAB 
 (اهلل التّواب)

THE ACCEPTOR OF 

REPENTANCE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AT TAWWAAB? 

Sometimes we do a wrong thing and 

after that we feel very disturbed, like 

something is bothering us from inside. 

When we have this feeling, we should 

return back to Allah At Tawwaab.  

Allah At Tawwaab is the One Who 

puts the feelings in our heart so that 

we ‘repent’ to Him - which means we 

return back to Allah asking Him to 

forgive us. And when we return back 

truthfully, asking Him for forgiveness, 

He accepts our repentance and loves 

us.  
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And sometimes it is not only doing 

something wrong, but even if we do 

something good, we still repent to 

Allah so that He accepts our good 

deed. 

Therefore, we need Allah At 

Tawwaab all the time. 

Allah At Tawwaab also protects us 

from falling into sins by occupying us 

with good deeds. For example, a 

friend might say, “let’s go memorize 

Qur’an”, so Allah opens a good deed 

for us so that our time is filled with 

doing good. 

At times we feel lonely and disturbed; 

this is a reminder to return back to 

Allah and ask Him for forgiveness.  
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When we return to Allah At 

Tawwaab, then He will love us, and He 

will be happy with us. 

The Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) would 

always repent and return back to 

Allah even though he did not do 

anything wrong, but because Allah is 

happy when we return back to Him.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AT TAWWAAB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should not lose hope from Allah’s 

mercy and forgiveness. No matter 

how big the sin maybe, Allah will 

forgive us when we sincerely repent 

to Him. 

We must return back to Allah when 

we do anything wrong or even when 

we do anything good. 
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(29)  

ALLAH AL HALEEM  
 (اهلل الحليم)

THE MOST FORBEARING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL HALEEM? 

Allah Al Haleem is the Most 

Forbearing. He does not punish us 

quickly when we do something wrong. 

He gives us time to correct ourselves.  

For example, we might do something 

wrong, and our mom stays patient 

with us. She does not get angry. This 

doesn’t mean that she is unaware of 

what we are doing; she is giving us a 

chance to change our behavior. So, 

we should not keep doing wrong just 

because our mom is being patient with 

us. 
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Similarly, if we commit a sin and 

nothing happens to us then we should 

not think it is ok. 

Sometimes we see people doing bad 

things, but nothing happens to them. 

It is not because what they are doing 

is right, but because Allah is The 

Most Forbearing with them.  

Moreover, Allah does not stop His 

blessings or favors even though they 

disobey Him. He gives them time to 

change and correct themselves. 

Allah sees everything we do; He 

knows if we are talking badly or not 

praying. But He is Al Haleem to give 

us time to correct ourselves. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HALEEM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must always do our best and 

change for the better.  

We must ask forgiveness from Allah 

for our sins. 
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We must be patient with others. If we 

see our younger siblings doing 

something wrong, we should not judge 

them, but be patient and they will 

change over time. We should make 

dua for them and not quickly get 

angry at them.  

The more we are patient with others, 

the more patient Allah will be with us 

and give us more time to change 

ourselves. 
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(30)  

ALLAH ASH 

SHAHEED 
 (اهلل الشهيد)

THE ALL-WITNESS 

181



WHO IS ALLAH  

ASH SHAHEED? 

What is the meaning of (يشهد)? It 

means to be present, to see, hear and 

know what is going on so a person can 

judge. 

We do not know what is right or 

wrong because we do not see 

everything. But Allah Ash Shaheed is 

The All-Witness, the One Who 

witnesses and sees everything. He is 

the One Who is always present and 

never absent from any scene.  
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There is nothing hidden from Him as 

He always sees, hears, and knows 

everything.  

Sometimes a person does something 

wrong thinking no one sees him, but 

Allah Ash Shaheed sees everyone 

and everything. 

Allah is above the seven heavens, and 

He rose over the Throne in a manner 

that suits His   Majesty. In spite of 

this, He sees and knows everything, 

so He judges what is right and wrong. 
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In the testimony of faith, we say:  

 أشهد أن ال إله إال اهلل وأشهد أن محمد)
 (رسول اهلل

I bear witness there is no one 

worthy of worship but Allah and I 

bear witness Muhammad is the 

Messenger of Allah. 

Allah loves that we always say (أشهد 
 this means even – (أن ال إله إال اهلل

though we cannot see Allah with our 

eyes, but we witness, as if we see, 

that there is no one like Allah, and 

that we love Him, worship Him, and 

ask Him alone.  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 We also – (وأشهد أن محمد رسول اهلل)

witness that Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه 

 is the Messenger of Allah. Allah (وسلم

chose and sent Muhammad (صلى اهلل 

 to us; he taught us how to (عليه وسلم

pray and fast. We did not see him, but 

we believe in him and love him. He is 

the best example for us to follow. 

Who taught us (أشهد أن ال إله إال اهلل 
 Allah Ash ?(وأشهد أن محمد رسول اهلل

Shaheed. 

Allah Ash Shaheed removes any 

doubts we may have; at times we are 

not sure who is right or wrong, but 

Allah Ash Shaheed shows it to us.  
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Sometimes we get accused of doing 

something that we have not done. 

Who knows that we didn’t do it? 

Allah Ash Shaheed. 

When we perform good deeds like 

praying, reading Qur’an, or helping 

others, we don’t need to show others 

that we are doing good. Allah Ash 

Shaheed sees what we are doing, and 

He will reward us. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS ASH SHAHEED… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should love Allah and His 

Messenger (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) and 

bear witness that there is no one 

worthy of worship but Allah and 

Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) is His 

Messenger. 
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We should be happy that Allah Ash 

Shaheed sees the good we do and will 

reward us for it. So, we don’t need to 

worry about others seeing us.  

At the same time, we should be afraid 

to do anything bad because Allah Ash 

Shaheed is always seeing us. 
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(31) – (32)   

ALLAH AR RAAZIQ 

AR RAZZAAQ  
 (اهلل الرازق الرزّاق)

THE PROVIDER,  

THE EVER-PROVIDER 

189



WHO IS ALLAH  

AR RAAZIQ AR RAZZAAQ? 

Every morning we ask Allah: 

Dua For Knowledge, Rizq  

And Accepted Good Deeds 

باً، َوَعَمالً ُمَتَقبَّالً   اللَُّهمَّ إِينِّ أَْسأَُلَك ِعْلماً نَاِفعاً، َورِْزقاً َطيِّ

Allaahumma innee as'aluka 'ilman naafi'an, wa 

rizqan tayyiban, wa 'amalan mutaqabbalan  

O Allah, I ask You for beneficial knowledge, a 

good provision, and deeds that will be accepted.  6

When we ask for (ًِعْلماً نَاِفعا), this 

means we are asking Allah for 

knowledge that will benefit us and 

bring us closer to Him and to 

paradise. 

 Sunan Ibn Majah 38436
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When we ask for (ًِرزْقاً طَيِّبا), this 

means we are asking Allah to provide 

us with rizq that is good and that 

which brings us closer to Him. 

When we ask for (ًَعَمالً ُمتََقبَّال), this 

means we are asking Allah for good 

deeds that He will accept and will 

take us to paradise.  

Rizq means anything that will benefit 

us. Food, drink, a salam, a smile, a gift, 

learning, praying is all rizq.  

We see someone teaching us, 

someone giving us a present, someone 

smiling at us, but Who gave us all of 

this? Allah Ar Raaziq Ar Razzaaq. 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Surah Adh Dhaariyaat 22

 

And in the heaven is your provision, and that 

which you are promised. 

There is rizq in the duniya and there is 

also rizq in the akhirah.   

In duniya, we not only want rizq in the 

form of food, money, and gifts, but we 

also want rizq of faith, knowledge and 

good deeds. 

When we pray then this is rizq from 

Allah. When we learn about Him then 

this is rizq from Allah.  

Rizq in the akhirah is to go to 

paradise and see the Face of Allah. 
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Sometimes we ask Allah for a gift and 

we do not get it. We have to still 

believe Allah is Ar Razzaaq because 

He will give us in the right time, and it 

will benefit us. 

Also, sometimes we see people who 

do not have food. We do not say, 

“Why does Allah not give them?” For 

sure Allah gave them something 

which we do not know about. So, we 

should always think good of Allah.  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Allah gives rizq and provides all the 

creation - the angels, the 

messengers, the men and the women, 

boys and girls, the animals, the birds 

and the fish - as to what they need 

and what is suitable for them. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AR RAAZIQ AR RAZZAAQ… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must remember that no one is 

razzaaq except Allah. So, we ask Him 

alone to give us rizq without any limit.  

When someone gives us something, 

we should tell them ‘Jazak Allah 

khair’, but inside our heart we should 

know it is from Allah Ar Razzaaq. 
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And if someone does not give us 

something or does not smile at us, we 

do not get upset at the person, but we 

ask Allah Ar Razzaaq to give us.  
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(33)   

ALLAH AL 

QUDDOOS 
 (اهلل القدوس)

THE MOST HOLY, THE BLESSED 

197



WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QUDDOOS? 

Allah Al Quddoos is the One Who is 

pure, magnified and blessed. There is 

no evil with Him, there is only good 

from Allah.  

He is perfect, He has no faults or 

shortcomings, and He makes no 

mistakes. Unlike us who make 

mistakes, do bad things and are not 

perfect.  

No one can call themselves ‘quddoos’ 

because no one can be ‘quddoos’ 

except Allah. 
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We cannot say, “no one is like us” 

because there are people like us and 

better. But there is no one like Allah. 

Allah Al Quddoos is the One Who is 

magnified and respected. He has the 

greatest qualities which no one can 

affect or bring them down. Unlike us 

who can get affected, become dirty 

and get hurt by others. 

Allah has no son, daughter, mother, 

father, wife, or partner. And even if 

people disbelieve in Him or dispraise 

Him, it does not affect Him. 

Allah Al Quddoos is The Blessed 

One and only He can give us barakah. 

What does that mean?  
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Allah can bless what we have by 

increasing it and giving us the best 

from it. For example, we ask Allah to 

put barakah in our time; this means 

we do the best in our time and not 

waste it. We ask Allah to put barakah 

in our health; this means to always 

keep us healthy, and we ask Allah to 

put barakah in our homes, so there 

are no problems at home. 

The Qur’an is ‘mubaarek’, this means 

there is barakah and goodness in it 

because it is the Word of Allah.  

Allah will only give us barakah when 

we keep ourselves pure and clean. 

This means it is important to think 

good of Allah, say good words and do 

good.  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When we do good and give charity, 

Allah will give us more. 

We should not ask for barakah from 

anyone except Allah because no one 

is Al Quddoos except Him.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QUDDOOS… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should keep ourselves clean and 

pure by thinking good, speaking good 

and doing good. 

We should not think there is no one 

like us, but always know there is no 

one like Allah. 

We should ask the barakah from 

Allah alone and no one else.  
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(34) – (35)   

ALLAH AL KHALIQ 

AL KHALLAAQ 
 (اهلل الخالق الخالّق)

THE CREATOR,  

THE EVER-CREATOR 

204



WHO IS ALLAH  

AL KHALIQ  

AL KHALLAAQ? 

Allah Al Khaliq Al Khallaaq is the 

One Who created us and everything 

around us. 

Before we did not exist, but Allah 

decreed to make us exist and He 

created us.  

When we look around, we see the 

creation of Allah.  

Surah Az Zumar 62 

 

Allah is the Creator of all things 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Allah created the humans, angels, jinn, 

animals, birds, and all the fish in the 

sea.  

Each creation is created in the way 

suitable for it. Humans walk on two 

legs, animals walk on four legs, there 

are insects that have more than four 

legs. Fish have no legs, but they swim. 

Birds have wing to fly. 

The sun is filled with heat and it is 

high above. Who made it like this? 

Allah. 
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The moon appears in the night and 

has different phases. Who made it 

like this? Allah. 

There are many stars twinkling in the 

sky, Who created them? Allah. 

We do not worship the sun, or the 

moon or the stars because they all 

are created by Allah Al Khaliq Al 

Khallaaq. 

Why are there stars in the sky? 

As adornment for the sky, 

To guide the travelers, 

And to strike the devils who try 

to listen to what is in the heavens.  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Thus, every creation has a job to 

perform. Has the sun ever taken a 

vacation? No. Imagine if there was no 

sun for a day.  

Allah made each creation suitable for 

the job it has to do.  

Allah created the ants and the bees – 

the ants are busy working and the 

bees are busy making honey.  
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From all the creations, which are the 

best? The humans. Allah created us in 

the best form. 

Surah At Teen 4

  

Verily, We created man in the best stature. 

Allah made us walk upright, He gave 

us a heart and mind, and He gave us 

the best job, which is to know Him, 

worship Him, remember Him, pray, 

and do good. 
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Allah created everything – the sun, 

moon, stars, mountains, rivers – so 

they could serve us. So, we must 

focus on our job in life, which is to 

worship Allah. 

Allah will make us better and better, 

step by step, when we worship Him 

alone. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KHALIQ AL KHALLAAQ… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must worship Allah alone, The 

Creator, and not the creation which 

He created. 

We ask Allah to create for us the 

best actions and the best deeds and 

to make us better and better every 

time.  
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(36)  

ALLAH AL BAARI’  
 (اهلل البارئ)

THE PURIFIER OF THE CREATION 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL BAARI’? 

Allah Al Baari’ is the One Who 

creates everything in the best form. 

Before there was no sun or moon, 

there were no stars or mountains; 

even we did not exist. Allah created 

us when there was nothing and He 

created everything else too. 
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From something very simple, Allah is 

able to create large creations.  

From water and sand, Allah 

created the human.  

From fire, Allah created the jinn.  

And from light, Allah created the 

angels.  

Allah Al Baari’ created everything 

pure and in the best form; it is free of 

faults or mistakes.  

Allah made something distinct for 

every creation. The human is different 

from the animals, birds, and fish. For 

example, the humans have two legs to 

walk on while the birds have wings to 

fly with, and the fish have fins to swim 

by.  
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Allah Al Baari’ creates everything 

distinct, even humans are different 

from one another. There are those 

who are short and others who are 

tall, there are different skin tones, 

and different personalities - some are 

easy-going, and some are difficult.  

Even the birds and the fish are 

different from one another.   

Allah Al Baari’ is the One Who 

shows what is right and what is 

wrong. Sometimes there are things 

which are not right, but Allah makes it 

clear to us.  

For example, if a person accuses us of 

doing something wrong, but we didn’t 

do it, Who will prove our innocence? 

Allah Al Baari’.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL BAARI’… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah Al Baari’ to show us 

the right from wrong. 

We must ask Allah to make us do the 

best deeds with no faults.  

We must ask Allah to decree the best 

for us with no problems. 

We should always repent to Allah so 

that we become pure and innocent, 

and so that we go to paradise. 
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Asking For Forgiveness 

أَْسَتْغِفُر هللاََّ َوأَُتوُب إَِلْيِه  

'Astaghfirullaaha wa 'atoobu 'ilayhi 

I seek the forgiveness of Allah and repent to 

Him.  7

If someone wrongly accuses us, we 

should ask Allah Al Baari’ to prove 

our innocence instead of arguing with 

the person.  

We should not accuse others without 

knowing the truth.  

 Sahih al-Bukhari 63077
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(37)  

ALLAH AL 

MUSAWWIR  
 (اهلل املصور)

THE FASHIONER OF FORMS 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUSAWWIR? 

Allah Al Musawwir is the One Who 

fashioned every creation and made an 

image for them without any previous 

example. 

Surah At Taghabun 3 

 

…and He shaped you and made good your shapes. 

Allah Al Musawwir created us in 

different figures and colors. He made 

people with different colored skin, 

eyes, and even different face shapes.  
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Also, when we look at the animals, we 

notice that Allah made them in the 

shape suitable to do their job. For 

example, fish do not have fingers, but 

they have fins so they can swim. 

Birds have wings so they can fly. And 

we have legs so we can walk. 

Allah Al Musawwir tells us about 

many stories in the Qur’an to make 

matters like faith, disbelief and shirk 

clear to us. He tells us about the Last 

Day, paradise, and hellfire. 

Allah tells us the duniya won’t last, 

and that the akhira is the never-

ending life. So, we use the duniya to 

reach the akhira. We don’t get 

impressed with the duniya and forget 

the akhira.  
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Also, when we know Allah Al 

Musawwir, we do not expect bad 

things to come our way, but always 

expect good things to happen. For 

example, if we are in the classroom, 

we should not put a story in our mind 

that the teacher will get angry with 

us.   

When we think good and expect 

goods things then this is called (حسن 

 We imagine the best things to .(الظن

happen.  

When we learn about Allah, we 

cannot imagine or put an image to 

Allah. Allah is greater than what 

anyone can imagine. Only when we go 

to paradise, we will be able to see 

Allah.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUSAWWIR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always think good of Allah 

and expect the best things to happen. 

We must not make up a story in our 

mind that bad things will happen.  

When we draw something, we must 

make sure to not put images of 

humans or animals.  
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We should not put an image of Allah 

in our mind because He is greater 

than what anyone can imagine. We 

ask Allah for paradise and to see His 

Face there. Ameen. 
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(38)  

ALLAH AS SALAAM  
 (اهلل السالم)

 

THE BESTOWER OF PEACE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SALAM? 

Nobody likes to be sad, scared, or 

worried. We all like to live in peace. 

Who should we ask? Allah As 

Salaam. 

Allah As Salaam is the One Who is 

free from any faults or imperfections. 

He is perfect in His Being, attributes, 

and actions. 

Everything from Allah As Salaam is 

peaceful and salaam. This means 

there is nothing disturbing, scary, 

harmful, or sad from Him.  
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Allah As Salaam takes care of us and 

protects us from sicknesses and 

harm. 

He does not give us anything hard 

that we cannot handle, nor does He 

give us something that could hurt us.  

When we know Allah is As Salaam, 

we ask Him to give us salaam and 

peace. 

A true Muslim does not scare or hurt 

others.  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A Muslim Is Whom Others Are Safe 

From His Hands And Tongue 

اْلُمْسلُِم َمْن َسلَِم اْلُمْسلُِموَن ِمْن لَِسانِِه َويَِدِه  

The Muslim is the one from whose tongue and 

hand the Muslims are safe.  8

If we live in peace with others and not 

hurt them, then we will have a 

peaceful life. 

Also, when we know Allah is As 

Salaam, we should say ‘As Salaam 

Alaykum’ to others which means, 

‘peace be upon you’. 

 Sunan an-Nasa'i 49968
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IF WE SAY WE GET

الُم َعَليُْكْم  السَّ

Assalaamu ‛alaykum 

Peace be upon you

10 

hasanaat

الُم َعَليُْكْم َورَْحَمُة اهللِ  السَّ

Assalaamu ‛alaykum wa 

rahmatullaah 

Peace be upon you and Allah’s 

mercy

20 

hasanaat

الُم َعَليُْكْم َورَْحَمُة اهللِ َوبَرََكاتُُه  السَّ

Assalaamu ‛alaykum wa 

rahmatullaahi wa barakaatuh 

Peace be upon you and Allah’s 

mercy and His blessings 

30 

hasanaat
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Imagine we can get 30 hasanaat (good 

deeds) when we say salam to 

someone. And when someone says 

salam to us, we should return the 

salam.  

When we do this, we will love each 

other and we will live in peace.  

Also, when we love each other, and 

believe in Allah, then we will go to 

paradise.  

Allah As Salaam wants us to be 

Muslims and live in peace with one 

other. We also want to love everyone 

and do the deeds which He loves so 

that we go to paradise in peace.  
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With Allah As Salaam, our heart will 

be at rest, it will be a sound and 

peaceful heart called (قلب سليم). 

After we end our prayer we say,  

What To Say After The Prayer 

اللهم أنت السالم ومنك السالم تباركت يا ذا الجالل 

واإلكرام  

Allahumma Antas-Salamu, wa minkas-salamu, 

tabarakta ya Dhal-Jalali wal-Ikram  

O Allah, You are the Bestower of Peace, and 

peace comes from You. You are Blessed, O 

Owner of Majesty and Honor.  9

 Riyadh As Saliheen, Muslim, Book 16, Hadith 14159
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AS SALAAM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask for peace from Allah 

As Salaam.  

We must be good Muslims and we 

must not hurt anyone with our tongue 

or hands. 

We must spread the salaam among 

each other.  

We should ask Allah for a peaceful 

heart (قلب سليم). 
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(39)  

ALLAH AL WAASI’  
 (اهلل الواسع)

THE MOST VAST 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WAASI’? 

We all love what is vast. We like to 

play in a big and vast place, we like to 

go to the sea, we like to look at the 

sky.  

When there are tight things in life, it 

can make us disturbed, or we feel it is 

every difficult. Who can make things 

vast and easy for us? Allah Al Waasi’.  
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Can we see Allah? No. But we can 

see the sky is vast because Allah is Al 

Waasi’. We can see the earth is vast 

because Allah is Al Waasi’. We can 

see different ways of learning and this 

is because Allah is Al Waasi’. 

The Throne of Allah is waasi’ (vast) 

and the Kursi of Allah is waasi’ (vast). 

Allah Al Waasi’ is The Most Vast in 

His names, attributes, and actions. He 

is The Most Vast in His greatness, 

kingdom, generosity, and goodness.  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Sometimes we feel tightness in our 

chest and are upset because of what 

someone said to us. Who can make us 

feel happy and expand our chests? 

Allah Al Waasi’. 

We must not be disturbed if someone 

says something to us because for sure 

Allah will make things bigger and 

better for us. 
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When someone tells us there is no 

way or there is no solution, we always 

believe Allah Al Waasi’ will make a 

way.  

If we have a tight room, then we ask 

Allah Al Waasi’ to make it bigger. 

If we feel tight-chested, then we ask 

Allah Al Waasi’ to make it vast. 

The knowledge of Allah is so vast. He 

knows everything that is above the 

heavens and on the earth. What else? 
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The mercy of Allah is so vast. This 

means Allah never makes things tight 

for us; it is the people who make 

things tight, so we go to Allah Al 

Waasi’ to make things vast for us. 

And when we do wrong and commit 

sins, Who is vast in forgiving? Allah 

Al Waasi’. Unlike the people whom if 

we do wrong then they might forgive 

us sometimes, but not always. Allah is 

Al Waasi’ and He is always forgiving. 
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Also, the favor of Allah is so vast. 

Sometimes we just want a pencil or 

an eraser, but He gives us more than 

just a pencil or an eraser, He gives us 

a box full of new stationery.  

We need to know for sure Allah Al 

Waasi’ will give us but when the time 

is right. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WAASI’… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should not make things difficult 

on others or bother them by being 

stubborn. 

We should not make things difficult 

on ourselves either, but always 

choose what is easier for us. 

When we give others, we should not 

be tight or miser; we should give with 

an open heart.  
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We should ask Allah to make our 

hearts big. Then we will have good 

manners, and we will not make things 

difficult on others. 

When we feel upset from someone or 

something, we should ask Allah to 

make our heart vast, so we are not 

sad or unhappy.  

If there is something we cannot 

understand, we must ask Allah Al 

Waasi’ to make it easy for us to 

understand.  

We should ask Allah to expand our 

hearts to accept the truth and to love 

the faith. And we ask Allah to expand 

our deeds so that we can go to 

paradise. 
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(40)  

ALLAH AL LATEEF 
 (اهلل اللطيف)

THE MOST GENTLE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL LATEEF? 

Allah Al Lateef is The Most Gentle - 

the One Who brings everything step 

by step; He will not bring anything 

suddenly.  

Even when we look at the rain, it does 

not just pour water, but Allah Al 

Lateef brings it down in drops.  

Someone who is ‘lateef’ is very kind 

and gentle. For example, to have a 

teacher who is ‘lateef’ means a 

teacher who takes things easily and 

who makes us understand as well. 

She does not get angry, upset, or 

frustrated.  
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Allah Al Lateef elevates us and takes 

us gently. He gives us everything in 

the most suitable time.  

We should not say, “I made dua to 

Allah and didn’t get what I asked 

for.”  

Allah Al Lateef gives us in the best 

time. He knows if we got it straight 

away then we could end up being 

ungrateful. Therefore, He gives us 

step by step so that we are grateful 

for it. 

Allah Al Lateef cannot be grasped, 

and this means we might talk about 

Allah today, but there is more to Him. 

He is greater and more beautiful than 

what we can ever say or know.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL LATEEF… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should think good of Allah even if 

we do not get what we asked for 

because He knows the right time to 

give it to us. 

We should not rush or hurry when 

we are doing things. 

We should be gentle when we talk to 

others and not startle or frighten 

them.  
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(41)  

ALLAH AL KABEER 
 (اهلل الكبير)

 

THE MOST GREAT 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL KABEER? 

We all love big things – big house, big 

car, big toys and so forth. But Who 

gives us big things? Allah Al Kabeer.  

Allah Al Kabeer is The Most Great 

and there is no one greater than Him.  

The knowledge of Allah is the 

greatest, the mercy of Allah is the 

greatest and the reward of Allah is 

the greatest.  

Whatever we see as great in this life, 

we say ‘Allahu Akbar’ because Allah 

is greater than anything.  
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If we see something big like a 

mountain, we need to know Allah is 

greater. And if we are scared of 

something, we need to know Allah is 

greater than anything that we are 

scared of or any problem we are 

facing. 

And if we see a big house, we do not 

get jealous, but know Allah is greater 

and He can give us better and bigger 

things.  
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When we go up the stairs, we say 

‘Allahu Akbar’. When we start the 

prayer, we say ‘Allahu Akbar’ because 

Allah is greater than anything in our 

life. And in the prayer, we are always 

saying ‘Allahu Akbar’ because Allah is 

greater to make us recite the Qur’an, 

He is greater to make us do rukoo’ 

and He is greater to make us do 

sujood. 

But where is Allah? Allah is above 

the seven heavens; He rose over the 

Throne. The skies are so great, and 

the Throne of Allah is greater than 

the skies, and Allah is greater than 

the Throne. There is no one greater 

than Allah.  

Allahu Akbar! 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KABEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must ask Allah to give us great 

rewards and to take us to paradise.  

We should respect anyone older than 

us such as our parents, grandparents, 

and teachers. For example, we say 

salam first to those older than us and 

we do not walk ahead of our parents 

or grandparents out of respect to 

them. If we are with younger children, 
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we should not act like we are greater. 

We should be kind to them.  

We should not make small things a big 

deal. For example, sometimes our 

sister says something to us, and we 

make a big fuss and create problems.  

We should not make anyone or 

anything greater than Allah. Even if 

we happen to do something big, we 

should not think we are great because 

Allah is greater.  

And if we do something wrong, we 

should not think it is nothing because 

it could be big with Allah. So, we 

always ask Allah to accept the little 

we do and forgive us. 
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(42) – (43)   

ALLAH ASH SHAKIR 

ASH SHAKOOR  
 (اهلل الشاكر الشكور)

 

THE APPRECIATIVE  
THE ALL-APPRECIATIVE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

ASH SHAKIR  

ASH SHAKOOR? 

Do you know what ‘gratitude’ (شكر) 

means? When someone does 

something for us or gives us 

something, we appreciate it and are 

grateful for it. We say ‘Jazak Allah 

khair’, ‘Thank you’, ‘I appreciate it a 

lot’.  

Once there was a man who was 

walking and there was a tree branch 

that fell on the path. No one was 

around, but he thought, “Let me 

remove it from the path in case 

anyone gets hurt”. No one saw this, 

but Allah saw him, and He appreciated 
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what he did. Allah made him to enter 

paradise because of what he did, and 

this is because Allah is Ash Shakir 

Ash Shakoor. 

Allah Ash Shakir Ash Shakoor is the 

One Who appreciates the little we 

do, accepts it, and rewards us for it; 

He praises us and showers us with 

blessings and forgives us. 

Allah Ash Shakir Ash Shakoor 

appreciates it when we worship Him, 

pray to Him, or even remove harm 

from the path. Allah will give us lots 

of reward, open more good for us and 

make others love us. 
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Dua To Remember Allah, 

 Be Grateful To Him  

And Worship Him  

In The Best Way 

 "يا معاذ، وهللا إين ألحبك، ثم أوصيك يا معاذ ال تدعن 

يف دبر كل صالة تقول: اللهم أعني على ذكرك وشكرك، 

وحسن عبادتك" 

The Messenger of Allah (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) held 

my hand and said, "O Mu'adh, By Allah, I love you 

and advise you not to miss supplicating after 

every Salat (prayer) saying:  

'Allahumma a'inni 'ala dhikrika wa shukrika, wa 

husni 'ibadatika,'  

(O Allah, help me remember You, expressing 

gratitude to You and worship You in the best 

manner)".  10

 Riyadh As Saliheen, Abu Dawud and An- Nasa'i, Book 1, Hadith 38410
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We read this dua after the prayer 

asking Allah to help us to always 

remember Him, be grateful to Him and 

worship Him in the best way.  

It is a blessing to learn the Names of 

Allah so that we always remember 

Him. When we remember Him then 

we will be grateful for all that He is 

giving us. And then we will pray to 

Allah and do everything for Him in the 

best way. 

When we do anything for Allah, then 

He will appreciate what we did, and 

He will give us a greater reward. This 

is Allah Ash Shakir Ash Shakoor.  
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Allah created us without us asking, 

and He made us humans and gave us 

eyes, ears, hands, and legs. He made 

us Muslims, He taught us how to pray 

and learn His Names. And we are 

grateful to Allah for all of this. 

And when we are grateful to Allah, 

then He will give us more, unlike the 

ungrateful person who will lose what 

he has and will not get much.  

It is important to be grateful for what 

we have. We are especially grateful 

for our parents, and we always want 

to do something that makes them 

happy.  
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Gratitude is not only by saying ‘thank 

you’, but we can write a letter to them 

or tidy our room and for sure, this will 

make them happy.  

We all like to be appreciated but 

when we do anything, we should not 

wait for people to appreciate us, but 

know Allah Ash Shakir Ash Shakoor 

appreciates it. And this makes us 

happy.  

Anything we do, even if it is something 

simple and no one sees it, like giving 

water to the birds or giving food to 

the cats, Allah Ash Shakir Ash 

Shakoor appreciates it. 
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We should not be upset if we do 

something and no one thanks us. But 

if someone does good to us, we should 

say ‘Jazak Allah khair’ to them and 

appreciate them.  

We need to be grateful for 

everything, even if someone gives us 

something small. We should not just 

wait for something big to thank 

someone.   

If someone gives us something – a 

glass of water, a pencil, a gift, we 

thank them and make them happy.  

So, we are grateful to Allah and we 

are grateful to the people who do 

good to us.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS ASH SHAKIR ASH SHAKOOR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should remember Allah, be 

grateful to Him and worship Him in 

the best way. 

We should be grateful to the people 

and especially grateful to our parents 

for all that they do to us. We must 

thank them, listen to them, and do the 

things they like. 
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When someone does good to us then 

we should thank and appreciate them. 

And when we do something good, we 

should not wait for others to thank us 

but know that Allah Ash Shakir Ash 

Shakoor appreciates us and He will 

reward us. 
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(44)   

ALLAH AL ‘ALEEM  
 (اهلل العليم)

 

THE ALL-KNOWER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL ‘ALEEM? 

Dua To Ask Allah For  

Beneficial Knowledge 

ًبا َوَعَمالً ُمَتَقبَّالً   اللَُّهمَّ إِينِّ أَْسأَُلَك ِعْلًما نَاِفًعا َورِْزًقا َطيِّ

 ‘Allahumma inni as’aluka ‘ilman nafi’an, wa rizqan 

tayyiban, wa ‘amalan mutaqabbalan  

O Allah, I ask You for beneficial knowledge, 

goodly provision, and acceptable deeds.  11

We say this dua in the morning asking 

Allah to make us learn beneficial 

knowledge. We also ask Allah to give 

us good rizq and to accept our good 

deeds. 

 Sunan Ibn Majah Book 5, Hadith 97811
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Knowledge is to know something 

without doubts and to have proof that 

it is right. Tales, myths, and legends 

are nothing but all opposites of 

knowledge, because there are no 

proofs for any of it. 

Beneficial knowledge is that which is 

good, and which brings us closer to 

Allah. 

The one who has knowledge is 

different from the one who does not 

have knowledge. 

The one who has knowledge is well-

mannered, says good things and 

thinks before he speaks, but the one 

who does not have knowledge will say 

things without thinking and will do 

wrong things. 
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Surah Az Zumar 9

 

Say: "Are those who know equal to those who 

know not?" 

The best knowledge is to learn about 

Allah. The more we learn about Allah, 

the higher our level will be, and He 

will forgive our sins and make us 

enter paradise. 

Who will teach us about Allah? Allah 

Al ‘Aleem – The All-Knower. The 

knowledge of Allah is the most vast. 

He has the knowledge of the seen and 

the unseen, the open and the secret. 
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But our knowledge is limited - we 

need to be taught and we need to 

revise what we learn because we can 

forget it. 

Allah Al ‘Aleem does not need anyone 

to teach Him, and He never forgets 

anything. He knows the details to 

everything. He even knows when a 

leaf falls, what made it fall, and what 

will happen to it. He knows about 

every grain of sand on the earth, and 

He knows all that is in the heavens. 

He knows about all the mountains, 

trees and animals. He created them 

so surely, He knows about them. 
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Allah knows all of us; He knows what 

we look like, what we say, and He 

knows what is inside our hearts, what 

we feel and what we want to do. 

Allah knows what we will choose. He 

knows what we will wear tomorrow. 

We might have a certain color in 

mind, but we end up wearing 

something else. 

We do not believe someone can read 

our minds or that someone knows the 

future. We should not say or play, 

“Tell me what I’m thinking about…”. 

We need to believe no one knows the 

future and no one knows the unseen 

except Allah Al ‘Aleem.  
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No one knows when the Day of 

Judgement will take place except 

Allah. No one knows who will go to 

paradise and who will go to the fire 

except Allah. 

Allah Al ‘Aleem is the One Who 

teaches us in the right time. The first 

one Allah taught was Adam (عليه 

 and He taught him the name of (السالم

everything.  

Allah favored Adam (عليه السالم) by 

teaching him and we humans tend to 

learn in different ways. 

Sometimes we learn from a picture, 

sometimes we learn from writing, 

sometimes we learn from listening, 

sometimes we learn from the Qur’an. 
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When we learn how to pray that is 

important, when we learn the Qur’an 

then that is important.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL ‘ALEEM … 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We need to be patient with the one 

teaching us. Even if they taught us 

one letter, we need to respect them 

and love them because they have 

taught us. 
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If someone teaches us about Allah, 

then we need to respect them even 

more. We respect those who teach 

us the Qur’an and the deen because 

that is so great.  

When we learn anything, then we 

should be grateful to Allah for 

teaching us. And when we do not 

understand, then we ask Allah to 

make us understand. 

And when we learn something then 

we should apply it. If we learn how to 

pray, then we should pray five times a 

day. 
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Also, when we learn something new, 

then we must share it with others. 

For example, if we learnt about Allah 

so we should tell our brothers, 

sisters, parents, and friends. 

If we do not know something then we 

should say, “Allah knows best”, and 

we should not make things up. 

If we know more than others, we must 

not put them down or show them we 

know more. 

And if someone knows more than us 

then we should not be jealous. We 

should ask Allah to increase us in 

knowledge.  
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Dua To Increase In Knowledge 

رَّبِّ زِْدينِ ِعْلًما 

Rabbi zidnee ‘ilman 

My Lord increase me in knowledge  12

 Taken from Surah Ta Ha, 11412
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(45) – (46) 

ALLAH AL HAAFIDH 

AL HAFEEDH 
 (اهلل الحافظ الحفيظ)

THE PROTECTOR  

THE PRESERVER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL HAAFIDH  

AL HAFEEDH? 

Dua Asking Allah For Protection  

اللُّهـمَّ اْحَفْظـني ِمن بَـيِن يََديَّ َوِمن َخْلفـي 

Allahummahfadhni min bayni yadayya, wa min 

khalfi 

O Allah, guard me from what is in front of me and 

behind me.  13

We make this dua for protection in 

the morning and evening. 

We need Allah’s protection so that 

we are not scared or worried. Then 

we can focus on our prayers and 

studies.  

 Sahih Ibn Majah 2/33213
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We cannot always watch what is 

happening around us because we will 

get tired. Also, there are some things 

in life that we cannot even see, so 

how can we protect ourselves? 

Allah is Al Haafidh, the One Who 

protects all His creation in the 

heavens and the earth, whether we 

see it or not. 

Every creation, big or small, needs 

Allah’s protection. For example, the 

sky and earth are so great, but can 

they protect themselves? No. They 

need Allah to protect them, then 

what about us? For sure, we need His 

protection all the time. 

Allah is not tired from protecting the 

heavens and the earth. 
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Surah Al Baqarah 255 

(Ayat Al Kursi) 

 

He feels no fatigue in guarding and 

preserving them 

Allah protects the sky so that it 

remains as sky and He protects it 

from falling on the people’s heads. 

But on the Day of Judgement, there 

will be no need for the sky so Allah 

will remove it.  

Allah protects the angels and all the 

other creation. He especially 

protects the people on earth.  
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Allah even places angels to guard the 

people by His permission. For 

example, sometimes a person is about 

to fall, but he doesn’t, or a person 

meets with an accident but he doesn’t 

get hurt. It is Allah Who protects 

everyone. 

Allah gave us fridges to protect our 

food and banks to protect our money, 

and police officers to keep us safe, 

and medicines and vitamins to protect 

our body. And this is all from Allah.  

Allah protects our faith and our 

religion. He brought down the Qur’an 

and He gave us Ayat Al Kursi and the 

last three surahs from the Qur’an (Al 

Ikhlaas – Al Falaq – An Naas) as 

means of protection.  
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We say the morning and evening duas 

so that Allah protects us from any 

harm or evil, be it the shaitan or 

different sicknesses. 

The more we believe in Allah, the 

more He will protect us. He will 

protect our faith, our family, and our 

home. 

And on the Day of Judgement, we ask 

Allah to protect us so that we go to 

paradise.  

Allah is Al Hafeedh and this means 

He never forgets anything we do, 

whether it is good or bad.  
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If someone asked us, “Can you tell me 

everything you did last week?”, we 

would not be able to tell them 

because we tend to forget what we 

do. Allah does not forget anything, 

and He guards all that we do. 

He is the All-Knower and nothing is 

absent from Him nor can anything be 

hidden from Him.  

Allah Al Hafeedh guards the good we 

do, even if it is small, so that He 

rewards us for it. And if we do 

something bad, Allah does not forget 

it and He will recompense us for it. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAAFIDH AL HAFEEDH… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should make dua to Allah to 

protect us from anything bad, from all 

sicknesses, from bad people and from 

the shaitan. We must also make dua 

for others.  

We should guard what Allah has 

given us and use it in the way most 

pleasing to Him.  
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Be Mindful Of Allah 

اِْحَفِظ هللاَََّ يَْحَفْظَك 

Be mindful of Allah and He will protect you.”  14

He gave us eyes so we must see what 

He loves. He gave us ears so we must 

hear what He loves. He gave us a 

tongue so we must speak what He 

loves. 

We should also guard the blessings 

Allah gave us by being grateful for it. 

We should be grateful for our family 

and home.  

We should guard the things given to 

us and not lose it.   

And when we go to a place, we guard 

it and not ruin it.  

 At Tirmidhi 251614
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(47)   

ALLAH AL AWWAL  
 (اهلل األول)

THE FIRST 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL AWWAL? 

We all love to be first, we all love to 

be number one, we love to get the 

first place.  

If we are first, it does not mean we 

are better than the rest, and if 

someone is first then we should not 

be jealous of them either.  

We have to remember that Allah is Al 

Awwal – The First, the One Who 

comes before anyone, and only He can 

make us to be first.  
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If someone asks us, “What is the first 

thing you did this morning?”, maybe 

we would reply, “…ate my breakfast” 

or “…had a shower”. But when we 

know Allah is Al Awwal, He will be 

the first that we remember.  

What To Say When  

We First Wake-Up 

اْلَحْمُد لِلَِّه الَِّذي أَْحَيانَا بَْعَد َما أََماتََنا َوإَِلْيِه النُُّشوُر 

Al-hamdu li l-lahi al-ladhi ahyana ba'da ma 

amatana wa ilaihin-nushur 

Praise is to Allah Who gives us life after He has 

caused us to die and to Him is the return.  15

Allah Al Awwal is the most worthy to 

be first. So, we remember Allah first 

and are grateful to Him first. 

 Sahih Al Bukhari 739415
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Allah is The First and there is no one 

before Him. No one created Allah – 

He has no father or mother and He is 

always present. 

Allah has the best names, and He is 

the First with His Names. He is the 

First to take care of us, He is the 

First to be generous, He is the First 

to be merciful, loving and forgiving.  

Allah is the First in time and place. 

Sometimes we don’t know how to 

start something, or we don’t know 

what to do first. Who will teach us? 

Allah Al Awwal – The First. 

If we are confused about doing 

something, we ask Allah Al Awwal to 

show us what is the first thing to do.  
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Sometimes we have no idea or have 

no material to do something. We ask 

Allah Al Awwal to give us an idea and 

to give us what we need. 

A person might say, “so and so is the 

first to discover this” or “so and so is 

the first to do this”, but we need to 

remember it is Allah Al Awwal – The 

First – before anyone, because He 

placed the idea in the person’s mind. 

What is the first thing Allah created? 

The Pen. 

Who is the first human Allah 

created? Adam (عليه السالم). 
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Who is the first to enter paradise? 

Prophet Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه 

 and then Abu Bakr As Siddique (وسلم

 .(رضي اهلل عنه)

Who is the first to get clothed on the 

Day of Judgement? Ibrahim (عليه 

 .(السالم

Which is the first House of Allah on 

earth? The Ka’bah. 

Which is the first ummah to enter 

paradise? The ummah of Muhammad 

 .(صلى اهلل عليه وسلم)
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL AWWAL… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should make Allah first in our life, 

before anyone. And if we do anything, 

we do it for Allah alone.  

When we are uncertain, we should 

ask Allah Al Awwal to show us what 

to do first. 
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We must not be impressed with 

ourselves if we get anything first, 

instead we must be humble to Allah 

Al Awwal. 

We must not be jealous of others 

when they come first, because only 

Allah Al Awwal makes anyone first or 

last. 

We ask Allah Al Awwal to make us 

from the first to enter paradise.  
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(48)   

ALLAH AL AKHIR  
 (اهلل اآلخر)

THE LAST 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL AKHIR? 

Allah Al Akhir is The Last and there 

is nothing after Him while every 

existence has an end. He is The Ever 

Living Who never dies, the One Who 

always remains. 

All the creation, all the judgements 

and all the decisions return to Him. 

What does that mean?  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For example, when you hand over a 

test to your teacher, does it just end 

there? No, you want to find out what 

is your final grade. If you hand over a 

project, you want to find out if the 

teacher liked it or not. So, it is not 

just about finishing something first, 

but also about what the end result 

would be. 

Sometimes we are excited about 

starting something, but then we get 

bored along the way and quit. So, we 

not only want to start something 

nicely but also to end it in the best 

way.  

Allah Al Akhir – The Last – will give 

us the best end result. 
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And when we do something, we not 

only stop at ourselves but we return 

back to Allah. 

When we pray, we do it for Allah, and 

when we end it, we return back to 

Allah. He is the One Who will accept 

it and reward us for it.  

We ask Allah to always accept our 

deeds and that no one’s words can 

affect it.  

Also, sometimes we don’t know what 

is the best way to do something, but 

Allah Al Akhir – The Last will show 

us.    

Sometimes we forget to say 

‘Bismillah’ before eating. 
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What To Say If We Forget To Say 

Bismillah Before Eating 

لِِه  َكََل أََحُدكُْم َطَعاماً َفْلَيُقْل بِْسِم هللاَِّ، َفإِْن نَِسَي يفِ أَوَّ إَِذا أ

لِِه َوآِخرِِه  َفْلَيُقْل بسِم هللاَِّ يفِ أَوَّ

When anyone of you begins eating, say: 

Bismillaah (In the Name of Allah) 

And if you forget then, when you remember, say: 

Bismillaahi fee 'awwalihi wa 'aakhirihi.  

(In the Name of Allah, in the beginning and in the 

end.)  16

People say a lot of things and we do 

not know what is right, so we say, 

“Allah knows best” because He is Al 

Akhir – His Word is Last. No one’s 

word comes after Allah’s. 

 Abu Dawud 3/34716
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And when we want to do something, 

we say ‘In shaa’ Allah’ (If Allah wills) 

because Allah is Al Akhir to decide if 

we will do it or not. 

At times we say, “tomorrow I will do 

this”, and we are not able to do it, or 

our mom might tell us we will go 

somewhere, but then she changes her 

mind. We should not get upset at this 

because Allah is Al Akhir to give the 

final decision.  

Sometimes we have a problem and we 

don’t know when it will end, but Allah 

Al Akhir can make it end.  

All of us will die, but Who will remain? 

Allah Al Akhir – The Last.  
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No one can be The First and The 

Last at the same time except Allah.  

When we know Allah is Al Akhir then 

we ask Him to give us the best life in 

the akhira.  

Surah Adh Dhuha 4

  

Indeed, the hereafter will be better for you than 

the present life. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL AKHIR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should take the word of Allah as 

final, and we must not be arrogant.  

We should be humble because Allah 

knows what is best for us in the end.  

We should ask Allah to give us 

goodness in this life and the next. 

We must ask Allah to make us enter 

paradise and to see His Face.  
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If we have any problem, then we ask 

Allah Al Akhir to end it.  
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(49)   

ALLAH ADH 

DHAHIR  
 (اهلل الظاهر)

THE APPARENT 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

ADH DHAHIR? 

There are some things that are 

apparent and can be seen, and some 

things that are hidden and are under 

the earth. For example, the mountains 

are apparent, and we can see it, but 

something else is hidden inside and we 

can’t see it. 

When we see anything apparent, we 

feel relaxed and comfortable.  

Allah is Adh Dhahir, The Most 

Apparent and Visible. There is no one 

more apparent than Him. Does this 

mean we see Allah? No, but we see 

all His signs that are so clear and 

apparent. 
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Look at all the creation - the sky, the 

earth, the mountains, and the trees – 

it is all created by Allah. 

Allah Adh Dhahir shows all the 

blessings He has given us and makes 

it apparent to us that it is from Him. 

He makes it clear to the people that 

there is no one worthy of worship but 

Him (ال إله إال اهلل). 

Sometimes we are alone and feel 

thirsty, and then suddenly someone 

comes and gives us water. We did not 

ask anyone, but Who knew that we 

needed water? Allah. Allah makes it 

apparent to us that only He knows 

about us and cares for us all the time. 
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The actions of Allah are very 

apparent in our life. He is the One 

Who created us, and He is the One 

Who guides us, provides for us and 

protects us.  

Sometimes things happen and we 

don’t know why, but then with time 

Allah shows the wisdom behind it. 

Allah is Adh Dhahir to make it 

apparent. 

Some people will try to show 

themselves as if they are right, but 

Allah is The Truth and He is The 

Apparent. 
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We should not try to make ourselves 

stand out or show we are better than 

the rest. Everything we do, it should 

be for Allah. If we do something and 

want to show everyone we did it, this 

does not show sincerity; we should 

want to do everything sincerely for 

Allah. 

Allah Adh Dhahir makes the truth 

apparent to us and makes what is 

right and wrong apparent to us as 

well. 

Allah makes Islam apparent, and He 

shows it is the true religion.  
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When the Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) 

became a Messenger, Allah told him 

to tell the people about Islam. So 

slowly his wife Khadija (رضي اهلل عنها) 

accepted Islam, then Abu Bakr As 

Siddique (رضي اهلل عنه) and then more. 

Sometimes we might be wrongly 

accused of doing something, but Allah 

Adh Dhahir will make the truth 

apparent that we did not do it. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS ADH DHAHIR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah to always make the 

truth apparent to us, so we are not 

tricked by the shaitan and his false 

ways.  

We should not show ourselves as if 

we are doing everything, but we 

should be humble and do it for Allah. 
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If we are wrongly accused, we ask 

Allah Adh Dhahir to make the truth 

apparent and to prove our innocence. 
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(50)   

ALLAH AL BAATIN 
 (اهلل الباطن)

THE HIDDEN 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL BAATIN? 

Al Baatin is the opposite of Adh 

Dhahir.  It is something hidden and 

not apparent.  

Allah Al Baatin is The Hidden One, 

the One Who is Unseen Himself yet 

He knows all that is hidden inside our 

hearts and what we feel and think. 

There is no one closer to us than 

Allah Al Baatin. We cannot cheat or 

trick Allah because He knows our 

intentions. 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We might say, “but I am only helping”, 

but Allah knows if our intention is 

good or not. 

He knows all our secrets and the 

secrets inside our heart. We do not 

know what is inside the hearts of the 

people, but Allah Al Baatin knows. 

Allah Al Baatin is closer to us than 

anyone else. Allah is above the seven 

heavens, but He knows more about us 

than we even know about ourselves.  

Allah Al Baatin tells us what will 

happen on the Day of Judgement. We 

do not know who will go to paradise 

and who will go the fire, only Allah Al 

Baatin knows. 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We cannot see Allah in this life 

because our eyes and bodies cannot 

handle seeing something so great. 

And not everyone in this life is worthy 

to see Allah. Only in paradise will the 

believers be able to see Allah.  

If we were asked whether we like to 

receive a gift that has been wrapped 

or one that has been unwrapped, 

surely we all would like a beautifully 

wrapped gift because it makes us 

more excited and longing to see it.  

And to Allah belongs the best 

example, we cannot see Him now, but 

we long to see him in paradise and we 

ask Him to be among those who see 

Him. Ameen. 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Dua To See The Face Of Allah In 

Paradise 

ْوَق إِىلَ لَِقائَِك  َة النََّظرِ إِىلَ َوْجِهَك َوالشَّ  َوأَْسأَُلَك َلذَّ

Wa as’aluka ladh-dhatan-nazari ilaa wajhika 

wash-shawqa ilaa liqaa’ika 

I ask You for the sweetness of looking upon Your 

face and a longing to meet You  17

Allah gave us beautiful things in this 

life, and even though we cannot see 

Him, we know He is the One Who 

gave us.  

 Sunan an-Nasa'i 130517
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Surah Luqman 20

 

 

See you not (O men) that Allah has 

subjected for you whatsoever is in the 

heavens and whatsoever is in the earth, 

and has completed and perfected His 

Graces upon you, (both) apparent (i.e. 

Islamic Monotheism, and the lawful 

pleasures of this world, including health, 

good looks, etc.) and hidden [i.e. One's 

Faith in Allah (of Islamic Monotheism) 

knowledge, wisdom, guidance for doing 

righteous deeds, and also the pleasures 

and delights of the Hereafter in 

Paradise]? 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Allah not only gave us blessings we 

can see, but He also gave us blessings 

which we cannot see. And they are 

just as beautiful and important.  

For example, there are many things 

inside our body which we cannot see, 

as it is hidden, but this is actually a 

blessing from Allah. And this shows 

the generosity of Allah. 

When we see the mountains, we only 

see a part of it, which is beautiful. But 

there is even more that is below the 

earth which we cannot see, and this 

keeps the earth firm. 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There are some animals and 

creatures which we cannot see but 

they are equally important to keep 

the earth in harmony. 

Allah does not tell us everything 

because we do not need to know it. 

And this is a mercy for us because He 

knows if we knew then it could make 

us upset or make us think too much.  

At times, things happen which we 

don’t like, but it is important to think 

good of Allah because surely there is 

wisdom hidden behind it, which only 

He knows. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL BAATIN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should not say, “We know what 

will happen tomorrow,” or “We know 

who will go to paradise or fire”. No 

one knows the unseen except Allah. 

We should not say we know what is 

inside the hearts of the people. 

Also, we should not believe in people 

who say they know the future or what 

is inside our hearts.  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We should always trust Allah and 

think good of Him because there is 

wisdom behind everything He does.  

We must believe that when things are 

hidden from us, it is from the mercy of 

Allah Al Baatin.  
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Allah Al Awwal  
The First (اهلل األول) 

- 

Allah Al Akhir  
The Last (اهلل اآلخر) 

- 

Allah Adh Dhahir  
The Apparent (اهلل الظاهر) 

Allah Al Baatin  
The Hidden  

(اهلل الباطن)



These four names are joined together 

and mentioned only once in the 

Qur’an. 

Surah Al Hadid 3 

 

He is the First (nothing is before Him) 

and the Last (nothing is after Him), the 

Most High (nothing is above Him) and 

the Most Near (nothing is nearer than 

Him). And He is the All-Knower of 

everything. 
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These four names are also mentioned 

in the supplication we read before we 

go to bed: 

Dua To Fulfill Our Duties 

ْيَن َوأَْغِنِني ِمَن اْلَفْقرِ   اْقِض َعنِّي الدَّ

Iqdhi ‘annid-dayna wa aghninee minal-faqri 

Relieve me of my debt, and enrich me from 

poverty.  18

In this dua, we ask Allah by His names 

Al Awwal Al Akhir Adh Dhahir Al 

Baatin, to help us fulfill our duties 

towards our parents and others. 

 Sahih Muslim 271318
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(51)   

ALLAH AL 

MUHAYMIN  
 (اهلل املهيمن)

THE DOMINATOR 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUHAYMIN? 

It is important to remember these 

three questions.  

Who is our Rabb? Allah. 

What is our religion? Islam. 

Who is our prophet? Muhammad 

 .(صلى اهلل عليه وسلم)

Allah is our Rabb, and He will never 

leave us. Islam is our religion, and we 

are happy to be Muslims. We are 

happy to worship Allah, pray to Him 

and do good. And Muhammad (صلى 

 is our prophet, and we (اهلل عليه وسلم

follow his sunnah. 
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If we forget this then anyone can 

change us and then we can forget 

who we are.  

Wherever we are, we have to always 

love Allah, worship Him and 

remember Him.  

And Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) is 

our prophet and we do not forget him. 

This gives us identity and we do not 

want anyone to change us.  

Sometimes in school we want to do 

something, but our friends can 

pressure us to do what they want.  

We want friends who help us to do 

good; we do not want to be influenced 

to do something wrong or what we do 

not want to do.  
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Therefore, we must make Allah 

Muhaymin in our life.  

Allah Al Muhaymin is The Dominator, 

Who dominates, protects, and guards 

us. He observes everything and looks 

after all the matters. 

When we make Allah Muhaymin in 

our life, then we will not be influenced 

by anyone or anything or do anything 

wrong.  

The name of Allah Al Muhaymin 

makes us focus on what is important 

and not be scattered. Allah Al 

Muhaymin gives us strength and 

identity, so we are not overcome by 

anyone. 
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Allah Al Muhaymin is able to provide 

us and fix us. He has full ability over 

us.  

He knows everything about us. He 

knows who we are, what we think and 

where we go. Nothing we do is absent 

from Him. So, we should do what is 

good because He knows about us all 

the time. 

No one can watch us all the time, not 

even our parents. But Allah Al 

Muhaymin is complete and perfect. 

His knowledge is perfect and 

complete, His watchfulness is perfect 

and complete, His ability is perfect 

and complete. 
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Allah is Muhaymin over everyone with 

good qualities. No one can be more 

merciful than Allah, no one can be 

more kind than Allah, and no one can 

be more loving than Allah. 

Allah Al Muhaymin gives us peace and 

security. Sometimes we go through 

situations where someone says, “they 

know everything about us” but we 

should not be afraid because Allah is 

Al Muhaymin over everyone.  

No one can harm us or benefit us 

except Allah. No one has qualities 

that can overpower us because only 

Allah is Al Muhaymin. And there is no 

one above Him.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUHAYMIN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We believe that only Allah is Al 

Muhaymin and there is nothing else 

which can overpower us, control us or 

frighten us.  
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We should make the Qur’an 

‘muhaymin’ – dominating book – in our 

life, which means we focus on it all the 

time. There are no words greater and 

better than the Words of Allah – the 

Qur’an. We should always listen, 

learn and live with the Qur’an.  

We should not be dominating or 

forceful towards others. Nor should 

we have feelings of dominance, such 

as, “I am the one doing everything for 

everyone.” 

We must change for the better, and 

when we change, we must do it for 

Allah and not for anyone else. The 

name of Allah Al Muhaymin does not 

make us change for anyone, but for 

Allah.  
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(52)   

ALLAH AL HAQQ  
 (اهلل الحق)

THE TRUTH 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL HAQQ? 

Dua To See The Truth  

And Follow It 

اللهم أرنا الحق حقاً، وارزقنا اتباعه، وأرنا الباطل باطالً، 

 وارزقنا اجتنابه 
Allahumma arinal haqqa haqqan, warzuqna 

ittiba’ahu, wa arinal batila batilan, warzuqna 

ijtinabahu 

O Allah show us the truth as truth, and make us 

follow it. And show us falsehood as falsehood, 

and make us stay away from it.  19

What is truth? It is something which 

does not change or go away. It is not 

a lie or falsehood.  

 Ibn Kathir 1/44419
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We ask Allah to show us the truth 

and make us follow it. And to show us 

what is wrong and make us stay away 

from it. 

We all want to live a life of truth. We 

do not want to live a life filled with 

falsehood.  

We want to speak the truth and act 

on the truth. If we speak lies or hear 

lies or do bad things, then we will be 

disturbed and unhappy. 

Who will make us live a truthful life? 

Allah Al Haqq.  
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Allah Al Haqq is The Truth; He is 

always there and never goes away. 

Everything He shows us is the truth 

and with the truth, we will live a 

happy and good life. 

Every name of Allah is the truth, and 

it teaches us to say the truth, hear 

the truth and live a truthful life. 

The Qur’an is the Word of Allah and 

it is the truth. It never changes nor 

will it ever be replaced. 

All that Allah commands us is the 

truth.  

When Allah tells us to believe in 

Him, that is truth. 

When Allah tells us to pray five 

times, that is truth.  
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When Allah tells us to fast the 

month of Ramadan, that is truth.  

When Allah tells us there are 

angels and they are made of 

light, that is truth.  

When Allah tells us there is a 

Last Day and He will judge us, 

that is truth.  

When Allah tells us there are 

Books that He revealed so the 

people do not get lost, that is 

truth. 

When Allah tells us there are 

messengers and we are to love 

them, take them as a good 

example and follow them, that is 

truth. 
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When Allah tells us that our 

Messenger is Muhammad (صلى 

 and we should love (اهلل عليه وسلم

him, obey him, follow his Sunnah 

and take him as a role model, 

that is truth.  

When Allah tells us there is 

paradise and we should do what 

is good, that is truth.  

When Allah tells us there is 

hellfire and we should not do 

bad things, that is truth. 

All that Allah tells us is the truth and 

when we have the truth from Allah 

then it will make us submit and be 

pleased.  
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If we believe Allah is The Truth and 

all that He says is the truth, then we 

will not believe someone else who 

tells us other things. No one can 

change what we think because we 

know the truth does not change.  

All the decrees we go through in life, 

from good and bad, are truth. 

Sometimes decrees happen such as 

waiting in line, or someone telling us 

something, or something happens to 

us or our family, it is all truth. 

When something good happens then 

we should be grateful to Allah. And 

when something happens that we do 

not like, then we should be patient 

and believe that Allah never wrongs 

anyone.  
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We should not complain or say, “Why 

did this happen?”. When we are 

patient then Allah will reward us 

without a limit.  

We also believe that Allah is the True 

God Whom we worship alone and no 

one else. Can we worship a creation 

like a tree or a person? No, because it 

is not the truth. Can a tree or a 

person take us to paradise? No.  

Imagine worshipping something and 

then it turns out wrong because it 

was not the truth. To worship 

anything besides Allah is falsehood. 

Allah does not need anyone with Him, 

He does not need partners or 

children, unlike us who need one 

another.  
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Allah Al Haqq makes the truth clear 

to us. Sometimes we do not know 

what the truth is. But when we 

believe in Allah Al Haqq, He will make 

the truth clear to us, and He will 

show us what is wrong. 

How does Allah show the truth? He 

shows it with ayat and clear evidence 

that confirm the truth. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAQQ… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should believe in Allah that He is 

the Truth and the Messenger (صلى 

 .is the truth (اهلل عليه وسلم

We should do everything truthfully 

and do it for Allah, so that we can live 

a truthful life. 

We should worship Allah, be good to 

our parents, do our homework and 

not do bad things.  
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If someone accuses us of doing 

something wrong which we did not do, 

we must ask Allah Al Haqq to make 

the truth clear.  
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(53)   

ALLAH AL MUBEEN 
 (اهلل املبني)

THE MOST CLEAR 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUBEEN? 

Imagine if you have to go to a place 

and you don’t know whom you are 

going to meet, what will happen? You 

will feel scared and uncomfortable. 

Or you reached late for class and the 

teacher has already started the 

lesson, what will happen? You will be 

confused and what she is teaching will 

not be clear to you. 

Allah is Al Mubeen - The Most 

Clear. He is The Most Clear in His 

existence, names, and attributes. It is 

clear He is the Most Merciful, it is 

clear He is the Most Strong, it is 

clear He is the Most Wise. 
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No one can be more clear than Him 

though He rose over the Throne in a 

manner that suits His Majesty. 

Also, Allah Al Mubeen is the One 

Who clarifies to all, which means He 

makes everything clear. 

Sometimes we see something moving 

and get scared because we do not 

know what it is. Only when we go 

close and see it, we don’t feel scared 

anymore.  

Or sometimes something is not clear 

to us, so it could end up making us feel 

sad. We want to see clearly, speak 

clearly, and hear clearly. 
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Allah Al Mubeen makes things clear 

to us so that we are not scared or 

sad. We will feel at rest.  

Allah Al Mubeen makes it clear to us 

that He is Allah. We cannot see Him 

now because we cannot handle it, but 

He gave us eyes, ears, and a heart to 

see, hear and feel all His signs.  

When we see the vast skies, seas and 

how Allah created us, then it is clear 

to us that (ال إله إال اهلل). It is clear to us 

that He is perfect and there are no 

faults in His creation. 

Allah makes it clear that He is Allah 

and does not need anyone, but we 

need Him. 
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When someone asks us, “What do 

you want to be when you grow up?”, 

we might not know now, but Allah will 

make it clear to us. 

Allah Al Mubeen makes it clear to us 

the purpose behind our creation. He 

makes it clear to all people - old and 

young, male and female - that we are 

to worship Him alone and love Him, 

even if others say to worship 

something else.  

There are times we do so many 

things, but we still don’t feel happy. 

Allah makes it clear to us to pray to 

Him and make dua only to Him, so we 

feel comfort and happiness. 
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Sometimes we do not know right from 

wrong or don’t know the right words 

to say. Allah Al Mubeen will make 

clear to us what is right and what is 

wrong, what is allowed and what is 

not allowed and to speak wisely 

choosing the right words.  

Allah Al Mubeen makes things to 

clear to us by giving us examples and 

stories. For example, Allah gives us an 

example in the Qur’an that whoever 

does shirk then it is as if he is falling 

from the sky.  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Allah makes clear to us what is good 

from the stories in the Qur’an, such 

as the stories of the Prophets and 

how they worshipped Allah in the 

best way. And He tells us stories of 

those who did bad, and who were 

arrogant and how their end was not 

good.   

Allah shows us both sides from the 

good and bad so that we take the 

good as an example and stay away 

from the bad. 

Allah Al Mubeen makes the truth 

clear to us in a simple way. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUBEEN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should gain knowledge so that 

things are clear to us. 

We should ask Allah to make us live a 

clear life so we can be clear to 

others. 

If something is not clear in our life, 

then we ask Allah Al Mubeen to make 

it clear to us. 
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(54)   

ALLAH AL 

FATTAAH  
 (اهلل الفتّاح)

THE OPENER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL FATTAAH? 

Dua Asking Allah To Open All 

Doors Of Mercy 

اللُّهـمَّ اْفَتـْح يل أَْبواَب رَْحَمتـِك 

Allahumma iftah lee abwaaba rahmatik 

O Allah open for me Your doors of mercy.  20

The word (فتح) means something that 

was closed (مغلق) and is then opened. 

It can be a door that opens, an idea 

that opens or even a good deed that 

opens and is made easy for us to do.  

 Sunan an-Nasa'i 72920
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We all like things to open, but we 

want good things to open for us. We 

do not want bad things to open for us.  

Allah Al Fattaah is the One Who 

opens all the doors of goodness for 

us. He opens for us all good things 

and He opens for us better things 

than we can ever imagine, and He 

opens good things to close off bad 

things.  

Sometimes we are about to do 

something bad and then Allah Al 

Fattaah will open for us something 

good to keep us away from the bad 

thing. For example, you are about to 

go to a bad place, but some 

unexpected guests arrive at your 

house, so you can’t go out.  
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Sometimes we are unable to 

understand a concept, so we ask our 

teacher or mother to explain it to us, 

but even then, we don’t understand it. 

We ask Allah Al Fattaah to open for 

us to understand.  

Sometimes we need to write 

something but don’t know what to 

write. We ask Allah Al Fattaah to 

open for us to write what is best.  

Sometimes we have a problem and 

don’t know how to solve it. We ask 

Allah Al Fattaah to open for us the 

best solution. 
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Sometimes we have to make a 

decision between different things. 

Allah Al Fattaah will open for us the 

best thing to choose and close off the 

others, so we don’t consider them. 

We don’t want to always stay in the 

same level, so Allah Al Fattaah will 

open for us so that we pass and move 

on to higher levels. 

He opens for us more good deeds to 

elevate us. For example, we just pray 

the obligations but then Allah Al 

Fattaah will open for us more prayers. 

Or we only read a certain amount of 

Qur’an, Allah Al Fattaah will open 

more for us.  
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With Allah Al Fattah, He always 

opens more and vaster things for us. 

He opens for us all goodness, mercy, 

and provision. 

Allah Al Fattaah does not leave us 

without having to do anything. Some 

decrees will happen to make us more 

grateful to Him and to make more dua 

to Him. For example, we see someone 

who is afflicted or is going through a 

difficult situation, so it reminds us to 

be grateful to Allah and to make dua 

to Him.  

Or we see someone who is doing 

good and is talking about Allah, so we 

ask Allah Al Fattaah to open for us as 

well.  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When Suleiman (عليه السالم) passed by 

the ants and was able to understand 

them, he made dua to Allah asking 

Him to help him be grateful. 

Allah Al Fattah is the One Who 

judges by giving victory to those on 

the truth and by disgracing those who 

are on the falsehood.  

Allah is not only Al Fattaah in the 

duniya, but He is also Al Fattaah in 

the akhira. On the Day of Judgement, 

Allah will judge between the people by 

rewarding the believers and punishing 

the disbelievers. 
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Also, Allah Al Fattaah will judge and 

separate between the believers - the 

highest ranks are the prophets, then 

there are the siddiqeen (the truthful 

ones), then the righteous.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL FATTAAH… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah Al Fattaah to open all 

the doors of goodness for us.  

If we can’t understand something, we 

ask Allah Al Fattaah to open for us so 

that we can understand. 

We ask Allah Al Fattaah to open 

between what is right and wrong.  
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If something is closed, we should not 

get upset or lose hope but ask Allah 

Al Fattaah to open the best for us.  

We must ask Allah to make us ‘keys 

of good’, what does that mean? To say 

good words to make others believe in 

Allah.  

We should ask Allah Al Fattaah to 

open all doors of paradise for us. 
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(55)   

ALLAH AL 

KHABEER  
 (اهلل الخبير)

THE ALL-AWARE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL KHABEER? 

Imagine if you have never made a 

video before. You might search online 

to learn how to do it, or you ask 

someone to show you how it is done. 

Then you try on your own and after 

many attempts, you finally learn how 

to do it the right way. In this manner, 

you have the ‘expertise’ and are able 

to do make a video by yourself 

without asking others for help. 

What does it mean to have 

‘expertise’? ‘Expertise’ does not only 

mean knowledge of something, but 

also to know in detail about it and to 

go through so many experiments in 

life that things can be done quickly.  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For example, someone who is an 

expert in cooking can cook quickly 

without making a mess and make it 

look so easy. Or someone who is a 

computer expert, can fix any computer 

related problem easily in no time. 

But for any of us to have expertise in 

anything, we need to first ask 

someone to teach us. Or learn on our 

own by trying again and again before 

becoming an expert at it. 
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Who is the One Who is All-Aware 

and does not need anyone to teach 

Him? Allah Al Khabeer. Allah knows 

all matters perfectly and He knows 

everything inside out. He does not go 

through experiments to get it right 

nor does He make any mistakes.  

Allah Al Khabeer knows the fine 

details of everything. What we 

cannot see in the sea, earth and skies 

is all known to Allah.  

We do not have so much knowledge, 

but Allah is Al Khabeer. He knows 

the origin of everything and knows 

what the end will be. He knows if we 

go to a certain place, what will happen 

to us and what we will say or do. 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Allah even knows our intentions when 

we are doing something for someone.  

How does Allah Al Khabeer deal with 

us, even though He knows 

everything? He deals with us with 

gentleness. Even though He knows 

what the result will be, He brings 

everything with ease. 

Unlike people who are expert in 

something, they can be impatient with 

others and may rush them to 

complete their tasks.  
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Allah Al Khabeer puts everything in 

its right place, and He brings 

everything in the right time.  

He knows what suits us and what will 

benefit us. Sometimes we think we 

want something, but Allah knows it is 

not good for us, so He protects us 

from it by keeping it away from us.  

Anything that benefits us can be what 

is good for our body, good for our 

understanding, and good for our faith.  

Allah knows what food will benefit us 

and which friends are good for us. So, 

we ask Allah Al Khabeer to give us 

what benefits us and to protect us 

from all that harms us. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KHABEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah to give us 

expertise in matters so that we can 

understand and do everything with 

ease. 

We should not complain or be hasty if 

we do not get something. We must be 

patient because Allah Al Khabeer 

knows the right time. 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We should account ourselves, and not 

think, “there’s a small bad feeling in 

my heart but no one knows.” Allah is 

Al Khabeer and He is All-Aware, 

even of what is going on inside our 

heart. 

We should take care of our eyes and 

what we see and our ears and what 

we hear because Allah is Al Khabeer 

and He knows everything.  
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ALLAH AL 

WAKEEL  
 (اهلل الوكيل)

THE TRUSTEE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WAKEEL? 

Dua To Always Depend On Allah 

يَا َحيُّ يَا َقـيُّوُم بِرَْحَمِتَك أَْسَتِغيُث أَْصلِْح يلِ َشأْينِ كُلَُّه ، َوَال 

تَِكْلِني إِىلَ نَْفِسي َطْرَفَة َعْينٍ   

Yaa Hayyu Ya Qayyumu bi-rahmatika 

astagheethu as-lih lee sha’ni kullahu, wa laa 

takilnee ilaa nafsi tarfata ‘ayn 

O Ever Living, O Self-Subsisting and Supporter 

of all, by Your mercy I seek assistance, rectify for 

me all of my affairs and do not leave me to myself, 

even for the blink of an eye.  21

In this dua, we are asking Allah Al 

Hayy Al Qayyoom to fix all our 

problems, worries and concerns.  

 Sahih Aj Jami’e 5820, Authenticated by Al Albani as Hasan21
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 We ask :(واََل تَِكْلِني إَِلى نَفِْسي طَرْفََة َعنْيٍ )

Allah not to leave us to ourselves to 

solve any of our matters. Rather, we 

want Allah to take care of everything. 

Allah Al Wakeel is the One Whom 

we entrust to take care of everything; 

we do not depend on ourselves. 

Sometimes we have a list of things to 

do such as prayers, homework, 

household chores; Who will help us 

do it all? Allah Al Wakeel.  

Allah is sufficient and enough for us 

because He has all the perfect 

qualities. With Allah Al Wakeel, we 

don’t have to worry or stress. 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Allah takes care of everyone and 

provides for them because He 

created them.  

When we drink water, do we think, 

“How will I drink water?”. No, Allah Al 

Wakeel takes care of it. Do we think 

about the sun rising or setting, or the 

day appearing after the night? No, 

Allah Al Wakeel takes care of it all. 

Imagine if we had to worry about the 

day and night appearing every day, it 

would be so hard. 

We cannot assume we know the best 

way to do something, even if we have 

things to help us or ideas how to do it; 

we depend on Allah for it.  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For example, we might have a pen and 

paper to write, but we can’t depend 

on ourselves to write the best thing. 

We depend on Allah Al Wakeel to 

bring us the best ideas and make us 

write the best. 

Sometimes we are facing a problem 

and we don’t know how to solve it. 

We depend on Allah Al Wakeel to 

bring forward the best solution and 

He will make everything easy for us. 

Sometimes we are lost, and we don’t 

know where to go and our phone is 

out of charge. Who will take us back 

to our home? Allah Al Wakeel will 

guide us and take us back in the best, 

easiest and quickest way. 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Sometimes we are scared of getting 

sick, but we should not be afraid 

because Allah Al Wakeel will keep us 

away from all sicknesses. We take 

the required precaution, but we must 

believe that it is Allah Al Wakeel 

Who will keep the sickness away 

from us, and not because of a mask or 

a healthy diet.  

So, we take the means and we make 

an effort, but our heart is not 

attached to what we do. We ask 

Allah Al Wakeel to take care of 

everything.  

We have to make an effort and then 

ask Allah Al Wakeel. For example, it 

can’t be that we didn’t study for an 

exam and ask Allah to make us pass.  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Or we are sick, and we don’t take 

medicine and then ask Allah to make 

us better. It is not like this. We have 

to work hard for the exam, but we 

don’t depend on our hard work to 

make us pass. And we have to take 

the medicine when we are sick, but we 

don’t depend on it to make us better, 

but we depend on Allah to cure us. 

Anyone who makes an effort and puts 

his trust in Allah Al Wakeel will be 

given better than anyone who makes 

an effort but does not depend on 

Allah.  
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Allah Al Wakeel takes care of the 

believers. The believers depend on 

Allah and not on themselves.  

Those who always depend on Allah in 

this life and believe in Him will have 

something special in the akhira – they 

will enter paradise with no account.  

They will not wait, there will be no 

hisaab (accounting of the deeds) and 

no meezaan (scale where the deeds 

are weighed) for them. They go 

straight to paradise. They didn’t stop 

at anything in this life and they didn’t 

lose hope. They always went back to 

Allah and depended on Him. So, Allah 

will make them enter paradise with no 

stops.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WAKEEL… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah Al Wakeel to 

make us ‘mutawakkileen’ – those who 

always depend on Him – so that we 

enter paradise with no hisaab 

(accounting of the deeds). Also, we 

don’t depend on ourselves to be from 

the ‘mutawakkileen’, but we depend 

on Allah.  
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When we do anything or have any 

problem, we should take the means, 

but we must depend on and trust only 

Allah.  

We should not worry or stress 

because Allah Al Wakeel will take 

care of everything. We always think 

good of Him.  
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(57)   

ALLAH AN NASEER 
 (اهلل النصير)

THE GRANTOR OF VICTORY 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AN NASEER? 

What does (نصر) mean? It means to 

overcome difficulties and hardships. It 

also means there is an enemy who 

wants to harm and hurt a person, but 

the person overcomes it and thus 

gets victory over the enemy. 

People think victory means that a 

person needs to fight and scream all 

the time. And that if they overcome 

and defeat someone then they can 

become proud; but this is not victory. 
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When a person overcomes anything 

in his life, it should happen without 

feeling proud, arrogant, or oppressing 

others; it should be victory with 

peace. Who can give us this? Allah 

An Naseer. 

Allah An Naseer is the One Who 

grants victory to the believers by 

supporting and defending them.  

Everyone needs Allah An Naseer - 

be it the young, old, men or women. 

Even the messengers needed support 

and victory from Allah An Naseer. 

We all want to win and overcome any 

difficulties that we face in life.  

Someone who is lazy wants to defeat 

his laziness and become active. 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Someone who is intelligent but 

doesn’t make the right use of his time 

wants to overcome himself to do 

better. 

Someone who gossips about others 

wants to overcome himself by saying 

good or staying silent. 

Someone who is not regular with his 

prayers wants to overcome himself by 

making an effort to pray all his 

prayers on time. 

Who can help us overcome all of 

these things? Allah An Naseer.  
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Sometimes there is someone who 

wants to harm us or there are bad 

friends who talk about us and don’t 

want good for us. We need Allah An 

Naseer to give us victory and take 

care of us. 

The worst enemy is the shaitan who 

gives us bad ideas. And we need Allah 

An Naseer to help us defeat the 

shaitan so that we don’t listen to him 

when he whispers. 

Sometimes there are bad people in 

school or there are videos of people 

doing bad things, and we don’t want to 

do the same or get affected. So, we 

ask Allah An Naseer to protect us. 
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Sometimes we tell our mom, “buy me 

this, buy me that” and she tells us to 

be patient. Our nafs will tell us to go 

and ask again. But we need Allah An 

Naseer to help us be patient.  

When someone says something bad 

to us, do we talk back in a bad way? 

No. We are patient and Allah An 

Naseer will make us win.  

The Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) said 

victory is with patience.  

Victory Is With Patience 

ْبرِ  َواْعَلْم أَنَّ النَّْصَر َمَع الصَّ

And know that victory comes with patience.  22

 At Tirmidhi 251622
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When we are weak and don’t know 

what to do or say, Who will give us 

victory? Allah An Naseer. 

Even the believers need Allah An 

Naseer to protect their faith and to 

make them do good deeds so they can 

reach a higher level.  

The messengers needed Allah An 

Naseer the most so that they could 

continue on their path and say the 

word of truth. And also, so that they 

would not get affected when others 

did bad things. 

Allah gave victory to the Prophet 

 and no one could (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم)

harm him. Allah gave victory to Musa 

 over Fir’aun, and Allah (عليه السالم)

gave victory to Nuh (عليه السالم) by  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saving him and the believers in the 

ship.  

Allah An Naseer will give us victory 

in a way we cannot imagine. For 

example, someone might get a 

message to remind them to stay firm. 

Or someone will hear a good word 

and it keeps them full of hope. Or 

someone receives a Qur’an as a gift, 

or someone learns something to keep 

them going and not give-up.   
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And true victory is when people know 

what is truth and what is not. And it is 

victory when many people enter 

Islam. Just as Allah has told us in 

Surah An Nasr.  

Surah An Nasr 

 

In the name of Allah , the Entirely Merciful, the 

Especially Merciful. 

 

When there comes the Help of Allah (to you, O 

Muhammad صلى اهلل عليه وسلم against your 

enemies) and the conquest (of Makkah). 

 

And you see that the people enter Allah's religion 

(Islam) in crowds. 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So glorify the Praises of your Lord, and ask His 

Forgiveness. Verily, He is the One Who accepts 

the repentance and Who forgives. 

Victory is from Allah, and to get 

victory, we need to believe in Him and 

be patient. Then Allah will open all 

good, and He will make many people 

enter Islam. 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We love for Allah to give us victory 

so that many enter Islam, how? When 

we overcome ourselves from doing 

bad and from listening to the shaitan, 

then we will become a good example 

for others. Even if we do not speak, 

they will see our good manners and 

see that this is truly Islam.  

For example, someone in school talks 

bad about us, and we remain patient, 

good and continue to pray. Very soon, 

they will notice our strong character 

and that is because of our belief in 

Allah. Victory is when we worship 

Allah and believe in Him. 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When we attain any victory we say, 

 (سبحانك اللهم وبحمدك اللهم اغفر لي)

(Glory be to Allah and all praise, O 

Allah forgive me) 

We do not want to be proud of 

ourselves when we attain victory; 

otherwise, we will lose it. So, we 

return to Allah and ask Him for 

forgiveness. 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  سبحانك اللهم وبحمدك
 اللهم اغفر لي

Glory be to Allah and all 

praise, O Allah forgive me



 

WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AN NASEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask the support and 

victory from Allah alone and not beg 

anyone else for help.  

We should ask Allah to help us 

overcome ourselves and the shaitan, 

from listening to his whispers.  

We should give victory to the religion 

of Allah by following the deen and 

being a good example. 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(58)   

ALLAH AR RAQEEB 
 (اهلل الرقيب)

THE EVER-WATCHFUL 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AR RAQEEB? 

Do you like anyone to watch over you 

and observe you 24 hours? Have you 

ever thought why someone would 

want to watch you the whole time? 

Sometimes people watch others with 

bad intentions, or some are just bored 

and have nothing else to do. So, they 

keep observing what other people do, 

where they go, what they eat, whom 

they meet and so forth. 

But sometimes it is important for the 

police, or security guard or even our 

mother to observe and watch us for 

protection.  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Even in school there is a supervisor 

who watches the students, so they do 

not cheat on their exams.  

And to Allah belongs the highest 

example, Allah Ar Raqeeb is the best 

one to watch us. There is no one 

more worthy to observe us and watch 

us all the time except Him. 

Allah Ar Raqeeb is the One Who is 

watchful of everything. He watches 

what we do, what we say and what we 

think.  
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Allah is never absent and never 

misses anything. He watches us all 

the time in order to protect us, 

nurture us and take care of us.  

For example, if someone does not 

monitor a sick person then he can 

become more sick. In hospitals, the 

health of the patients is monitored 

regularly, so they do not get worse.  

Allah Ar Raqeeb watches and sees 

what is inside our bodies to keep us 

healthy. 
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He watches what we require and the 

rizq we need. He watches us with 

mercy.  

Allah watches us to protect us and 

guard us from doing bad or saying bad 

or even from our surroundings. 

Allah Ar Raqeeb places two angels 

with us to write each and every good 

or bad deed that we do.  

Allah knows what is in the hearts of 

the people so we should not think bad 

of others. For example, if someone 

walks past us when we are waiting in 

a queue, we might think they are rude. 

But Allah knows if they are in a 

problem, so we must not judge 

anyone. 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Allah Ar Raqeeb never leaves us, and 

He watches over everyone, even the 

animals. 

When we are alone, it does not mean 

we can look at whatever we want on 

the mobile phone or do what we like. 

We have to believe Allah is watching 

us. 

Allah Ar Raqeeb knows the future 

and He will give us everything in the 

right time.  
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Allah watches us from above, there is 

no one above Him. He is above the 

heavens and He rose over the Throne 

in a manner that suits His Majesty.  

We are grateful it is Allah Who 

watches us all the time and no one 

else. When Allah watches us, there is 

no evil, but it is always good because 

He is perfect.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AR RAQEEB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be careful of all what we 

think, feel, say, and do.  

We should not observe people just to 

catch their faults. 

We must not waste our time, but 

always do our best because Allah is 

watching us. 

We must fear Allah alone and not be 

afraid of anyone or anything else. 
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We should feel embarrassed to do 

anything wrong because Allah is 

watching us.  

Surah Al ‘Alaq 14 

 

Does he not know that Allah sees? 
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(59)   

ALLAH AL 

WAARITH  
 (اهلل الوارث)

THE INHERITOR 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL WAARITH?  

We see a lot of changes happening in 

our life.   We learn something new 

every day. We buy many new things, 

but what remains?  

Anything that brings us closer to 

Allah, such as when we learn about 

Allah and think of Him, when we learn 

the Qur’an and talk about it, when we 

do good deeds for the sake of Allah, 

and when we reflect on things around 

us and it reminds us of Allah – this is 

what remains. 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Allah Al Waarith is The One Who 

always remains and never goes away. 

He is The Inheritor, the One to 

Whom everything will return back.  

Imagine someone who saves his 

money and puts it in a bank. What will 

happen with his money? Will it always 

stay with him? No. When he passes 

away, either his children or family 

members will inherit it. 

But Allah Al Waarith is The Ever-

Living, Who never dies. He will inherit 

everything and it will all return to Him 

because He is the One Who gave it 

to us in the first place. 
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Allah owns whatever is in the 

heavens and whatever is in the earth, 

and it will all return to Him. 

Allah Al Waarith is the One Who 

gives inheritance to whomever He 

wills. For example, when someone 

passes away and has left behind 

houses and lots of money, Who will 

distribute it to others? Allah Al 

Waarith.  

When we receive anything which we 

did not have before, it is because 

Allah Al Waarith gave us. 

Also, Allah Al Waarith is the One 

Who makes others inherit. For 

example, Allah not only makes the 

people inherit wealth, but they can 

inherit traits from their parents such 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as the color of their eyes, or how 

they look. So, we should not be upset 

if we look a certain way because this 

is what Allah made us to inherit.  

Allah Al Waarith can even make us 

inherit knowledge and good deeds.  

For example, a person used to do a 

good deed, and then he passed away, 

so then we take over his role and 

continue to do the same good deed.  

The best inheritance is the 

inheritance of the prophets and the 

messengers. They did not leave 

behind anything from the duniya, but 

they left behind the knowledge – they 

taught us about Allah and to have 

good manners. And this is the true 

inheritance.  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The messengers have all died, but the 

people have inherited from their 

knowledge and their good character. 

For example, if the parents pray and 

teach their children how to pray, then 

after their death, at least they passed 

on the inheritance of teaching their 

children to pray to Allah, to know 

about Allah and to have good 

manners. This is a greater inheritance 

than just inheriting money. 

So, the greatest inheritance in this 

life is when Allah teaches us from His 

Book, teaches us about Him and 

teaches us to do good.  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We want whatever good we have 

from faith, deeds, relationships and 

feelings to remain. 

Dua To Enjoy The  

Blessings We Have 

اللهم متعنا بأسماعنا، وأبصارنا، وقوتنا ما أحييتنا، 

واجعله الوارث منا، 

O Allah! let us enjoy our hearing, our sight and 

our power as long as You keep us alive and make 

it the inheritor of us.  23

We want to hear, see, speak and get 

continuous reward for our good 

deeds.  

 Riyadh As Saliheen, At Tirmidhi, Book 5, Hadith 83423
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The greatest inheritance in the 

hereafter is when Allah makes us 

inherit the highest level of paradise 

which is called Firdaous Al A’la. 

Surah Al Mu’minoon 10 To 11

 

Those are the inheritors

 

Who will inherit al-Firdaus. They will abide 

therein eternally. 

The best palaces, gardens, food and 

drinks are in Firdaous Al A’la. Its 

ceiling is the Throne of Allah and its 

dwellers will see the Face of Allah 

twice in a day. We ask Allah Al 

Waarith to grant us Firdaous Al A’la.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL WAARITH… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should not attach to the duniya, 

but always believe in Allah because 

that is the true inheritance which 

remains.  

We should always do good, follow the 

messengers and take from their 

knowledge. 
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We must learn and act upon the 

Qur’an which is the greatest 

inheritance.  

We should ask Allah to always 

increase us in knowledge. We cannot 

stop learning about Allah and we 

always want to talk about Him 

because this is what remains. This is 

the true inheritance. 

Dua To Increase In Knowledge 

َوُقل رَّبِّ زِْدينِ ِعْلًما 

And say: "My Lord! Increase me in knowledge."  24

We should ask Allah Al Waarith to 

admit us to Firdaous Al A’la.  

 Surah Ta Ha 11424
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(60)   

ALLAH AL HASEEB 
 (اهلل الحسيب)

THE ACCOUNTER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL HASEEB? 

 means to count and account (حسب)

for. There are people in life who 

account for things we do. For 

example, when a teacher checks a 

paper and then gives the student a 

grade. Or when a shopkeeper counts 

the number of items a customer has 

bought and gives him a bill. 

We need computers and calculators 

to calculate things for us, but Allah 

does not need anything to count or 

calculate for Him because He is Al 

Haseeb, The Accounter. 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Allah Al Haseeb knows the number of 

people on this earth, their sizes and 

weights. He knows the number of 

trees on this earth. He knows the 

numbers to everything.  

We cannot count how many hairs are 

on our head, we cannot count how 

many leaves fall in our garden, we 

cannot count the number of raindrops 

falling from the sky - but Allah Al 

Haseeb knows it all. 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When Allah accounts things, it is to 

protect us and give us what is 

sufficient for us. Allah gave us one 

heart because He knows that one 

heart is enough for us. He gave us 

two eyes because He knows that two 

eyes are sufficient for us. Some 

insects have more than two eyes 

because Allah knows that is good for 

them. 

Anything which Allah gives is 

sufficient for us. The money that 

Allah gives us or anything that He 

teaches us, we should be pleased with 

it, because surely that is enough for 

us. He knows if He gives us more then 

it could harm us. 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Surah Al Ahzaab 39 

 

And sufficient is Allah as Accountant. 

Allah is Sufficient for us; this means 

He is enough for us to provide us, 

account us and bring things to us. 

Allah also told the Prophet (صلى اهلل 

 that He is sufficient for Him (عليه وسلم

and the believers are enough for him. 

So, he should be satisfied and not 

look for others.  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Surah Al Anfaal 64 

 

O Prophet, sufficient for you is Allah 

and for whoever follows you of the 

believers. 

Allah Al Haseeb will account us in the 

akhira for all the good and bad we did. 

He knows the prayers we prayed and 

the ones we missed, He knows how 

many ayat we recited and everything 

that we did.  
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If a person is good and believes, then 

Allah Al Haseeb will give him more. If 

he does one good deed, Allah will 

count it for him ten times to 700 

times. But when a person does bad, 

Allah Al Haseeb counts it as just one 

sin. 

We want Allah Al Haseeb to always 

deal with us with more good.  

Allah Al Haseeb will give the 

believers paradise with no account or 

limit, this means they will have all they 

want there and will live there forever.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HASEEB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should rely on Allah and say:  

Surah Aal Imraan 173 

 

Sufficient for us is Allah, and [He is] the 

best Disposer of affairs 
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We should know that Allah is enough 

for us so we should not be afraid. 

When Ibrahim (عليه السالم) was thrown 

into the fire by the people, he said, 

 .(َحْسبُنَا اهللَُّ َوِنْعَم اْلوَِكيُل)

We must be happy with what Allah 

gives us because Allah Al Haseeb 

knows what is sufficient for us. 

We should account ourselves if we do 

something bad.  

We must ask Allah to make us enter 

paradise without accounting us.  

We want Allah to give us without 

limit.  

We should not be afraid of anyone to 

account us except Allah Al Haseeb. 
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(62) – (63)   

ALLAH AL QAABIDH 

AL BAASIT 
 (اهلل القابض الباسط)

THE RESTRAINER  

THE EXPANDER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QAABIDH AL BAASIT? 

There are times we don’t get the 

things we want, does that mean Allah 

doesn’t love us? Of course not. 

Allah loves us and He always wants 

what is good for us. And for sure, He 

gives us more than we can imagine. 

But it is not correct to think that 

Allah has to only give us all the time. 

Because the truth is if we get 

everything we want every time, then 

it can spoil us. 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Imagine if our parents give us 

everything we want, we might think it 

is good, but then we won’t get 

nurtured and we won’t learn. 

Thus, when something is restrained 

or withheld from us, it is for our own 

good. And we must remember that 

when something is withheld for us, 

surely there is something else 

expanded at the same time. 

Who is the One Who withholds and 

expands? It is Allah Al Qaabidh Al 

Baasit. 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Allah Al Qaabidh is the One Who 

tightens or withholds from us, while 

Allah Al Baasit is the One Who 

expands and gives us. And this is 

because He knows what is best for 

us. 

Notice how the heart restrains and 

then expands - it gets tight and then 

opens. This is good for us so that our 

body can operate properly. 

Similarly, in our life, we go through 

times when things are tight or we do 

not get something we want, but we 

must believe for sure there is 

something else that is expanded for 

us.  
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It is important to not think bad when 

something is withheld from us or 

restrained for us because it is for our 

own protection. 

If we have everything we want, we 

will not be thankful. For example, a 

person has all the clothes in all the 

colors he wants but is always 

moaning, complaining and being rude 

to the people. 

Thus, Allah restrains what we want 

or restrains our heart so that we are 

patient, think good of Him and are 

grateful.  

Allah never restrains on its own, but 

there is always expansion at the same 

time because He is Al Qaabidh Al 

Baasit.  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Allah restrains the hearts and 

feelings so that other feelings can 

come out.  

For example, sometimes we don’t feel 

the need to make dua or to be 

grateful. But when things are 

restrained for us, we make more dua 

and we are ever grateful. Then, as a 

result, Allah will give us more.  

Allah Al Qaabidh Al Baasit takes the 

good deeds from us and He gives us 

the reward for it. He gives us a good 

life and He gives us good feelings. 

When we pray for Allah, then He will 

take it and He will reward us; He will 

give us happiness and protect us from 

what is bad.  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When we smile or say a good word, 

Allah takes it and stretches it to the 

one who will receive it.  

When a person dies, Allah takes the 

soul and will return it on the Day of 

Judgement.  

Allah will also take people out from 

the fire and place them in paradise. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QAABIDH AL BAASIT … 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We always think good of Allah; we 

should never think that He only 

restrains but know that He expands 

at the same time. 

We must ask Allah to expand all our 

blessings and have mercy on us.  

We ask Allah to restrain and to take 

away all that is bad around us. 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We ask Allah to take our good deeds 

and make us sincere to Him. 

We should ask Allah to take us away 

from the fire and make us enter 

paradise.  
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(64) – (65)   

ALLAH AL MUQADDIM 

AL MU’AKHIR 
 (اهلل املقدم املؤخر)

THE EXPEDITER THE DELAYER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUQADDIM  

AL MU’AKHIR? 

There are times when we are in hurry 

and want to reach early somewhere, 

but something happens on the way 

and we get delayed. And sometimes 

we are the last to order something in 

a restaurant, but we get it first. Who 

decrees for things to come early or 

late? Allah Al Muqaddim Al Mu’akhir.  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The word (مقدم) means to come ahead 

and the word (مؤخر) means to be 

delayed. Allah is Al Muqaddim Al 

Mu’akhir and He knows what is to be 

brought ahead and what is to be 

delayed, and this is according to His 

perfect wisdom.  

For example, babies are supposed to 

be born after nine months, but in some 

cases they are born beforehand. This 

is Allah Al Muqaddim Al Mu’akhir.  
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The first human to be created was 

Adam (عليه السالم), but the angels and 

Iblis were created before him. Allah 

brought Adam (عليه السالم) ahead of 

the rest because of knowledge. Iblis 

thought he was there beforehand so 

he did not submit to the command of 

Allah.   

And from all the people, Allah made 

the messengers the leaders of the 

people. We cannot not say, “why 

them and not us”. Allah is Al 

Muqaddim Al Mu’akhir. And He 

bestows His favor on whomever He 

wills according to His perfect 

knowledge and wisdom.  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The Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) is the 

final messenger, but he is the head of 

all messengers. We cannot say, “he 

was the last messenger, so why him?”. 

Allah is Al Muqaddim Al Mu’akhir. 

The followers of Muhammad (صلى اهلل 

 will be the first to enter (عليه وسلم

paradise, though they are the last 

nation.  

Allah brings forward some people and 

delays some others. 
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The brothers of Yusuf (عليه السالم) 

were jealous of Yusuf (عليه السالم) and 

wanted him to be away from their 

father. But Allah brought him forward 

and he was the one who gave food to 

his brothers and they prostrated out 

of honor to him. 

When Allah brings forward, it is a 

favor from Allah; and when there is a 

delay, there is protection.  

Allah Al Muqaddim Al Mu’akhir brings 

the means to make us forward. So, we 

ask Allah to bring all the means and 

make us from the ‘mutawakkileen’. 

The ‘mutawakkileen’ are the ones 

who always trust Allah and they are 

the foremost in doing good.  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WHEN WE BELIEVE ALLAH IS  

AL MUQADDIM AL MU’AKHIR … 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We bring forward what Allah loves 

and not what we love. For example, 

we bring forward the prayer because 

Allah loves it and we bring forward 

the knowledge about Allah before 

anything else. 

We bring forward the love of Allah 

and the love of the Prophet (صلى اهلل 

  .before anyone else’s love (عليه وسلم
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We should always stay away from 

sins because sins delay us.  

We should seek constant forgiveness 

because forgiveness brings us 

forward.  

We must not be jealous of others if 

they are brought forward. 

And we should not feel proud if we 

are brought forward. 

We must not delay or stay behind 

from doing good. 

We should supplicate to Allah for 

forgiveness:  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Dua Asking For Forgiveness 

اللهم اغفر يل ما قدمت وما أخرت، وما أسررت وما 

أعلنت، وما أسرفت، وما أنت أعلم به مني، أنت المقدم، 

وأنت المؤخر، 

 ال إله إال أنت  

Allahum-maghfir li ma qaddamtu wa ma akh-

khartu, wa ma asrartu, wa ma a'lantu, wa ma 

asraftu, wa ma Anta a'lamu bihi minni. Antal-

Muqqadimu, wa Antal-Mu'akh-khiru.  

La ilaha illa Anta  

O Allah! Forgive my former and latter sins, which 

I have done secretly and those which I have done 

openly, and that I have wronged others, and those 

defaults of mine about which You have better 

knowledge than I have. You are The Expediter 

and You are The Delayer. None has the right to 

be worshipped but You."  25

 Riyadh As Saliheen, Muslim, Book 15, Hadith 1725
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(66) 

ALLAH AL 

MANNAAN  
 (اهلل املنّان)

THE BESTOWER  

OF FAVORS 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MANNAAN? 

Allah Al Mannaan is the One Who is 

abundant in giving, great in gifting and 

vast in kindness. He is The Bestower 

of favors, the One Who grants favors 

and blessings out of His generosity. 

When Allah Al Mannaan gives us, it is 

something exclusive, because we do 

not ask for it. It is out of His vast, 

unlimited generosity. 

It is a favor from Allah that He gave 

us life, He gave us a mind, He gave us 

the ability to speak and He fashioned 

us in the best form. 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It is a favor from Allah that He gave 

us hearing and seeing. It is a favor 

from Allah when we smile at others 

or give charity. 

It is a favor from Allah that He made 

us learn about His Names.  

It is a favor from Allah that He made 

us Muslims, and it is a favor that He 

sent us messengers and prophets in 

order to guide us.  

Allah Al Mannaan does not expect 

any reward or praise in return for all 

His favors upon us because we can 

never reward Allah or praise Him as 

He deserves to be praised.  
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Also, it is a dispraised quality when 

we gift others or do a favor on them 

and then remind them of it.  

On the Day of Judgement, Allah will 

not look at someone who reminded 

others of their favor. 

When we do any good, we do it for 

Allah and we are thankful to Him for 

allowing us to do it.  

If we are able to pray, tidy up the 

room, help others out or do any good 

deed, it is a favor from Allah that He 

is allowing us to do so. We should 

never think we are better than the 

others. Anyone who does this shows 

they are arrogant and think so much 

of themselves.  
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Also, when we do anything good, we 

do not tell others, “I am doing good to 

you”. We should not tell our parents, 

“It’s good for you that I’m praying,” or 

“It’s good for you that I’m reading 

Qur’an.” 

Allah Al Mannaan favors someone 

who is weak and does not have 

anything by giving him good qualities 

and making him a good example for 

others.  

We ask Allah to favor us and give us 

good friends, health and good 

qualities.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MANAAN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must be grateful to Allah when 

He allows us to do anything.  

We should never think we have a 

favor on others when we do any good 

to them. It is a favor from Allah to 

open for us to do good in the first 

place.  
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We should remember our past and 

how we did not have and did not know 

and Allah favored us to have and 

know. This makes us humble and not 

think we are something.  

We should always ask Allah Al 

Mannaan to give us from His great 

favors and blessings.  
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(67) 

ALLAH AR RAFEEQ  
 (اهلل الرفيق)

THE MOST GENTLE COMPANION 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AR RAFEEQ? 

In the morning, we are with our family 

and then we go to school and we see 

our classmates, then we go back to 

our family and see our siblings. Then 

we do our homework and we have our 

books, mobiles and laptops with us. 

Notice we always have something or 

someone with us.  

This is because we like someone to 

always be by our side. We all love to 

have friends and we love to be with 

them. No one likes to be alone.  
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Allah Ar Rafeeq is The Most Gentle 

Companion Who is always with us 

and never leaves us. He accompanies 

us every step of the way. But we 

cannot feel it because He is so gentle.  

Allah does everything gently, with no 

rush and without making too much 

sound. 

Allah gently gives us water, Allah 

gently gives us gifts, Allah gently 

guides us.  

Whether we are asleep or awake, 

Allah always accompanies us. But 

where is Allah?  
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Allah is above the seven heavens; He 

rose over The Throne. We cannot 

see Him.  

The word (رَفيق) means friend. Why 

does Allah accompany us though we 

are humans? To protect us, guide us 

and give us.  

Allah gives us gently and with ease, 

so that we do not even feel it. For 

example, we are breathing air, but do 

we see how the oxygen enters our 

bodies? No, we do not. 

Look at how Allah teaches us His 

Names and the Qur’an, it all comes 

with ease.  
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Allah gives us everything gradually 

and step by step. He does not 

overwhelm us with everything in one 

time. 

For example, when we learn how to 

read or write, we begin with letters 

first and then join them and then we 

make words and then write 

paragraphs.  

We can make mistakes and do wrong 

things, but Allah Ar Rafeeq does not 

make us feel that we are always 

making mistakes. He is gentle with us 

so that we can ask for forgiveness. 
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Allah Ar Rafeeq teaches us to be 

gentle with one another.  

Allah loves those who are gentle, who 

do not make others feel bad and do 

not bother or disturb others. 

The opposite of gentleness is (ُعنف) 

which means harshness. 

We do not want to be harsh or rude. 

We get better results when we are 

gentle and easy-going, but not when 

we are harsh and demanding.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AR RAFEEQ… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be gentle to our parents, 

teachers, younger siblings and even 

the animals.  

We should be gentle in our speech 

and actions so that Allah loves us.  
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We should be gentle when we open 

and close the door. Even when we 

walk, we walk gently because we do 

not want to harm anything.  
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(68) 

ALLAH AL HAYIY 
 (اهلل الحيي)

THE MODEST ONE 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL HAYIY? 

The word (حياء) means modesty and 

shyness. And the name of Allah Al 

Hayiy means The Modest One. This 

name is mentioned in the Sunnah of 

our Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم). 

Allah is Al Hayiy and He loves those 

who are modest and shy. 

Shyness is not about being shy to say 

salam or being shy from the truth or 

to be shy from doing any good. We 

should not be shy to say salam to our 

parents, grandparents, brothers and 

sisters. But if we’re a girl, we do not 

talk to a boy we do not know and if 

we’re a boy, we do not talk to a girl 

we do not know.  
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We do not look at things which are 

not appropriate and we do not hear 

things which are not meant for us. 

We do not listen to haram or look at 

haram. For example, if someone is not 

dressed in an appropriate manner, we 

do not look at them, rather we look 

down or look away, and this is 

shyness and modesty. 

We will not benefit when we always 

look at the sins and wrongs of others.  

Allah Al Hayiy is shy from the bad 

things people do, but He still forgives. 

When we do something bad and feel 

shy about it, we ask Allah for 

forgiveness, and He forgives us. 
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Allah Al Hayiy is shy when someone 

asks Him and He does not give them. 

He is modest and generous at the 

same time. So, when we ask Allah, He 

never returns us empty-handed.  

When we give sadaqah, even if it is 

something simple such as giving one 

dirham or picking something from the 

floor, Allah will still accept it. We 

should not feel shy that it is 

something so little.  

Also, we must not think that someone 

who is shy is weak. To be shy from 

seeing bad things, hearing bad things 

and doing bad things is a good quality. 
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But we should not be shy from doing 

good things or from the truth. We 

should not be shy from wearing hijab 

because that is something good and 

right.  

Allah Al Hayiy is never shy from the 

truth; He is not shy to explain things 

to us in a very simple way. He will give 

us examples to make the truth clear. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAYIY… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should feel shy to do bad things, 

hear bad things or look at bad things 

because Allah sees us all the time.  

We should not feel shy from the truth 

or from doing what is right. 

We should not feel shy asking Allah 

because He will always give us.  
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And if we do wrong, we should not 

feel shy to return to Him, because He 

will always forgive us. There is no one 

like Allah.  
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ALLAH AL 

MUQEET  
 (اهلل املقيت)

THE NOURISHER  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUQEET? 

Allah Al Muqeet is the One Who 

gives nourishment to all that exists, 

according to His perfect knowledge 

and wisdom. He gives us nourishment 

that is just right for us. He gives us 

the right amount of oxygen and water. 

Imagine if the entire earth had water 

all over and there was no land, how 

could we live in water?  

Allah Al Muqeet gave us all that we 

need for our bodies. He gave us two 

eyes, two ears, one nose, the right 

number of teeth, and the right number 

of bones.  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It is important to take care of our 

bodies. We have to eat the right 

amount of food, drink the right 

amount of water, exercise and stay 

healthy. 

We do not want to be lazy and not do 

anything, nor do we want to do so 

much that we cannot handle it. 

This is all from the impacts of Allah 

Al Muqeet so that we can be 

balanced.  

Allah Al Muqeet also gives the right 

kind of food for every creature, that 

which is beneficial for them. 
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What is the nourishment of the 

angels? They do not eat or drink, so 

how are they nourished? With 

tasbeeh. When they say ‘Subhan 

Allah’, then it is as if they eat and 

drink. Subhan Allah!  

Allah Al Muqeet also gave us time 

and He gives us what we need in the 

most suitable time. Allah knows when 

we need to work and when we need 

to rest. He knows when we need to 

play and when we need to learn.  

The morning and evening times are 

important for us. In the morning, we 

are active and we work or study. 

And nighttime is a good time to rest 

and sleep so that we can be prepared 

for the next day. 
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Imagine, if we did not have day or 

night and we would work all day and 

all night or sleep all day and all night, 

can we be balanced that way? No. 

Who has divided the time that we 

have? Allah Al Muqeet.  

Allah Al Muqeet even set for us the 

prayer times. It is not based on 

numbers, but according to the sun 

because each country has different 

timings.  

Thus, Allah connects us to Him in 

different times. This is our (قوت) – our 

nourishment.  

Allah Al Muqeet also gave us the time 

when we have to fast in Ramadan and 

when we have to perform hajj.  
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He gave us the months according to 

the moon.  

Before Allah created the people, He 

set the days and months. Allah Al 

Muqeet gave us twelve months so 

that we can be organized, otherwise 

we would not know when to fast 

Ramadan or perform Hajj. 

Allah also gave us the sacred months 

 There are four sacred .(أشهر الحرم)

months and they are: 

Muharram 

Rajab 

Dhul Qa’da 

Dhul Hijjah 
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It is important to learn the Hijri 

months. They are: 

THE HIJRI MONTHS 

1 Muharram ُمحرَّم

2 Safar صفَر

3 Rabi' Al-Awwal ربيع األول

4 Rabi' Al-Akhir ربيع اآلخر

5
Jamadi Al-

Awwal 
جمادي األول

6 Jamadi Al-Akhir جمادي اآلخر

7 Rajab رَجب

8  Sha'aban َشعبان

9 Ramadan رَمضان

10 Shawwal شّوال

11 Dhul Qa'da ذو القعدة

12 Dhul Hijjah ذو الِحّجة
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During the sacred months, if we do 

something good then it is multiplied 

and if we do something bad then it is 

greater in the sight of Allah. 

Allah Al Muqeet gave us different 

months and times so that we do not 

get bored.  

Imagine if we did not have time or 

numbers, then we would be lost and 

could end up doing more or less. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUQEET… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be balanced; we should 

not be stingy that we don’t give, nor 

should we give too much that we 

ourselves don’t have anything. 
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We should be balanced in our eating, 

talking, socializing and even learning. 

We must not be hasty in learning 

anything, because Allah Al Muqeet 

knows at what age, on what day and 

at what time we should learn. 

We should ask Allah Al Muqeet to 

nourish our hearts with guidance, 

faith and good deeds. When our heart 

is nourished then we will always love 

Allah, have hope in Him and trust 

Him. 
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We should pray on time because 

Allah told us: 

Surah An Nisaa 103 

Indeed, prayer has been decreed upon 

the believers a decree of specified times 
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ALLAH AD 

DAYYAAN  
 (اهلل الديّان)

THE RECOMPENSER  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AD DAYAAN? 

Allah Ad Dayyan is the One Who 

gives the people their rights and He is 

never unfair to anyone.  

He is The King and everything 

belongs to Him. He sets rules and 

laws in order to recompense and 

judge between everyone. 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Allah is Ad Dayyaan in the duniya and 

akhira. When we hurt others, then 

the same thing can happen to us. For 

example, if we make fun of someone by 

saying, “you don’t understand, you’re 

not smart”, then after some time, 

someone will come and say the same 

thing to us, “you don’t understand, 

you’re not smart”.  

We might get upset and think, “Why 

did they say that?”. But we have to 

remember Allah is Ad Dayyaan and 

He will give people their rights. Just 

as we made fun of someone, someone 

else will make fun of us.  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If we do not respect our parents, then 

we will have children who will not 

respect us. If we do not listen to our 

parents, then we will have children 

who do not listen to us.  

There was a lady who used to pray 

and fast all the time, but she locked up 

a cat and did not feed it. She went to 

the fire because she tortured that 

cat. Allah does not accept injustice 

towards anyone, not even an animal.  

So, we never want to wrong anyone 

or be unfair. We always want to fulfill 

the rights of others, especially our 

parents and those who teach us.  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If we have any responsibilities, then 

we must fulfill them. For example, if 

we have homework in school then we 

must do it because it is like a debt that 

we have to fulfill. Our teachers have 

rights over us just as our parents 

have. 

We should respect the elderly, our 

parents and teachers. And we should 

respect our brothers, sisters and 

friends too and not make fun of them 

or be jealous of them.  

When someone wrongs us by making 

fun of us, do we talk back at them? 

No. We pardon them and we ask 

Allah Ad Dayyaan to give us our 

rights. 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Thus, Allah Ad Dayyaan helps us to 

have a sound and peaceful heart so 

that we do not have a grudge against 

anyone.  

If a person did not get his rights in 

this life, Allah Ad Dayyaan will give 

him his rights in the akhira.  

One of the stations of the Day of 

Judgement is called ‘Al Qantara’, and 

this is when the scores have to be 

settled between the people. For 

example, if someone made fun of 

another, then he will take the good 

deeds from the one who made fun of 

him. We do not want to lose our good 

deeds because we hurt others with 

our hand or tongue.  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A true Muslim is the one who does 

not harm others with his tongue or 

hand. 

Even if an animal hurts another animal 

in this life, Allah Ad Dayyan will make 

it get its right on the Day of 

Judgement. 

Allah Ad Dayyaan is the One Who 

fulfills the debt we have. For example, 

if we borrow something from 

someone, He helps us to return it 

back because it does not belong to us 

in the first place. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AD DAYYAAN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should never be unfair to anyone, 

nor should we make fun of anyone, be 

it a Muslim or a non-Muslim.  

We should never hurt or harm 

anyone, even if it is an animal. 

We must always want to forgive and 

pardon others because Allah is Ad 

Dayyaan.  
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If we borrow something, we should 

return it, even if it is from our own 

sister or brother. If we borrow money 

from someone then we should return 

it.  

We ask Allah to help us not wrong 

anyone and to make us enter paradise 

with no account.  
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ALLAH AL MUHSIN 
 (اهلل املحسن)

THE MOST EXCELLENT  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUHSIN? 

The more we know about Allah, the 

better we will be. Everyone wants to 

do their best, and to be the best they 

can, and to deal with others in the 

best way. But what do we need to do 

first? We need to make dua to Allah. 

Dua To Be Guided To The Best 

Deeds And Manners 

اللَُّهمَّ اْهِدينِ ألَْحَسِن األَْعَماِل َوأَْحَسِن األَْخالَِق  

َّ أَْنَت   الَ يَْهِدي ألَْحَسِنَها إِال

O Allah, guide me to the best of deeds and the 

best of manners, for none can guide to the best of 

them but You.   26

 Sunan an-Nasa'i 89626
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Sometimes we do good things, but 

Who will guide us to the best? Allah 

Al Muhsin. 

Allah Al Muhsin is the One Who is 

The Most Excellent and only He 

knows what is best for us. So, we 

believe and rely on Him alone to guide 

us to the best. 

When Allah creates anything, He 

creates it in the best way. Allah 

created all the creation in the most 

excellent form so they can perform 

their best. For example, the bee is 

created in the most excellent form so 

it can make honey. 

Sometimes there are choices already 

made for us and we believe that Allah 

always chooses the best.  
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Allah chose Islam for us and that is 

the best. 

Allah chose for us the best parents 

whom we can have, He chose for us 

the best place where we can live, and 

He made us look in the best way; so, 

we should not complain. 

Allah chose for us to perform the 

best worships and He commanded us 

to pray five times a day. We should 

obey Him because that is best for us. 

Allah chose for us the best 

messengers. Allah chose Nuh (عليه 

 as the first messenger and He (السالم

chose Muhammad (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) 

as the final messenger, and the best 

of all messengers. He is the one we 

follow.   
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Each messenger is the best for his 

people and time because Allah knows 

which messenger would best suit 

which people. 

Sometimes things we don’t like 

happen to us, but we need to believe 

anything that happens to us is the 

best, because Allah chose it for us. 

Since Allah chose the best for us and 

made everything in the best way, this 

means we should do our best too. 

We should do ‘ihsaan’ in everything. 

What does ‘ihsaan’ mean? It means to 

do everything with excellence.  
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And what will cause us to do ‘ihsaan’ 

in our life? When we believe that we 

are doing it only for Allah and that He 

alone sees us. 

Imagine if we are in class and the 

teacher is next to us watching what 

we do. How will we do our work? We 

will do it in the best way. 

And to Allah is the best example, we 

want to do our best because Allah 

sees us all the time.  

We want to do everything in the best 

manner with ‘ihsaan’ because Allah 

loves the ‘muhsineen’. The ‘muhsineen’ 

are those people who do ‘ihsaan’ in 

everything. 
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Allah Is Al Muhsin And  

He Loves Ihsaan 

إنَّ هللاَ محسٌن ُيحبُّ اإلحساَن 

“Verily Allah is Muhsin and He loves Ihsaan.”  27

So, when we pray, we want to pray 

with ‘ihsaan’.  

When we talk to others, we want to 

talk with ‘ihsaan’. 

When we give charity, we want to 

give it with ‘ihsaan’. 

When we help others, we want to 

help them with ‘ihsaan’. 

When we gift someone, we want to 

gift them with ‘ihsaan’.  

 Sahih Aj Jami’e 1824, Authenticated by Al Albani as Sahih27
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When we do our homework, we 

want to do it with ‘ihsaan’, why?  

Because Allah Loves The 

Muhsineen 

When we tidy our room, we want to 

do our best. We are not doing it so 

that others will thank us, nor do we 

expect anything from them. Even if 

someone messes up our room 

afterwards, we will not be upset 

because we are doing it for Allah.  

Allah sees us and we want to do the 

best for Him because He will reward 

us. And when Allah rewards us, it is 

far better than what we do.   
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Surah Ar Rahman 60 

 

Is there any reward for good other than 

good 

We love Allah Al Muhsin and we 

want to be from the ‘muhsineen’. 

The ‘muhsineen’ enter paradise with 

no account because their concern is 

not the people, but their concern is 

Allah.  

They worship Allah as if they see 

Him, so they are doing everything for 

Allah and not looking at the people. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUHSIN… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah Al Muhsin to 

make us from the ‘muhsineen’.  

We should do ‘ihsaan’ in all that we 

do and wherever we may be.  

We should do ‘ihsaan’ towards our 

parents, elders, teachers, siblings and 

even towards animals.  
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ALLAH AS SITTEER  
 (اهلل الستير)

THE CONCEALER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SITTEER? 

The Name of Allah As Sitteer comes 

from the word (ستر) which means to 

conceal or cover and not to expose. 

For example, if we forgot to do our 

homework, we do not like it if 

someone exposes us and says, “She 

did not do her homework”.  

Also, we do not like for any part of 

our body to be exposed such as our 

legs.  

Allah As Sitteer covers us so that we 

look the most beautiful. 
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Allah has given for the humans 

clothing and for the animals He 

covered them with skin, fur and 

feathers, and this is from the 

concealment of Allah As Sitteer. 

It is important that we do not expose 

our bodies but cover them - the girls 

wear modest clothing and cover their 

hair with the hijab when going out. 

And even the boys do not expose 

themselves to others either. And all 

this is for our own protection. 

Another type of concealment is when 

Allah As Sitteer conceals the faults 

of the people and does not expose 

them. Even though Allah knows we 

might not have prayed or have done  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bad things, He does not expose us in 

front of others. 

Allah does not like for people to feel 

exposed for their wrongs because He 

knows that others can judge them or 

put them down. And then they will not 

return to Allah. They will feel upset 

and instead of returning to Allah, the 

shaitan comes to them.  

Thus, Allah conceals us so that we do 

not feel embarrassed in front of the 

people and return to Him.  

But when Allah conceals us, it does 

not mean that we can do more bad. 

We return to Allah and ask for 

forgiveness. 
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When we know that Allah is Sitteer 

and He conceals us, then we love Him 

more. People cannot always conceal 

because they like to expose others or 

talk about the mistakes of others.  

If we want to talk, then we should talk 

that which is good only. And we 

should not about others’ mistakes or 

their wrongdoings. 

When we conceal others then Allah 

will conceal us in this life and in the 

hereafter.  

Allah conceals our faults so that 

others see us in the best way, so we 

should not be deceived and think 

great of ourselves. When people 

praise us, then we need to remember 

it is Allah Who concealed us.  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Also, if Allah concealed us, then we 

do not need to say, “but I have done 

this wrong”. We do not need to make 

ourselves look bad in front of others. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE 

ALLAH IS AS SITTEER… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah to cover our mistakes 

in the duniya and akhira. 

Dua To Be Concealed 

اللُّهـمَّ اْسُتـْر عـْورايت 

Allahummastur `awrati 

O Allah, conceal my faults.  28

 Sahih Ibn Majah 2/33228
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We should conceal the faults of 

others so that Allah conceals us. We 

must not expose the mistakes of 

others. 

We should not be jealous of others 

but know that Allah conceals 

everyone. 

If we do something bad and no one 

knows about it, it is because Allah is 

As Sitteer and He has concealed us. 

We should return to Allah and 

change ourselves for the better.  

We should not expose parts of our 

body that are not meant to be 

exposed.  
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ALLAH AS SAYYID 
 (اهلل الّسيد)

THE MASTER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SAYYID? 

When we learn and believe in the 

Names of Allah then it will take us 

away from shirk. Shirk is the greatest 

sin and the meaning of shirk is to 

believe that someone is like Allah or 

greater than Him, or more powerful 

than Him, or they should be loved or 

feared more than Allah.  

We love Allah and we love to make 

Him One; we do not like to make 

partners with Him because that is 

shirk. We do not like shirk. 

No one guides us, gives us or protects 

us except Allah - (ال إله إال اهلل). 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The Name of Allah As Sayyid truly 

takes us away from shirk. 

The word (سيد) means “master”, 

someone who is in charge and tells 

others to do something or not to do 

something. 

Who causes the sun to rise and set? 

Allah As Sayyid.  

Who causes the rain to fall? Allah As 

Sayyid. 

Who protects us and keeps us safe? 

Allah As Sayyid.  

Who guides us to the right way? 

Allah As Sayyid.  

Who provides us and brings things to 

us? Allah As Sayyid. 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Sometimes we read the weather 

forecast and it says there will be rain 

tomorrow, and it actually rains. So, do 

we believe that people are in control 

of the weather? No. We have to 

know that it is only Allah As Sayyid 

Who is in charge of the universe. 

No one can stop anything from 

happening if Allah wants it to happen. 

And no one can make something 

happen if Allah does not want it to 

happen. And when Allah allows for 

something to happen, it is all 

according to His perfect wisdom. 

Allah brings all that benefits us and 

He pushes away all that harms us. 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Sometimes there are things which are 

available, but we cannot get it. Who 

will drive it to us? Allah As Sayyid. 

When we see lots of changes, lots of 

good and evil, lots of giving and 

withholding, lots of richness and 

poverty, lots of health and sickness, 

we have to know that Allah is As 

Sayyid, The Master in control of 

everything. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AS SAYYID… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should submit to Allah As Sayyid 

and not make partners with Him. 

When we want anything, we ask Allah 

As Sayyid to give us. And when we 

want anything to be protected, then 

we ask Allah As Sayyid to protect it. 

We should help others and not be 

arrogant towards them. 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We should be pleased with the 

decrees of Allah. If we have a plan 

and it changes, or something gets 

delayed then we should not be upset.  

We must be pleased with Allah 

because He is As Sayyid and He 

wants to bring out the best from us so 

that we can go to paradise. 
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 (اهلل الشافي)

THE CURER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

ASH SHAAFEE? 

When we are told about sickness, 

what do we think of? We think of 

fever, cold, flu or headache. 

There is sickness in life so that we 

know Allah is Ash Shaafee –The 

Curer. 

We do not say, “Allah makes us sick”, 

but we say, “When I am sick, Allah 

cures me”, and this shows good 

manners with Allah.  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Surah Ash Shu’ara 80 

 

 And when I am ill, it is He who cures me

Allah decrees for us to get sick, but 

we do not attribute it to Him nor do 

we complain or say, “Why did this 

happen to me?”. We have to know for 

sure Allah Ash Shaafee will cure us. 

Sometimes we do not know we are 

sick, but Allah Ash Shafee cures us 

without anything. And sometimes we 

feel sick, and Allah Ash Shaafee 

guides us to take the best medicine. 
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When a person gets sick, he might 

start making more dua to Allah, even 

more than before, so there is 

goodness in everything. 

Also, when we fall ill or get hurt or 

even if a thorn pricks us, it wipes 

away our sins. But does that mean we 

must wish to get sick? Of course not. 

We always ask Allah for good health 

and well-being. 

Allah Removes Sins When Harmed 

َّ َحاتَّ هللاَُّ َعْنُه َخَطايَاُه،  أََجْل َما ِمْن ُمْسلٍِم ُيِصيُبُه أًَذى، إِال

َجرِ    كََما تََحاتُّ َوَرُق الشَّ

For no Muslim is afflicted with any harm but that 

Allah will remove his sins as the leaves of a tree 

fall down.  29

 Sahih al-Bukhari 564729
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When we find out someone is sick, we 

do not think bad, but ask Allah to cure 

them.  

And if we are sick and not others, we 

should not wish for others to fall sick 

as well or feel jealous and think, “why 

do I get sick and not them?”. When we 

fall sick, we ask for forgiveness and 

ask Allah to cure us. 

When we see all the different 

medicines and vaccines, we have to 

remember it is all from the impacts of 

Allah Ash Shaafee Who opens for 

the people to make it.  
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The Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) said 

for every sickness there is cure, so 

we believe him and we should never 

lose hope. 

For Every Sickness There Is Cure 

َُّه َقاَل:  َعْن َرُسوِل هللاَِّ صلى هللا عليه وسلم أَن

 " لِكُلِّ َداٍء َدَواءٌ " 

There is cure for every sickness.  30

If we are sick and we take medicine 

and then feel better after that, what 

do we say?  

 Sahih Muslim 220430
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We do not say, “I took this medicine 

and it made me better”. We say, 

“Allah Ash Shaafee cured me”. The 

medicine is just a reason, but it is 

Allah Who cures us.  

We might think Allah Ash Shafee 

only cures us from bodily sicknesses 

and viruses. But there are other 

sicknesses as well, such as having 

doubts in Allah or disbelieving in Him 

or worshipping someone together 

with Allah. Allah Ash Shafee cures us 

from these worse sicknesses and 

brings us out from it. 
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Another sickness that one can have is 

jealousy. For example, when a person 

sees his friend wearing a watch 

better than the one he has, and he 

hates him for it. Or when one sees his 

mother giving more attention to his 

little brother so he hurts him. 

Yet another sickness is arrogance, 

when one feels he is better than 

others or he is smarter than 

everyone.  

If we have one atom of arrogance 

then we will not enter paradise 

because Allah does not accept for us 

to be arrogant. 
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There is no hospital that can remove 

jealousy or arrogance. Only Allah 

Ash Shaafee can remove these 

sicknesses.  

Allah Ash Shaafee cures us from all 

sicknesses – from what we see and 

what we cannot see, from what we 

feel and what we do not feel, by taking 

medicine or not taking medicine. 

Someone might have taken 

medication, but still falls sick. This 

shows we do not depend on the 

means, but only on Allah Ash Shaafee 

Who can cure us. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS ASH SHAAFEE… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should attach to Allah Ash 

Shaafee because He is the One Who 

can cure us. We do not believe 

anyone or anything else can cure us, 

not a medicine or vaccine because 

they are just means.  

We should have hope in Allah that He 

will remove any deadly disease. 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We should never wish to get sick so 

that someone can give us more 

attention or so that others can pity 

us.  

We ask Allah Ash Shafee to make 

our bodies healthy and to make our 

hearts ‘qalban saleem’ – a pure and 

good heart. We want a pure and good 

heart to go to paradise. 

We must make dua to Allah asking 

Him to pardon us and give us well-

being.  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Dua For Pardoning And Well-Being 

اللَُّهمَّ إِينِّ أَْسأَُلَك اْلَعْفَو َواْلَعاِفَيَة  

Allahumma inni as'alukal-'afwa wal-'afiyah  

O Allah, I ask You for pardoning and well-being.  31

And if we fall sick, we should not say, 

“it’s because others are jealous of 

me”. We should make dua to Allah 

asking Him to cure us. 

 Sunan Ibn Majah 387131
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Dua To Cure Sicknesses 

اللهم رب الناس، أذهب البأس، واشف، أنت الشايف ال 

شفاء إال شفاؤك، شفاًء ال يغادر سقماً 

Allahumma Rabban-nasi adh-hib-il-ba'sa, ashfi 

ant-ash-shaafee, laa shifaa’a illaa shifaa’uk, 

shifaa’an laa yughaadiru saqamaa 

“O Allah, Lord of mankind, Remove the affliction, 

cure him (or her), for You are the One Who 

cures, there is no cure but Your cure, the cure 

after which no illness remains”  32

When we make this dua, we ask Allah 

for His cure and to have no after-

effects after falling sick.   

 Sahih al-Bukhari 574232
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(75) 

ALLAH AL MU’TEE 
 (اهلل املعطي)

THE GIVER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MU’TEE? 

Who gives us life? Allah.  

Who gives us food and drink? Allah.  

Who gives us oxygen to breathe? 

Allah. 

Who gives us gifts? Allah.  

Who gives us strength? Allah.  

Who gives us a house? Allah. 

Who gives us Islam? Allah.  

Allah gives us everything because He 

is Al Mu’tee – The Giver.  
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Someone might say, “but my mom 

gave me money.” But Who made your 

mother give you money? Allah Al 

Mu’tee. 

If there is anything good for us then 

Allah will give us, and if there is 

anything that is not good for us then 

Allah will not give us.  

Sometimes we want something, but 

we do not get it. We should not get 

angry at people or start causing 

trouble because they did not give us. 

We should not get upset or say to 

them, “Why didn’t you give me?”. It is 

only by the permission of Allah that 

we will get what we want.  

When Allah gives us anything then no 

one can stop it.  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And we believe that Allah will give us 

everything that is good for us in the 

right time.  

Allah not only gives us from the 

duniya, but He also give us faith. He 

teaches us about His Names, the 

Qur’an, the messengers, the angels 

and the Last Day. 

It is a great blessing and gift to learn 

the Names of Allah. 

To have good manners and to be 

patient is also a special gift from 

Allah. 
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Allah Al Mu’tee gives us good friends. 

A good friend is someone who 

reminds us of Allah, reminds us to 

pray, and reminds us to be good; all of 

these are great blessings. 

If we don’t have good friends, then we 

ask Allah Al Mu’tee to give us good 

friends. “O Allah Al Mu’tee, give me 

good friends.”  

If we want anything then we ask 

Allah, if we want good food, a good 

house, we ask Allah.  

And the greatest giving is to go to 

paradise and to see the Face of Allah.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MU’TEE… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask no one except Him. 

We should ask Allah to give us the 

deen, duniya, knowledge and akhira. 

If we do not get what we want, we 

should not get angry at the people, 

but think good of Allah and He will 

give us in the right time. 

We should ask Allah Al Mu’tee to 

give us with no limit.  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(76) 

ALLAH AT TAYYIB 
 (اهلل الطيِّب)

THE GOOD AND PURE 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AT TAYYIB? 

When we say someone is ‘tayyib’, it 

means they are good and kind. They 

say good words and they do good 

things from their heart. Unlike 

someone who is ‘khabeeth’ - impure, 

they do good things but not from a 

good heart, they hate it.  

Allah At Tayyib is the One Who is 

Pure and Free from all shortcomings 

and faults. He is perfect in His Noble 

Self, names, attributes, actions and 

speech. 
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All that is good and pure belongs to 

Allah. All the praises belong to Allah, 

all the best greetings belong to Allah 

and all the goodness belongs to Allah, 

because He is worthy. 

Sometimes we get upset because of 

something that happened, or because 

we did not get what we wanted, but 

we need to think good of Allah and to 

always speak good and be grateful for 

all that we have. 

Everything Allah tells us to do is good 

for us. When Allah tells us to pray 

five times a day, that is good for us 

because we need to connect to Allah. 
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When Allah tells us to fast in 

Ramadan, that is good for us so that 

we thank Allah for the food and drink 

He gives us and so that we help the 

needy. 

So, anything Allah commands us to do 

is because Allah is Tayyib and He 

wants that we become good and 

better. 

Allah is At Tayyib and He only 

accepts what is tayyib – good and 

pure. Before we say something, we 

have to think, “Is this good or not?” 

And before we do anything, we should 

think, “Is this good or not?”, and then 

we should do it with a good heart. 
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Islam is a good and pure religion and 

all that it has is good and pure. When 

we learn about Allah, we will be 

‘tayyibeen’ (good and pure). 

And when we are ‘tayyibeen’ (good 

and pure) then Allah will give us a 

good life.  

When we believe and do good, we will 

live a good and pure life.  

We do not want a difficult life, we 

want an easy and good one. Who can 

give us that? Allah At Tayyib. 

And in the akhira, only the good and 

pure can enter a good and pure land 

which is paradise.  
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Everything in paradise is good and 

pure.  

Its food is good and pure. 

Its homes are good and pure.  

Its rivers are good and pure.  

Its furniture is good and pure. 

And all its people are good and 

pure.  

We ask Allah At Tayyib to make us 

good and pure so we can enter 

paradise. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AT TAYYIB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should do everything with a good 

heart since Allah is At Tayyib and He 

only accepts what is good and pure.  

We should think good of Allah 

because everything from Him is good 

and pure.  

We should eat good and healthy food 

and put nice scent in our homes and 

where we pray.  
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We should ask Allah At Tayyib to 

take us to paradise - the ‘tayyib’ land.  
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(77) 

ALLAH AL MUSA’IR 
 (اهلل املسّعر)

THE SETTER OF PRICES 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUSA’IR? 

When we go to the supermarket, we 

see a price tag for every item; some 

brands maybe highly priced, while 

some maybe reasonable.  

Who gives a value to everything? 

Allah Al Musa’ir – The Setter of 

Prices. 

Allah sets the price to everything and 

He makes it higher and lower 

according to His perfect wisdom. So, 

when we see a price, we should not 

complain, but be accepting because it 

is Allah Who set the price.  
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Allah is the One Who brings the 

prices up or down according to the 

environment and He is the One Who 

makes something valuable not 

valuable. 

There are things that are expensive 

and can lose value and there are 

things which were not valuable but 

end up becoming valuable. For 

example, some old coins and stamps 

are valuable and some pieces of art or 

paintings can be very expensive due to 

the artist who painted it. 
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Allah Al Musa’ir also gives value to 

things. We might see different 

laptops, but some are more expensive 

than others. We might see different 

jewelry and gems, but some are more 

valuable than others.  

Another thing which Allah gives value 

to is the month of Ramadan. Any good 

deeds we do in this month are 

multiplied making Ramadan a very 

precious month.  

There are also qualities which give 

value to a person such as being 

truthful, sincere, merciful and well-

mannered. 

We might see someone who is not 

rich, but he speaks with good manners 

and is honest.  
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Or there might be someone who may 

not know other subjects but he has 

memorized the Qur’an and has 

abundant knowledge of it, so his value 

is great with Allah. 

As for someone who lies and cheats 

then there is no value for him in this 

life and in the hereafter.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUSA’IR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must not complain when prices go 

up because it is Allah Who sets the 

price and it is He Who provides. 

If someone has a business, then they 

should set fair prices so that it is not 

too expensive that the people cannot 

handle it, nor so low that they 

underestimate it.  
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We should believe and do good so 

that we can have real value with 

Allah. 

We must be honest and not cheat 

anyone. 

We should ask Allah to make us do 

those things that have a value with 

Him.  
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(78) 

ALLAH AS 

SUBBOOH  
 (اهلل السبوح)

THE MOST GLORIFIED 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AS SUBBOOH? 

Do you know how to swim? What do 

we have to do to swim? We have to 

keep our head straight while 

constantly moving our arms and legs 

and push ourselves forward to reach 

the end.  

Imagine if someone is swimming and 

moving their head right and left, they 

will not reach their destination. 

Similarly, we face things around us, 

like, “why did this happen, why did she 

not give me”; we do not need to look 

right or left and lose focus, rather, we 

need to keep ‘swimming’ and move on.  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The angels do their roles and do not 

stop even though they see people 

doing bad. The angels are always 

doing ‘tasbeeh’ – they always glorify 

Allah.  

Even the sun, moon, stars and trees 

all glorify Allah but we do not 

understand their glorification. 

Allah is As Subbooh, He is The Most 

Glorified, and The Most Exalted.  

He is perfect, free from any faults or 

imperfections. He never forgets and 

is never heedless which means He 

knows everything that is happening.  

Allah As Subbooh never sleeps or 

dies; He never gets tired or sick.  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He is The Most Rich Who does not 

need anyone but everyone needs Him. 

He does not need a partner, nor does 

he need a wife, son, brother or sister. 

Allah does not need anyone because 

He is One, The Self-Sufficient 

Master.  

We should always think good of Allah 

because all decrees from Him are 

good. We never think bad about Him 

because He always wants the best for 

us. 

If we get upset from something, we 

just say ‘Subhan Allah, Subhan Allah..’ 

and Allah will remove the tightness. 
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And if we do something good like 

getting a good grade or completing 

our fast, we still say ‘Subhan Allah’ 

because Allah made it easy for us. 

When we glorify Allah with tasbeeh, 

we will be ‘swimming’ safely - we will 

not make mistakes. But if we think 

bad of Allah, then we will ‘drown’ - 

we will make mistakes and say wrong 

things.  

People do wrong things, they hurt 

others, but Allah never does anything 

wrong because He is As Subbooh; He 

is free from any evil or injustice. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AS SUBBOOH… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We say ‘Subhan Allah’ in the morning 

and evening. Even the birds glorify 

Allah during these times.  

We should not think bad of Allah 

when we face any difficult decree or 

command. 

We should glorify the praises of Allah 

and worship Him when in distress or 

feeling tight. 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(79) 

ALLAH AL 

JAWAAD 
 (اهلل الجواد)

THE MOST GIVING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL JAWAAD? 

The name of Allah Al Jawaad is not 

mentioned in the Qur’an, but it is 

mentioned in the Sunnah. 

Allah Al Jawaad is the One Who 

gives in abundance. His giving extends 

to all creatures and He fills them with 

favors, generosity and various types 

of blessings.  

When Allah gives, He gives us the 

best quality and He gives us with ease 

something that will always remain.  
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Look at our eyes, Allah gave us eyes 

which are better than any camera or 

any glasses. Look at our hair, the hair 

Allah gave us is better than any hair. 

Look at the sun, moon, trees, 

mountains - everything Allah gave us 

is of the highest quality. 

Every decree from Allah is the best 

decree and everything that Allah 

creates is of the highest standard and 

quality.  

For example, we buy a pencil and it 

breaks quickly. This shows that it is 

not a good quality pencil. But if we 

buy a better standard pencil, then we 

find that it writes smoothly and stays 

longer.    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Allah Al Jawaad is the One Who 

gives us far more than He withholds 

from us. When we raise our hands 

and ask Allah to give us, He will never 

refuse us because He is The Most 

Giving. 

Allah Al Jawaad loves that we ask 

Him because there is no one except 

Him Who will give us the best quality 

with the highest standard. 

Sometimes we can be tired, upset or 

hungry and then we end up dealing 

with people in a bad way. But we ask 

Allah Al Jawaad to make us deal with 

everyone in the best way. 

Allah Al Jawaad does not love to 

punish us. He loves to pardon, forgive 

and have mercy on us. 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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL JAWAAD… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah to make us do deeds 

that are of the highest standard, 

deeds that are the most pleasing to 

Him. 

We ask Allah Al Jawaad to give us in 

abundance and the best quality.  

We should perform worships in the 

best way and deal with people in the 

best manner.  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We should ask Allah to give us the 

best decrees. 

We should ask Allah to make us learn 

the Qur’an in the highest standard. 

We should ask Allah to give us 

friends that are of the highest quality 

which means they will remind us to be 

good and bring us closer to Him. 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(80) – (81) 

ALLAH AR RAHMAN 

AR RAHEEM  
 (اهلل الرحمن الرحيم)

THE MOST MERFICUL  
THE ESPECIALLY MERCIFUL 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AR RAHMAN  

AR RAHEEM? 

Sometimes we want something, and 

we keep asking our mother so that 

she can have mercy on us and give us 

what we want.  

Or sometimes someone tells us 

hurtful words, and we tell our mother 

about what happened so that we hear 

words of mercy from her.  

At times, we even exaggerate or make 

things up so that someone shows us 

mercy.  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We do not want to bring ourselves 

down so that someone gives us 

attention or has mercy on us. We will 

get tired if we always ask people to 

have mercy on us. 

We need the Names of Allah so that 

we do not bring ourselves down to 

the people.  

Allah is Ar Rahman Ar Raheem and if 

we feel we want someone to love us 

or have mercy on us, we ask Allah Ar 

Rahman Ar Raheem.  

“O Allah, have mercy on me, 

You are Ar Rahman Ar Raheem.” 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The ant that crawls, the bird that 

flies, the fish that swims - all move 

because of the Mercy of Allah.  

Allah has mercy on every creature in 

this universe. He gives them food that 

is suitable for them. For example, 

Allah provides us with food that is 

most suitable for us. We cannot eat 

food that is suitable for the animals, 

nor can the animals eat food that is 

suitable for the fish. And this is all 

from the Mercy of Allah. 
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Allah Ar Rahman created us in the 

best form. He gave us a face, two 

eyes, two ears and nose. Imagine if we 

did not have eyes or nose, how would 

it be? 

Even those who cannot see or walk, 

this is from Allah’s mercy, because 

Allah knows this is what is best for 

them.  

And when Allah does not give 

someone something, He knows if they 

had it then it can spoil them. Can we 

be more merciful than Allah? Never. 

It is a special mercy when Allah 

teaches us who He is. 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It is a special mercy when we perform 

wudhu and pray five times a day. 

It is a mercy from Allah when He tells 

us to speak good words and not harm 

others. 

It is a special mercy when Allah 

teaches us the Qur’an because we are 

learning the best of how to be in this 

life. 

And it is a mercy from Allah that 

there is akhira and the Day of 

Judgement.  
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Alhamdulillah

Even when we sneeze, it is a mercy 

from Allah. And when we sneeze, we 

say ‘Alhamdulillah’, and those around 

us say, “May Allah have mercy on 

you”. 

It is a mercy to have families and 

friends. Imagine if we were alone and 

had no one by our side.  

It is a mercy when we not only think 

of ourselves, but others as well. 

When Allah has mercy on us, things 

become easy, our heart becomes soft 

and our manners become very good. 
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Paradise is the mercy of Allah. We all 

want to go to paradise, but Who can 

take us? Only the mercy of Allah, not 

even the Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) 

can take us there. 

Our deeds cannot take us to 

paradise. But we ask Allah to accept 

our deeds and make us enter paradise 

by His mercy.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE ALLAH IS  

AR RAHMAN AR RAHEEM … 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must not forget to greet and say 

salam to our parents and 

grandparents when we see them. And 

when we are older, we should 

message our aunts and uncles. 

We must not forget to say ‘Bism 

Allah Ar Rahman Ar Raheem’ (In the 

Name of Allah, The Most Merciful, 

The Especially Merciful) before we 

begin to eat. 
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We must not forget to recite ‘Bism 

Allah Ar Rahman Ar Raheem’ (In the 

Name of Allah, The Most Merciful, 

The Especially Merciful) before we 

begin any surah. 

We should not bring ourselves down 

to people begging for their mercy but 

ask Allah to have mercy on us. 

We must remember that when we 

show mercy to others, Allah will be 

merciful to us.  

We must ask Allah for His special 

mercy, and to make everything easy 

for us and to make us happy in this life 

and the next. 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(82) 

ALLAH AR RABB  
 (اهلل الرب)

THE LORD, THE NURTURER 
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WHO IS ALLAH AR RABB? 

There is a very important question 

which we all need to know and 

memorize:  

Who Is Your Rabb?  

My Rabb Is Allah 

من ربك؟ 

 ريب هللا 
Men rabbuka? Rabbee Allah 

Who is your Rabb? My Rabb is Allah. 

Imagine something small, Who makes 

it grow? Allah Ar Rabb. 

Someone does not know, Who will 

teach him? Allah Ar Rabb. 

Someone who is hungry, Who will 

feed him? Allah Ar Rabb. 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Someone who is lost, Who will show 

him the way? Allah Ar Rabb. 

Without Allah Ar Rabb, we will not 

know. And we will be hungry and lost.  

Allah Ar Rabb is The Lord of all the 

creation. He is The Owner Who 

owns everything and The All-Able 

Who can do everything. He is The 

Creator Who created all that is in 

the heavens and the earth. 

Allah Ar Rabb is The One Who takes 

care of all our affairs and He is The 

Nurturer Who nurtures us in order 

to remove our faults and 

shortcomings. 
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He commands us to do good such as 

to pray and to give charity and He 

commands us to stay away from all 

that is bad such as lying and 

backbiting. 

Allah Ar Rabb nurtures us so that we 

become better. We cannot be better 

on our own. Allah gives us parents, 

teachers, and righteous good friends, 

so that we become better.  

For example, we might speak very 

loudly and do not listen when we are 

told to do something, so how does 

Allah nurture us? Allah gives us 

parents to nurture us and tell us not 

to scream and to have good manners.  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Allah gives us teachers so that we 

learn letters, numbers, the Qur’an and 

about Allah.  

Allah Ar Rabb nurtures us so that we 

can go to paradise. The more we are 

nurtured, the better we become, the 

more ‘hasanaat’ (good deeds) we will 

have, and the higher our level will be 

in paradise.  

Sometimes there can be a feeling in 

our heart. For example, we might 

think, “Why do they always get and 

not me?”  

It is Allah Ar Rabb Who nurtures us 

to not be jealous or do anything bad, 

but to ask Him to give us what we 

need.  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Sometimes we may think we are very 

good, and we always want to be first 

in everything, then Allah will make us 

second, and this bothers us. But this 

is for us to learn to love for others, 

what we love for ourselves.   

We have to be pleased with Allah and 

not get upset. To be pleased means to 

not complain or get upset because 

Allah is our Rabb. In the morning and 

evening adhkaar we say: 

I Am Pleased With Allah  

As My Rabb 

رضيت بالله ربا 

Radheetu bilaah Rabban 

I am pleased with Allah as Rabb. 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This means we accept the nurturing 

of Allah. And the best nurturing is in 

the Qur’an, the Book of Allah. 

Allah is the Rabb of everyone, not 

just the people, but also the jinn, 

angels, the heavens and the earth. 

Allah takes care of everyone and 

everything, so we do not need to 

worry. What should we say?  

All Praises Are Due To Allah – Lord 

Of The Worlds 

الحمد لله رب العالمين 

Alhamdulillahi Rabb Al ‘Alameen 

All praises are due to Allah – Lord of the Worlds 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AR RABB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should worship Allah alone 

because He is our Rabb and He takes 

care of all of us.  

We should ask Allah by His Name Ar 

Rabb to give us whatever we need.  

We should never forget, “Who is 

your Rabb? My Rabb is Allah”.  
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We should always say, “I am pleased 

with Allah as my Rabb” and 

“Alhamdulillah Rabb Al ‘Alameen”. 
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ALLAH AL HAYY  
 (اهلل الحي)

THE EVER-LIVING 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL HAYY? 

We all become tired and need sleep. 

Who wakes us up from our sleep? 

Allah.  

And when we wake-up from our 

sleep, we say: 

What To Say When We Wake-Up 

الَحْمـُد لِلِّه الّذي أَْحـيانا بَْعـَد ما أَماتَـنا َوإليه النُّـشور  

Alḥamdu lillāhil-ladhī 'aḥyānā  ba`da mā 

'amātanā wa 'ilayhin-nushūr.  

Praise is to Allah Who gives us life after He has 

caused us to die and to Him is the return.  33

 Muslim 4/208333
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Even the animals sleep and wake-up. 

What happens to the plants? They 

grow and then they die. Humans also 

die, but is it bad to die? No. Because 

we believe there is a life better than 

this life and that is in paradise. 

We are thankful to Allah that we are 

here in this life, and that we can eat, 

drink and sleep. Alhamdulillah! 

But one day we will die, and that is by 

Allah’s permission. Who is The One 

Who never dies and never leaves us? 

Allah Al Hayy – The Ever-Living.  

Allah Al Hayy is always there and 

there is never a time when He is not 

there.  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But we are not always there, we were 

not there hundreds of years ago and 

we will not be there hundreds of 

years later.  

Allah Al Hayy has the perfect life. He 

never gets tired and He never sleeps. 

No forgetfulness or heedlessness 

affects him. No weakness or disability 

holds Him back. No one can harm Him 

and no death touches Him. 

No one created Him. He has no 

father or children. He is The One and 

Only Self-Sufficient Master. 

When we depend on Allah then He 

will never leave us. He is The Most 

Strong, The Most Great and The 

Most Merciful.  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Even if people talk bad about Him, He 

still shows mercy, He still creates and 

He still gives. Unlike us whom if 

someone talks bad about us, then we 

do not want to do anything for them. 

We will have a good life when we 

believe in Allah and do good deeds for 

His sake because He is always there.  

And when we do any good, it does not 

benefit Allah because He is The Most 

Rich; but we benefit because our life 

is not perfect.  

Allah Al Hayy gives us food and drink 

so that we can live in this life.  
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Allah Al Hayy also gives life to our 

hearts which means we have feelings. 

For example, when someone tells us 

about Allah, we have feelings of love 

for Him. When someone gives us a 

gift, we feel happy and grateful. 

Feelings are a blessing from Allah. 

Allah will give us the complete life in 

paradise.  

In paradise, there is no falling sick or 

getting hungry, thirsty or tired. Life in 

paradise is perfect. Unlike in this life 

where there is sickness, hunger and 

sadness.  

Allah Al Hayy gives us the eternal, 

never-ending life in paradise. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAYY… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

Any good we do, we should do it for 

Allah because He never dies.  

We should ask Allah Al Hayy to give 

us a good life, here in this dunya and in 

the akhira.  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ALLAH AL 

QAYYOOM  
 (اهلل القيوم)

THE SELF-SUSTAINING MASTER 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL QAYYOOM? 

When we were babies, we were 

unable to do anything on our own. 

Our mothers had to feed us, wash us, 

dress us and constantly keep a check 

on us to see whether we were fine or 

not.  

When we first went to school, we did 

not know anything much; our teacher 

helped us to read and write. 
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As we got older, we learnt to eat, 

drink, wash and dress on our own. 

We learnt to read and write on our 

own. Who made us like this? Allah Al 

Qayyoom.  

Allah Al Qayyoom is The Sustainer 

Who sustains and manages the entire 

creation without any help or support. 

He takes charge of the creation by 

providing them, protecting them, 

guiding them, reforming them and 

keeping them upright. 
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Allah Al Qayyoom is The Self-

Sustaining Master. He does not 

depend on anybody or anything else 

for existence. No one is independent 

or self-sufficient on their own except 

Him.  

When we are sick, we need to take 

medicines and we need someone to 

take care of us. This shows we are 

not perfect.  

But Allah Al Qayyoom does not need 

anything and He does not need 

anyone to take care of Him because 

He is perfect.  
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If we wake-up in the middle of the 

night from a bad dream, and our 

parents are asleep, Who takes care 

of us and is always there? Allah Al 

Qayyoom. 

Allah sees every movement in our 

heart, He knows every thought in our 

mind, and He knows all that is going 

on inside our body.  

Sometimes we feel something in our 

heart, but only Allah Al Qayyoom 

knows what it is. Unlike the people 

who have to ask us to know how we 

feel. 
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Look at all the birds, insects, animals 

and fish; Who takes care of them? 

Allah Al Qayyoom. And He gives each 

one what they need according to what 

is suitable for them. What the bird 

needs is different from what the fish 

needs. What the young need is 

different from what the old need.  

Allah Al Qayyoom takes care of all of 

us without us asking Him. He gives 

each person what they need in order 

to be balanced. 

Allah Al Qayyoom does not forget 

when we do something good and He 

does not forget when we do 

something bad either. 
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We want Allah to protect us, teach 

us all that is good and give us good 

manners. We do not want to have 

anything missing in our life. 

Sometimes we have something in our 

heart and do not know how to 

express it, but Allah knows and He 

will bring it to us. He is the One Who 

takes care of all parts of our life. 

We cannot be independent from Allah 

Al Qayyoom. If we depend on 

ourselves, then we will not keep up. 

For example, if we keep an alarm to 

wake-up on time, unless we rely on 

Allah, we cannot wake-up on our 

own. 
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If we truly depend on Allah then He 

will never leave us even for a minute 

and our life will be beautiful.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL QAYYOOM… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always attach to and 

depend on Allah Al Hayy Al Qayyoom 

(The Ever-Living, The Self-Sufficient 

Master) to be established in our life.  

We should trust Allah in everything 

we do. We trust Him to keep us 

healthy, we trust Him to make us 

always believe in Him and we trust 

Him to not do any wrong.  
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We should depend on Allah Al 

Qayyoom to help us to pray, read 

Qur’an, make dua and do good deeds. 
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(85) – (86) 

ALLAH AL ‘ALIY 

AL A’LA  
 (اهلل العلي األعلى)

THE HIGH, THE MOST HIGH 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL ‘ALIY AL A’LA? 

When we see a tall tower, it seems to 

be very high, but the mountain is 

higher than the tower, and the sky is 

higher than the mountain. 

People fly on planes or in rockets, 

they climb high mountains; they love 

to be in high places and reach new 

heights. 

But no one can be higher than Allah 

because He is Al ‘Aliy Al A’la - The 

Most High. He is in the highest place 

and no one can reach Him.  
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Allah Al ‘Aliy Al A’la is above the 

seven skies. Each sky is higher than 

the other. What we see now is the 

lowest sky, it is the sky of the duniya. 

Even when people go to the moon, 

that is still the sky of the duniya.  

Above the seven skies is the Throne 

of Allah which is the greatest 

creation. The Throne is greater than 

the skies. Allah rose over the Throne 

in a manner that suits His Majesty. 

Even though Allah is so high, He is 

still near us because He knows 

everything about us all the time, and 

He sees and hears us all the time. 

Allah is not everywhere; He does not 

roam around the earth. 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Allah is As Samie’, He hears 

everyone and Allah is Al Baseer, He 

sees everyone.  

When we say good words, such as, 

‘Laa ilaha illa Allah’ or ‘Subhan Allah’ 

or speak good, then it will quickly go 

high above to Allah.  

When we do any good deeds and we 

do it for Allah, then He will reward us 

for it. 

Allah Al ‘Aliy Al A’la is not only in the 

highest place, but He has the highest 

and top qualities. There is no one 

more merciful than Allah, there is no 

one more beautiful than Allah, and 

there is no one Who can provide 

better than Allah.  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Sometimes we see someone who is 

kind, and then we meet someone else 

who is even kinder. But to Allah 

belongs the highest example - no one 

can be kinder than Allah, and no one 

can be better than Allah.  

No one who knows more than Allah 

and no one can see or hear better 

than Allah.  

Allah is above anyone in all the 

qualities, so He always wins and 

defeats everyone.  
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Allah loves those with good manners 

and He will take them to the highest 

level in paradise. The believer who is 

best in manners will be closest to the 

Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم). So, we 

always want to respect our parents 

and elderly, and be kind and patient 

with those younger than us.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL ‘ALIY AL A’LA… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We always ask Allah for the best and 

the highest. We ask Allah to take us 

to Firdaous Al A’la – the highest 

place in paradise. 

We should not bring ourselves up and 

think we are better than the rest.  
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We should never be arrogant. If we 

get good grades, we should not go to 

those who got less and say, “I got 

better grades than you”. It is from the 

favor of Allah to give us good grades.  

We should humble ourselves to Allah. 

When we pray, we say ‘Subhan 

Rabbee Al A’la’ in the sujood. We are 

in the lowest place, but we say, ‘Glory 

to my Rabb, The Most High’. The 

more we are humble to Allah, the 

more He will take us up.  

We do not attach to something low, 

but we attach to Allah The Most 

High, and He will give us the best 

manners and the highest place in 

paradise.  
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(87) 

ALLAH AL HAADI  
 (الهادي)

THE ONE WHO GUIDES 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL HAADI? 

Imagine, if we are walking somewhere 

and we get lost. We will look around 

for any signboards or use our phone’s 

map as a guide to tell us where to go.  

Allah is Al Haadi, the One Who 

guides all the creation. He guides 

them to what benefits them. And He 

guides them to fulfill their purpose in 

life.  

Guidance is to know the right way 

without any disruptions. We need 

guidance from Allah Al Haadi because 

we never want to be lost in this life.  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Sometimes we want to speak to 

someone but do not know exactly 

what words to say. Who will guide 

us? Allah Al Haadi. 

Sometimes we listen to something but 

do not understand the meaning of it. 

Who will guide us? Allah Al Haadi. 

Sometimes we want to buy someone a 

gift, but do not know what they like. 

Who will guide us? Allah Al Haadi. 
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We need Allah Al Haadi to guide us 

to always say the best words. We 

need Allah Al Haadi to understand. 

We need Allah Al Haadi to guide us 

to the best actions and the best 

manners. We need Allah Al Haadi to 

guide us at all times. 

If we depend on ourselves then we 

will get lost. We might say something 

that will cause pain to others, or we 

might misunderstand a person, or we 

might pick a gift which a person does 

not like. And then we will lose a lot of 

time and we will get tired.  

We just have to ask Allah in our 

heart, “O Allah, guide me,” and He will 

guide us to the best way. 
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Everything in the universe is guided 

by Allah. Who taught the bees how to 

make honey? Who guides them where 

to build their beehives? Allah Al 

Haadi.  

Who guides the birds to their 

provision every day? Who guides 

them to return back to their nests? 

Allah Al Haadi. 

If Allah guides the birds and animals, 

will He not guide the humans? Of 

course, He will. So, we should never 

be scared because Allah always 

guides.  
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Allah Al Haadi guides us in different 

ways. For example, Allah gave us 

parents to teach us good manners. 

When we are young, our mother 

teaches us to speak, to wash our face, 

to brush our teeth, to say ‘Bism Allah’ 

before eating, to say ‘Alhamdulillah’ 

after eating, and to say ‘Jazak Allah 

khair’ when someone does something 

for us. We are grateful to Allah for 

giving us parents to look after us. 

Allah gave us teachers to teach us 

how to read, to learn the Qur’an and 

to learn about Allah. We are grateful 

to Allah for giving us teachers to 

teach us. 
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When we want to go to a certain 

store at a mall, and we do not know 

where it is, we ask the security at the 

mall to direct us.  

Or sometimes we use a map to find 

our way. All these are different 

means of guidance from Allah. 

And the best guidance is that of the 

messengers and prophets whom Allah 

sent to us. They show us the best 

ways in this life. We love the 

messengers and prophets because 

they guide us to all that is good. Who 

taught them? Allah.  
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Our messenger is Muhammad (صلى 

 He taught us how to .(اهلل عليه وسلم

pray and fast; He taught us the 

manners of eating, drinking and 

sleeping. He taught us what Allah 

loves and everything that will take us 

to paradise.  

The Qur’an is also a guidance telling 

us about Allah, it tells us what to do 

and what not to do. We have to 

believe the Qur’an is the Word of 

Allah.  

Allah guides us through the 

Messengers and Books to know more 

about Him. 
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A very important dua that we say 

every time in our prayer is: 

Surah Al Fatiha 6 

 

Guide us to the straight path  

We might think, “but I am already a 

Muslim, why do I need to be guided?”. 

We need guidance to take us to the 

highest levels of paradise.  

When we accept and believe, then 

Allah will guide us to the Straight 

Path. 

However, there is no force on anyone. 

The one who loves Allah, Allah will 

guide him to believe. And the one who 

does not, he will not be guided, so he 

will miss the way to paradise.  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Sometimes a person might ask, “Why 

do people go to the fire?” That is 

because they chose to not take the 

Straight Path. Allah showed them 

the Straight Path every time, and He 

showed them the right way to 

paradise, but they chose not to take it 

and disbelieved.  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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL HAADI… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We always ask Allah to guide us to 

the Straight Path, to guide us to the 

best words, best actions and best 

manners. 

When we are confused about 

something, we ask Allah to guide us to 

the best.  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We should ask Allah for guidance 

from bad to good and from better to 

best. 
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ALLAH AN NOOR  
 (النور)

- 

THE LIGHT 

628



WHO IS ALLAH AN NOOR? 

No one likes to be in darkness. When 

it is dark, we cannot see, we are 

scared to get lost, we might hold on 

to something wrong or we can miss 

the way. 

But when there is light, we are happy; 

we can see clearly and we know 

where to go. We have the light of the 

sun, light of the moon, light of the 

stars and we have light in our homes 

such as the tube lights, torches, lamps 

and candles. We even have light in 

our phones. 
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Who gave us all these types of lights? 

Allah An Noor. Allah is An Noor, His 

name is light, His description is light, 

and any light we see around is from 

His Light. The light of the sun, moon, 

stars, lamps and even the fire is all 

from the Light of Allah An Noor. 

Allah An Noor is the Light of the 

Heavens and the Earth. All the upper 

heavens are lit with the Light of 

Allah. Paradise is bright with the 

Light of Allah. 

Without the Light of Allah on this 

earth, we will be in darkness and fear. 

We will be lost and we will not be 

able to see.  
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The Light of Allah is real and it is 

more beautiful than anything in this 

life. And because the Light of Allah is 

so great, He covered His Face with a 

Veil of Light.  

The Veil of Allah is not like ours. The 

Veil and Light of Allah are so 

beautiful. And only the believers who 

go to paradise will see the Face of 

Allah because He will then lift His 

Veil.  

On the Day of Judgement, it will be 

so dark because there will be no sun 

or moon, but there will be the Light of 

Allah.  
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Allah not only enlightens the duniya 

for us with the lights of the sun and 

moon, but He also enlightens our life 

when we love Him, when we pray and 

when we learn about Him.  

The prayer is light and when we pray, 

Allah will enlighten our life.  

Knowledge is light and when we learn 

about the Names of Allah, we will 

have light in our life.   

When we do good deeds then that is 

light. When we believe in Allah, the 

Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) and the 

Last Day then that is light. 
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When we love Allah then that is light. 

With the love of Allah, we will feel 

our heart is filled with light and 

happiness.  

When we love one another for Allah 

then that is light. This means we love 

good people and believers only for 

Allah; we do not want anything in 

return from them. 

On the Day of Judgement, there will 

be people who will be given light. 

Their faces will be light, their gowns 

will be light and they will be in high 

places on light, who are they? The 

ones who loved one another for Allah.  
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For example, when we love our sister 

and friend just because they love 

Allah too and for no other reason.  

Thus, in the heart of the believer, 

there is the light of belief, light of the 

prayer, light of loving Allah and light 

of loving the believers.  

If we do not believe, if we do not love 

Allah, if we do not pray, if we are 

rude, if we do not do good then we 

will be in darkness, we will always be 

upset and disturbed. 

But the one who has light in his heart 

is always happy and wants to do good. 
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Dua To Have Light 

اللَُّهمَّ اْجَعْل يلِ يفِ َقْلِبي نُوًرا َويفِ َسْمِعي نُوًرا َويفِ بََصرِي 

نُوًرا 

O Allah place light in my heart, light in my 

hearing, light in my sight.  34

We ask Allah to place light in our 

heart, hearing and seeing so that all 

we see and hear makes us happy. 

 Sahih Muslim 76334
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AN NOOR… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always ask Allah to give 

us light in this life and the next. 

We must be regular with our prayers 

because life without prayer is 

darkness. 
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We should have strong belief in Allah. 

The more we believe, the more light 

we will have. Then we will always be 

guided to what is pleasing to Allah 

and stay away from what is 

displeasing to Him.  

We should love one another for the 

sake of Allah. 
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ALLAH AL MUHEET 
 (املحيط)

THE ALL-ENCOMPASSING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MUHEET? 

If we were to be asked, “Do you know 

what is inside your room?”, we might 

reply, “Yes, of course, I know”. But in 

reality, there may be many things in 

our drawers or cupboards which we 

do not know about. 

Similarly, we do not know everything 

that is inside our house, because 

there are some places we are not 

allowed to go.  
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We do not know how many birds and 

animals are there, where they live or 

what they need. 

The world is full of creation, most of 

which we are not even aware of its 

existence! 

Thus, our knowledge is very limited, 

but Allah is Al Muheet, the One Who 

encompasses everything by His 

knowledge.  

Allah Al Muheet knows everything 

and no one teaches Him or informs 

Him because He encompasses 

everything. 
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He knows what is inside our homes, 

what is in this whole world and what 

every creation needs.  

He knows what each ant needs and 

what each bird needs. He knows what 

each person needs. 

He knows the number of all people, 

animals, fish, birds, insects and the 

numbers to everything. 

There is not a single atom in this 

world which Allah does not know 

about. 

Allah Al Muheet knows what is inside 

the hearts of everyone and what they 

are thinking and what they think of 

Him.  
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If we knew everything that is going 

on, it will hurt our mind and we will 

not be able to concentrate.  

Out of Allah’s mercy, He does not 

make us know everything in one go. 

As we grow older, He teaches us 

more things.  

Our parents are wiser and have more 

knowledge than us because they are 

older than us. So, depending on our 

position is what we need to know.  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Sometimes we know about something, 

but we cannot reach it, such as, 

something that is behind a closed 

door. But Allah Al Muheet can reach 

and access everything. He can do 

everything. He guides, He provides, 

He gives, He observes and He 

accounts the people.  

If we lose something, Who should we 

ask? Allah Al Muheet. 

If we are afraid of someone or 

something, Who should we ask to 

protect us? Allah Muheet. If anyone 

wants to harm us, Allah Al Muheet 

will push it away.  
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MUHEET… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always ask Allah Al 

Muheet when we do not understand 

anything, because He knows about 

everything and can do everything. 

We must not fear anyone except 

Allah and we must ask Him, and not 

the people, to protect us. 

We should be humble and not think 

we know everything.  
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ALLAH AL KAFEEL 
 (اهلل الكفيل)

THE SPONSOR 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL KAFEEL? 

Imagine going inside your room and 

finding everything neatly organized 

and all your clothes properly 

arranged. And then going to the 

dining table and finding all the food 

nicely set for you and you do not have 

to worry about cleaning afterwards. 

This means someone is taking care of 

all your work and you have no 

responsibility! 
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Similarly, the case of an orphan who 

does not have any money, but there is 

someone who sponsors him and takes 

care of him, so the orphan does not 

need to worry.  

In life, there are sponsors who take 

care of things, but sometimes they are 

able to do it and sometimes they 

cannot.  

Allah is Al Kafeel, The Sponsor Who 

is in charge of everyone and the One 

Who takes care of everything. He is 

The Most Rich and He can always 

provide us, unlike people who can 

sponsor us for some time but then 

they run out of money. 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Allah Al Kafeel is the One Who 

guarantees the nourishment and 

provision for all His creation. 

Allah is in charge of bringing food to a 

child. When we were a baby, Allah 

brought milk to us, and when we grew 

older, Allah gave us food. 

Sometimes there are so many things 

we need to do, and don’t know how 

we can do it. Whom should we ask? 

Allah Al Kafeel. 

Allah Al Kafeel will take care of 

everything we have to do so that we 

can fulfill all our responsibilities such 

as praying, doing our homework, 

studying and tidying our room. 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There are people who do not have 

anyone, but there is no reason to be 

scared because Allah is Al Kafeel and 

He will take care of them, teach them 

and protect them.  

We ask Allah Al Kafeel to sponsor 

and take care of our family and 

parents so that we don’t need to 

worry.  

We ask Allah Al Kafeel to take us all 

to paradise with no account. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KAFEEL… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We ask Allah Al Kafeel to take care 

of us, to take care of our faith, to take 

care of our prayers, to take care of 

teaching us His Names and to protect 

us from sickness. 

We ask Allah Al Kafeel to take 

charge of all our affairs because even 

our parents cannot do everything for 

us. 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We depend on Allah for any 

responsibilities we have.  

We should not think we can take care 

of things on our own; only Allah Al 

Kafeel can take care of something 

from the beginning till the end. 

We ask Allah to always be our Kafeel 

and take care of us, provide for us and 

take us to paradise.  
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ALLAH AL KAAFI  
 (اهلل الكافي)

THE MOST SUFFICIENT 
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WHO IS ALLAH AL KAAFI? 

The most beautiful thing in this life is 

when we know the Names of Allah, 

because when we know Him it will be 

sufficient for us.  

When we worship Allah, it is 

sufficient for us. 

When we love Allah, it is sufficient 

for us. 

When we follow the Messenger (صلى 

 .it is sufficient for us ,(اهلل عليه وسلم

When we say ‘Bism Allah’ before 

eating, then the food will be sufficient 

and enough for us.  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But someone who always wants more 

is never satisfied. Nothing is enough 

for them and nothing satisfies them.  

Who makes us sufficient and 

satisfied? Allah Al Kaafi. Allah Al 

Kaafi is The Most Sufficient One. 

He is the One Who is enough and 

sufficient for all His creation and 

their needs. 

When we know Allah Al Kaafi then 

we will not have to ask others to 

make us satisfied. Allah Al Kaafi is 

sufficient for us.  
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One moon is enough for us, one 

month of Ramadan is enough for us, 

two eyes are enough for us, one heart 

is enough for us and ten fingers are 

enough for us. Allah Al Kaafi gives us 

everything in the right measure so it 

is sufficient and enough for us. 

So, when Allah gives us food, gifts 

and money, we have to be satisfied. 

The one who is pleased and satisfied 

with what he has then Allah will give 

him more. 

But the one who is greedy, and 

always wants more then he will not 

get more.  
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Sometimes we are afraid of 

sicknesses or problems in this life, but 

we should not be afraid because Allah 

is Al Kaafi, He is sufficient to take 

care of us.   

Or we might lose our phone or our 

computer does not work, but Allah is 

Al Kaafi and He is sufficient to help 

us.  

The Prophet (صلى اهلل عليه وسلم) lost 

both his mother and father, but Allah 

was sufficient and enough for him. 

When we believe and have faith, then 

it will be enough for us and we will be 

satisfied. 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We should not follow our desires or 

be hasty for something because Allah 

will give us what is sufficient for us. 

Sometimes we make so much dua and 

think, “Why has it not been 

answered?”, but we should know 

Allah is Al Kaafi and He will give us 

what is sufficient for us at the right 

time. 

Allah Al Kaafi is sufficient and enough 

to take us to paradise. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL KAAFI… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should ask Allah to make us 

satisfied with all that He has given us. 

We should always think good of Allah 

and trust Him because He gave us 

everything that is sufficient for us. 
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We must not forget to praise Allah 

before we sleep: 

Dua Before Going To Sleep 

ْن الَ  اْلَحْمُد لِلِه الَِّذي أَْطَعَمَنا َوَسَقانَا َوكََفانَا َوآَوانَا َوكَْم ِممَّ

كَايفَِ َلُه َوالَ ُمْؤِوَي 

Al-hamdulillahi alladhi at’amana wa saqana wa 

kafana wa awana, wakam mimman la kaafiya lahu 

wa la mu'wiy 

Praise is due to Allah Who fed us, provided us 

drink, sufficed us and provided us with shelter, 

for many a people there is none to suffice and 

none to provide shelter.  35

We should ask Allah to always make 

us satisfied with all that is halal and 

good because anything haram will 

never make us satisfied.  

 Sahih Muslim 271535
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ALLAH AL GHAALIB  
 (اهلل الغالب)

THE DEFEATER  
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL GHAALIB? 

Allah Al Ghalib is The Defeater Who 

always defeats and overcomes us all 

because He is Perfect.  

No one can overcome Him because 

He is the One Who is The Most 

Powerful, The All-Mighty and The 

Most Irresistible.  

There is no power that can defeat 

Allah so we always attach to Him and 

not fear anything else. 

When we attach to Allah then we will 

always win. He will help us overcome 

and defeat our weaknesses.  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For example, we might find it difficult 

to wake up for fajr; Allah Al Ghaalib 

will help us overcome our sleep so we 

can wake up and pray on time. 

Sometimes we say things that we end 

up regretting; Allah Al Ghaalib will 

help us overcome our speech so we 

say the right things all the time. 

Sometimes we are not able to do our 

homework or any other chores that 

we are supposed to do; Allah Al 

Ghaalib will help us overcome our 

inability so we can complete all our 

work on time. 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Allah Al Ghaalib is The Truth so He 

will always defeat everything. For 

example, there can be someone at 

school who constantly bothers us and 

troubles us. Who will help us defeat 

him/her? Allah Al Ghaalib.  

To defeat does not mean with hurting, 

but with truth and good manners.  

When we are on the truth and the 

Qur’an, Allah Al Ghaalib will always 

make us win and give us success.  

Also, Allah Al Ghaalib will help us 

overcome and defeat the shaitan and 

his bad thoughts. For example, if our 

mother is running late, the shaitan will 

say, “She must have gotten into an 

accident and she must be hurt”.  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The shaitan gives us bad thoughts and 

makes us sad. But Allah Al Ghaalib 

will make us overcome our sadness 

and overcome any evil. 

Sometimes we want to go out but 

then guests come over and our plan 

gets cancelled. We need to believe 

Allah is Al Ghaalib and whatever He 

brings to us is the best. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL GHAALIB… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We must not think we can defeat our 

weaknesses on our own. 

We ask Allah Al Ghaalib to help up 

overcome our weaknesses, for 

example, not praying on time, or not 

doing our homework, or getting 

jealous or angry.  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We should ask Allah Al Ghaalib to 

help us overcome the whispers of the 

shaitan who gives us bad thoughts. 
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ALLAH AL MALIK 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THE KING 
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WHO IS ALLAH  

AL MALIK? 

We see many kings in life with huge 

castles and great palaces. But the 

kings in this life were not kings before 

and when they die, someone else 

takes the title of king after them.  

Allah Al Malik is always The King. He 

did not inherit the kingship from 

anyone nor will anyone take away His 

kingship. There is no one like Allah 

and He is The True King. 

Kings of this life need people to do 

things for them. But Allah Al Malik 

does not need anyone or anything.  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Someone might say, “but there are 

angels..”. We must remember that 

Allah does not need the angels, 

rather it is an honor for them to obey 

Allah and carry out His commands. 

Allah Al Malik is The King of the 

whole universe. He is The Owner 

Who owns everything. He owns the 

heavens, the earth, jinn and all 

mankind. He owns the treasures of 

everything.  

Allah is The King of the duniya and 

akhira. On the Day of Judgement, it 

will be shown to all that He is The 

One True King. 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Even if people do not like Allah or 

they disbelieve in Him, no one can 

harm Him or take anything away from 

His Kingdom. 

Allah Al Malik is above the seven 

heavens. Despite this, He knows 

what everyone is doing. He knows 

everything that is happening 

everywhere. He knows what is 

happening to all the animals, birds, 

fish and the insects. 

He does not need anyone to inform 

him. Unlike a king in this life who 

cannot know what is happening 

everywhere and what everyone is 

doing.  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Allah knows what is inside our hearts, 

He knows our thoughts and our inner 

most feelings. 

Allah Al Malik commands us to do the 

best things. 

He commanded us to pray five times, 

to speak good, to be good to our 

parents, to obey, not to hurt others 

and not to steal or lie. 

Allah is The King Who decrees 

everything and He knows what will 

happen to each person so we submit 

to Him and we do not reject His 

commands. 
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WHEN WE BELIEVE  

ALLAH IS AL MALIK… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should be a slave to Allah, obey 

Him and listen to Him. 

We should ask Allah Al Malik for 

anything we want. If we want a house, 

car, health, water or peace of mind – 

we ask Allah Al Malik because all the 

treasures belong to Him.  
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We should ask Allah Al Malik to take 

us to paradise and if The King makes 

us enter paradise then no one can 

take us out from it.  

We ask Allah Al Malik to make us 

believers who strongly believe in Him 

so we can be near to Him. 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ALLAH  
 (اهلل جل جالله)
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WHO IS ALLAH? 

When we are happy, we say 

‘Alhamdulillah’ – All praises are for 

Allah. 

When we see something great, we 

say ‘Allahu Akbar’ - Allah is The 

Greatest.  

When something happens and we do 

not know why, we say ‘Subhan Allah’ 

– Glory be to Allah.  

And when we want to show our 

attachment to Allah alone, we say (ال 

 there is no one worthy of – (إله إال اهلل

worship except Allah. This is the 

word of tawheed. 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ُسْبَحاَن هللاَِّ 
Subhan Allah  

(Glory be to Allah) 

اْلَحْمُد لِلَِّه 
Al-Hamdulillah  

(All praises are for Allah) 

َّ هللاَُّ  الَ إَِلَه إِال
La ilaha illa-Allah  

(There is no one worthy of worship except Allah) 

ْكَبُر  َ هللاَُّ أ
Allahu Akbar  

(Allah is the Greatest) 

These words are called (الباقيات 
 the everlasting good – (الصالحات

deeds. We all want to do things that 

will remain; when we love Allah and 

do everything for Him – this will 

always remain. 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These words are a way of 

remembering Allah. And there is 

something special about all of these 

words. There is one name that is 

found in all of them. The name 

‘ALLAH’.  

The foundation to all the Names of 

Allah is ‘ALLAH’. We are created for 

Allah, we pray for Allah, we speak 

good for Allah, and we want to go to 

paradise to see Allah. 

There is no name more beautiful and 

greater than the name ‘ALLAH’.  
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What does the name ‘ALLAH’ mean? 

The origin of ‘ALLAH’ is ‘إله’ which 

means: 

the One Who is worshipped  

the One Who is loved and magnified 

the One Whom our heart jumps to 

the One Whom our minds cannot 

grasp because He is so perfect  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There is no one is like Allah. There is 

no one kinder, more beautiful and 

more merciful than Him. He is perfect 

and has all the perfect attributes.  

There is nothing imperfect about 

Allah, and the greatness and 

perfection of Allah amazes us all the 

time. 

Allah is so great and every time we 

talk about Him, we feel so happy. This 

is ‘ALLAH’. 

Allah is so beautiful and every time 

we think of Him, we long to meet Him. 

This is ‘ALLAH’. 

Allah is so generous and every time 

we make dua to Him, He will never 

disappoint us. This is ‘ALLAH’.  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Allah is so forgiving; every time we 

make a mistake, He will forgive us 

when we repent to Him. This is 

‘ALLAH’. 

Allah is so kind; He never gets bored 

or bothered from us when we ask 

Him. This is ‘ALLAH’. 

Allah is the One Whom we magnify, 

love and respect at the same time. 

For example, sometimes we think, “I 

don’t want to pray today”, but then we 

remember, “I love Allah, I respect Him, 

I don’t want to disobey Him”. This is 

‘ALLAH’. 
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Allah is the One Whom we worship 

and our heart always wants to attach 

to Him and always wants to do things 

that are pleasing to Him. This is 

‘ALLAH’.   

We pray, we fast and recite the 

Qur’an because we love Him and want 

to please Him.  

It is the greatest blessing to have 

Allah in our life, and when we 

remember Him, He will remember us 

and give us the best. 

We always want to have feelings for 

Allah and these feelings come when 

we go through situations in life. 
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For example, when we are afraid of 

something, we run to Allah for safety 

and protection before we turn to 

anybody else for help.  

Or, when we want anything, we 

quickly think of Allah first before 

asking our mother or father for it. 

Allah will never leave us and we will 

never be lost with Allah. 

We love Allah with all our heart and 

our love for Him always increases. In 

life, we might love certain people or 

things, but Allah is the One Whom 

we need to love the most because 

there is no one like Him. 
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WHEN WE IN BELIEVE ALLAH… 

WHAT SHOULD WE DO? 

We should always ask Allah because 

everything belongs to Him. He will 

give us good health, food, guidance, 

strength, wealth and happiness. 

We should always love Allah and 

when we love Him, nothing will bother 

us. We will have a good life.  
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We should say (ال إله إال اهلل). This 

means we do not attach to anyone 

except Allah. We do not worship 

anyone except Allah.  

We should always remember Allah. 

When we remember Allah, we will be 

in peace. When we remember Him, 

He will remember us and give us the 

best. 
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